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A TRANSIENT. TWOniMENSIONAL. DISCRETE-ELEMENT. FAR-FIELD 
MODEL FOR THERMAL IMPACT ANALYSIS OF POWER PLANT DISCHARGES 
IN COASTAL AND OFFSHORE REGIONS. PART I: GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND THE RESULTS OF AH APPLICATION 
Arsev H. Eiasbn 

ABSTRACf 

A far-field mathematical model is presented for • • » » il jj—ilation of short-time Iwitma tidal 
cycle) transient, two-di—'nijonal temperature distributions in large coastal and offshoie regions 
resulting from the condenser cooling water discharges of power plants. 

The Eulerian FL ID t (fluid-in-discrete-element) formulation employs the integral forms of the 
conservation principles for mass and thermal energy in vanaMc-sued discrete dements that span the 
specified flow region. 

The contributions of vertical variations of the velocity components and temperature are rigorously 
incorpnrated in the development of depth-averaged, two-dimensional energy transport fluxes by 
spatially integrating the conservation conations over the enclosure surraves of the discrete dements. 

The gcpct.il mathematical formulation conswers or mpltlct; ^ -rary. transient oceanic flow 
conditions, which include periodic tidal, geostrophic and wind-induced currents, as tocafly specified 
inputs to vK- model. The fundamental differences, both from physical and mathematical considera
tions, between meso-scaie and micro-scale eddy turbulence, shear flow dispersion, and stratification 
jrc discussed in detail to establish a reabstr-: formulation of depth-averaged, nooconvective thermal 
energy fli.«-. > associated with the general turbulent transport phenomenon. 

The surface heat-transfer effect is formublcd according to a short-time model (hourly variation*) 
which app?>>xtmat<rry incorporates sobr irradiation, bbcfc body back radiation, evaporation, and 
convection modes for the conditions of the ocean surface m coastal and offshore reports 

The resulting mathematical system of weakly coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations is 
numerically integrated, from arbitrarily specified initial conditions, by the Rungc-Kutta-Giil method 
with a time svp sue based on a stability criterion for explicit methods. 

The rc;wai mathematical model is applied to the assessment of the thermal impact of a 
hypoihe'Kal. multiunit gen-rating station in a coastal region where the oceanic flow conditions are 
av jmed to be strictly periodic tidal currents without any appreciable net drift of sufficient duration 
to remove the heated effluent out of the far-fleid region. 

The numerical simulation indicates that the periodic flow conditions cause considerable variations 
in Ihe .emperature distribution* during the day and the tidal cycles, which result in severe 
recircubthiri and re-entrapment of the heated witer between the intakes and the discharges of the 
different u';its This thermal interaction effect ultimately leads to a gradual, long-term increase of the 
temperatures in the immediate vicinity of the discharge structures and also in the far-field zone which 
could cause adverse environ.ncnla! impact in the coastal region. 

I l is concluded that steady-state near-field studies of the individual discharges arc defimtHy 
inadequate, and a transient far-field analysis which considers the variations in oceanic flow conditions 
is esser;»l for the realistic assessment <-f the thermal impact of a large nuclear power plant in a coastal 
or offshcrr cpon 

I. INTRODUCTION 

li i i already decided that the solution of the predicted energy crisis of the next decade wi!l include the 

const metier-, <•; new nuclear power plants and the expansion of the existing ones. The locations of some - f 

these plants vvli be at coasial /ones and possibly at offshore regions. In view of the observed thermal effects 

of some '»f t'ie already operational installations and the magnitudes of the power output (e.g.. 2-unit. 

2dt> v-MWci • • v>me proposed nuclear generating stations, ihe siting of these plants will require careful assess-

rwint of their possible impacts to minimize their detrimental effect on the ecology. 

TS-. iund':ncnt?l reason for siting these plants in coastal regions is the assumption that large quantities 

1 / fia'td water form the outfalls ot once-through cooling systems can he readily discharged into J limitless 

rf i in* wa-.er body where trie oceanic phenomena naturally eliminate Ihe del.imenial thermal effects of 

1 
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the effluents. However, as indicated in various references, tor example, j l | • . this assumption may not be 
valid i f one considers the details of the oceanic phenomena which mdnde the tidal and geostrophk currents. 

Smcr the net rale of surface coding to the jtmospbere B considerably less than the rate of beat input 
from the dtschatge. the thermal plume can trave? large distances and it can grow into geographically 
significant dhnensious. Hence, the enlramment water and the intake temperatures becume higher than the 
natural ambient conditions due to the recirculation created by die oceanic flow conditions. Thb could 
invalidate the assumption about the existence of infinitely large oceanic receiving water bodies for the dis
charges of power piaais in coastal and offshore regions!see Fig.1). 

The cyclical flow due to combined tidat and ocean .-urrenis can cause the thermal plume to remain in 
the vwinity of a coastal or offshore power plant, where it wiH he partially recirculated through the 
condenser to result in discharge temperature* considerably in excess of expected values without 
recirculation. Furthermore, and more significantly, n raises the temperature m" the ambient water entrained 
by the near-field momentum jet: hence, it severeK reduces the rapid decrease of temperature in the 
immediate vicinKy of the dtscharar. This in turn increases the temperature iff the far-field plume and hence 
die thermal impact of the power plant. 

In the case where the thermal plume of a coastal or offshore power plant extends to large distances 
parallel or toward the shoreline, it can alter the thermal impact conditions of other power plants. 
Particularly, if it reaches the mouth of a large estuary, for example, the Hudson, where the cold oceanic 
conditions during flood flow bessertial to coot the estuary, the thermal interaction could alter the existing 

•Nomtwr* m hfjckcl* represent Mntibrly numbrr-ii reference* jf rVcud of the nrpurt 

Ofttti OWC 73 47V3 

OiSCnAHGf 

Fig. I. Schematic rcpmmravm i * pomm pants »nl> [inumlt itninwl inunction in cmiol and oflmowr rmtuw. 
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thermal equuwrhim and. hence, the overal thermal in pact of the other p- *et ptaut discharges m the 
estuary. 

In view of the above dbcuvuom. it is evident that the assesanent of the thermal impact o f a huge 
nuclear generating station in a coastal or offshore region is a critkaMy aaportant task. The analysis of the 
thermal problem nmst be based on valid mathematical models vriuch incorporate the significant effects of 
•he oceanic flow conditions. 

At present, the assessment of the thermal impact of power plant discharges is almost exclusively based 
on near-field models: see. for example. Edmger and Pofc | 2 | . Koh and Fan | 3 | . Mot/ and HenrdKt J4|. 
etc.. which are modified extensions of the classical, steady-state, turbulent jet studies I %c Schbchtng |S j . 
Abramovidi | 6 | . and Hanha | 7 | ) . Some recent excellent studies by Stobenbach and Harleman |P | and by 
Hirst | 9 | have presented mathematical models which can incorporate the effects of three-janemionat 
approximations, cross flows, and stratified ambient conditiom for various discharge locations and 
orientations relative to the surface or bottom of the receiving water body. In a state-of-the-sri study b\ 
Policastro and Tokar 110|. an extensive survey of the presently available mathematical models and «K-
discussion oi their particular modebnr characteristics were presented in relation to thermal discharge* mto 
large lakes. 

In a later paper. Ptdicasiro and Paddock f 111 compared the results of the above-reierer.eeA 
mathematii-3* modeb in application to actual thermal discharge corditions with available expedient*; tVekl 
data. Althoufh this study indicated that there exists more confrontation than companvjn between the 
results of van.*is wel-estakhshed modeb and experimental measurements, the majority of the 
above-mentioned near-field modeb are acceptable as valid analysis methods fW a sK-ady. mitia1-
momentum-dominaied jet problem into an infinite!) large receiving body of water. 

Unfortunately, the severe restrictions on physical conditions associated with ; • * simplify ,«§. 
assumptions on the mathematical systems of the near-field models are frequently overlooked n their 
application* to various power plant discharges. The fundamental reason for the popularity of near-liekl 
mndeb b that the governing steady-state partial differential equations constitute parabolic systems which 
can he solved with simple pseudo-analytical or numerical marching •echnkrues starting from specitietl 
positions along the mam flow ditection of the jets. However, it should be n.»ied that these systems are at 
best only valid approximations to the physically correct mathematical f.nim of conservation equations 
which are spatially elliptic under steady-state conditions. Since e*(ber an-jly tical or numerical solution ot an 
elliptic system B inherently more difficult than a parabolic .me. a •tear-tield jet mathematical model & 
usually reduced from the elliptic conservation equations by n.-glectir.g certain terms based on seemingly valid 
and plausible physical arguments about the magnitude, of vanor- diffusive and convectrve effects. Inform- * 
nately. the gain in mathematical simplicity is paid Uu by t'.x involuntary loss of certain other physical 
effects which never directly appear in the reduction rrocedv.e. 

As the overall come- lence of its parabolic p: jpert*. a near-field jet model, regardless of the level of 
sophistication in its mathematical formulate n. c?»: never account for its own influence on the 
surroundings Furthermore, the discharge nv>menlvm of ?be jet is the fundamental characteristic which 
controb the development of the complete flo». field m the near field. Indeed, for specified turbulent 
Reynolds stress conditions in the fluid it un-quely determines the complete distribution of entrainmen; 
flow across the jet boundary. Corseojenily. the physical boundary conditions of the surrounding body of 
receiving water can never have any effec' on the enlrainment conditions of the jet. The dimensions of the 
near-field plume, that b. the axial dr.jnce from the discharge where the momentum of the jet becomes 
negligible and the width of the jet boundary, are abo determined by the Reynolds stress and discharge 
momentum conditions Hence. Ifv mathematical model of the near-field jet completely determines its own 

http://above-reierer.ee
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sue without taking mio account the danenstons of the suiioundmgk. Fmally. the near-field models with 
spatially parabolic syv.*ms are strictly steady-stale models. The modification ol these system* 1«> iran^ien; 
tonus directly from the stead) equations b completely unacceptable, since such an an approach mvamlates 
the fundamental physical assumptions of the reduction procedure. 

The abovc-fcsted rcstncinre characteristics of the steady, parabolic mathematical system of a near-field 
model are defketety acceptable for an aerodynamic jet engine dbcbargmg mn< a practically limitless and 
motionless atmosphere. However, cunstdermg the reabstic physical condrtiocs of the receiving water budy 
in a coastal or offshore region, the same restrictions on the near-field model may be unrealistic for the 
assessment of the thermal unpact of a power plant with a continuous large discharge rate. 

First, the dnchanr it always mlo a region which is definitely Imute-i in depth and possibly m overall 
vohsmr. as m the case of a cove. Consequently, in view of the high values of heat release rate by the outlaid, 
it is unacceptable to assume that entrammeut water to the plume is neret affected by the discharge-

Second, the recemng body of water ui a coastal »»r offshore ree>wi is ahti.**l never moiHinles* or in 
uniform motion: but it frequently moves with possibly period*, nrwscale eddy or vortex-iypr m«»tion> 
due to geostrophic and tidal currents in the ocean. Swwe these motion* could pen«>dically return at lex>: a 
portion of the heated discharge wa er into the vicinity »»f the near-field plume, the avsumpi*m that ambient 
entrammeni water is never affectet. by the discharge again hec«>me> unaccrpiable. 

In all near-field models. di!uti«»n ni the discharge water by conk- ambient eniramment (low i» the nut** 
mechanism (surface cooling rs pproxmialery ICT'l lor the temperature Jrtjt in the plume. Since the 
parabobc mathemancal systems ol the* modeb cannot directly incorporate the temperature n*- in the 
ambient fluid, resulting Irom above-discussed physical condition*, all ncai-licld modeb with specified 
amhieni temperatures necessarily underpredici the therms! asp*.' <•! a power plant Attempts 10 
manipulate the values of the controlling par:-»s:!ef-. us example. eniramment coefficients, etc.. to verify 
experimental field measuremenis lor « lew particular IJXX ICMIII in more confusion. >ince the univci'u! 
applkabflity ol the physical parameter* i> thereby dc*troycd 

Recent maihft'.uucal models by Barry and Hoffman \\2\. with higher-order approximation* to 
investigate the recirculation from discharges to inlet* in rerion* between nver cross tecthm*. and numerical 
treatment of the lull steady -slate elliptic equations by Trent | l .»| . lor vertical iei» >n shallow coastal waters, 
still cannot incorporate the transient variations of the ambient cimdition* in the analyses. 

In conclusion, a near-field by itself b definitely inadequate for the assessment ol the thermal impact of a 
power plant unless it b preceded or supplemented by an analysis which can account for the effect of the dis
charge on the ambient lecetvmg body of water. 

From a truly environmental point of view, the far-fieM assessment of the thermal impact of a discharge 
b mure important than the near-field, since ii considers long-lime transient changes in the natural condi
tions of a large region of water which must act as an intermediate sink for the continuous rale of heat 
release from a p.*wcr plant. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art of far-field models for coastal and offshore 
regions b considerably less developed than for near-field models, since they are not commonly employed 
for the assessment of the thermal impact of power plants. 

The majority ol existing studies associated with transport phenomenon in coastal and offshore regions 
is concerned with ihe problem of dispersion ol matter according '<> the turbulent flow conditions in the 
ocean. 

The mathematical formulation* of all these models are based on the original study by Taylor f I4| of 
(he dispersion of mailer in turbulent pipe flow. The results of this excellent study conclude thai an 
instantaneous release of matter (salt*, initially restricted to a volume of infinitesimal width in the axial 
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direction, if observed from a Lagrangian frame of reference moving with the constant, cross-section mean 
velocity of the fluid, diffuses along the axial direction according to an apparent axial diffusion coefficient 
which is approximately 200 times greater than the dominant turbulent diffusion coefficient in the radial 
direction, tkter | I S | applied Taylor's approach to study the dispersion problem in an open channel under a 
limited range of turbulent flow conditions. In two later studies. Fischer 116. I 7 | further verified the 
mathematical results of Elder's study, with various improvements and modifications, by data from 
laboratory experiments under a wide range of turbulent flow conditions and also by data from field 
measurements in aatur*! streams. 

The Eulerian formulation of long-time, tidal-averaged dispersion of matter in an estuary coder strictly 
periodic tidal flow conditions was presented by Bowden 118|. The dependence of the meso-scale apparent 
diffusion coefficient along the estuary on vsries* rheoretical and empirical forms of vertical variations in 
velocity profiles was also considered by Bowden JI8. 19. 2 0 | . These studies indicated that additional 
density flows resulting from stratified conditions could appreciably affect the dispersion rates in seas znd 
estuaries under predominant tidal flow conditions. It is interesting to note that the apparent diffusion 
coefficient ootxned by Bowden | I 8 | . although similar in form and magnitude, is significantly different, 
from conceptual considerations, than the one presented by Elder | I S | . Although the vertical turbulent 
diffusion mechanism is the fundamental effect which causes the horizontal dispersion in both studies. 
Elder's 115| analysts is based on a Lagrangian formulation which represents short-time variations in a frame 
wf reference moving with the mean flow velocity, along the general motion of the initial instantaneous 
release, whereas. Bowden's |>X) result is based on an Eulerian formulation which represents long-time, 
tidal-averaged dispersion of matter as observed from a fixed frame of reference. 

The Lagrangian formulation was extensively employed by Okubo | 2 1 . 22. 23) for the study of 
dnpenion of matter under generalized oceanic turbulent flow conditions in unbounded regions, with 
dispersion coefficients for turbulent transport based on Kolmogoroffs |24| hypotheses on isotropic 
lurbiwencr. turbulent energy dissipation, and the length scale of turbulence. In a later study. Okubo and 
O/nudov (251 presented empirical results for the dependence of apparent coefficient of horizontal 
diffusion on the scale of turbulent phenomenon, based on extensive field data observed under 
lidal-averaged. meso-scale turbulence conditions. A survey study of the mathematical models for the 
dispersion of matter in the ocean and coastal regions was presented by Okubo and Pritchard |26 | . including 
the discussions and comparisons of the forms employed for the modeling of the apparent horizontal 
diffusion coefficients. 

An application of these dispersion models to the study of an introduced contaminant in an estuary 
under periodically transient conditions superimposed on a net flow rate was considered by Pritchard. 
Okubo. and Mehr | 2 7 | . The mathematical results severiy under predict concentrations for high numbers 
of tidal cycles, conesponding to long-time behavior, indicating possible overesiimation in the modeling of 
the apparent longitudinal diffusion coefficient for the one-dimensional analysis of the flow conditions in 
the estuary. 

The discussion of various other aspects of the dispersion problems in oceans, estuaries, and coastal 
regions, for example, wind and wave effects, density currents, etc.. are presented in texts by Ippen |28| 
and Wiegel | 2 ° | for further consideration. 

A Lagrangian mathematical model for the dispersion of an inilia! instantaneous release of matter cannot 
be readrry modified, as suggested by Okubo [231. for the far-fieid analysis of the general continuous 
thermal discharge problems. The proposition about approximating a continuous discharge condition by 
successive intermittent "patches'* with initial instantaneous levels of thermal energy, with each "patch" 
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individually undergoing a cooling process according to Gaussian-type soiutkm of the dispersion equation m 
unbounded regions with apparent horizontal diffusion coefficients determined from meso-scale turbulent 
conditions, is not acceptable as a valid far-held model under periodic tidal flow condi'ions tr. shabW(less 
than 40 ft) coastal regions. 

The superposition concept for determining the excess temperature at a point by tunwning the local 
excess temperatures of aB the overlapping individual "patches" which contain the point is approxanatery 
acceptable, provided surface heal transfer is negugMe. since it b fundamentally based on the principle ot 
conservation of matter or energy in an infinitely large region with impermeable and insulated boundary. It 
b not necessarily based on the linear mathematical property of the govenung partial differential equations 
associated with the dispersion models- However, the formal method b not acceptable as a valid far-field 
model for general thermal discharges because of the two fundamental reasons inherent to its formulation. 

First, the apparent horizontal diffusion coefficients employed in the solution of the dispersion equation 
in the Lagnngiin frame of reference of each moving "patch" b not valid for continuous thermal discharges 
under general flow conditions, particularly with period*: characteristics, in a coastal region. The 
mathematical problems considered by Taylor | I 4 | . Elder | I 5 | . and Fischer | I 6 . I 7 | fur the dispersion of 
an instantaneous release lead Ic apparent longitudinal diffusion coefficients in a Lagrangan frame of 
reference moving with the cross section mean velocity in pipes and open channels. In the mathematical 
derivation of these apparent diffusion coefficients from a system which considers the vertical ami/or lateral 
diffusion fluxes directly and the longitudinal one only indirectly, it b essential to make certain restrictive 
assumptions as instantaneous release, and steady and longitudinally uniform turbulent velocity distribution 
for the only component along the axial direction. f:nce in a coastal region the flow conditions are 
definitely transient and at least two-dimensional with nonuniform distributions varying with the bottom 
topography, the necessary assumptions inherent to the development of these theoretical coefficients are no: 
valid. 

Kolmogoroff-lypr |24| dispersion coefficients, which are indeed valid for instantaneous release 
problems in unbounded regions in the ocean and atmosphere, are also not acceptable in coastal regions, 
since two fundamental hypothesis of the Koimogoroffs model for the length scale of ihr turbulence 
phenomena are not valid in the shallow-water regions near the shoreline. 

Second, the Gaussian-type distributions in the "patches" are associated with the solutions of the 
dispersion equation, which considers strictly transportive effects without any convection, for instantaneous 
releases in completely unbounded regions. The necessary boundary condition which must be imposed for 
these solutions is that at infinitely large distances from the center of the "patch" the conditions lend to be 
ambient in the ocean. In the important shallow-wa;er regions near ihe shoreline this boundary condition, which 
is inherent to the Gaussir» distribution solutions, is definitely unrealistic. since the shoreline actually repre
sents an impermeable and insulate\ boundary with conditions definitely not ambient. Hence the Gaussian-
type distributions in the Lagrangian coordinates of the "patches" are not valid in regions near the shoreline. 

Hence, a Lagrangian mathematical model for the dispersion of an instantaneous release of matter in 
unbounded ocean regions cannot be modified, as proposed by Okubo ( 2 3 | . to develop a valid far-field 
mathematical model for continuous thermal discharges in coastal regions under general transient flow 
conditions. 

The assessment of the environmental impact of a power plant in a coastal region requires accurate 
information about the temperature distributions in the vicinity of the discharges and in the shallow water 
regions near the shoreline where its effect on ihe ecology can be detrimental. Furthermore, additional 
information may also be required about the duration of Ihe maximum thermal conditions in the region, 
controlled by various combinations of tidal and geoslrophk currents, to determine Ihe behavioral 
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characteristics of certain aquatic organisms under short-time elmicd-temperature coadttkMS. Hence, an 
acceptable far-Add model for the assessment of the thermal impact of power plants in coastal and offshore 
regions man be transient and at least two-dmraskmal. and it must fuly incorporate both convection and 
turbulent transport of thermal energy in the mathematical formwaiion of its fcuitiiain system of 
equations. There exists in the literature various thermal analysis moods which salsify the above criteria. 

The early waier-juality models developed by Thomann |30 | and O'Connor | 3 I | are based on the 
simple application of constituent mass conservation principles to die "segments" or "boxes" representing 
various pats of estuaries and bay areas. Numerous successful applications of these and other conceptuaHy 
sandar mathematical models are extensively discussed by Hatd and Espey in a survey report [32 | . Two 
fundamental weaknesses of these Eutenan far-fieid models are their sanpfoiic formulation of the 
iwo-dimcmiuiul turbulent iransport fluxes and their lack of rigorous mathematical consideration of the 
stabmty and accuracy of their solutions. 

The general water-quality sanuiaiion model r resented by Leendertse | 3 3 | . and its associated computer 
codes developed by Leendertse and Grition (34. J>?I . is based on rigorous finite difference formulations of 
the differential equations for continuity, moutcntun. energy, and corstitufiM concentrations: and il is 
capable of simuJtaneousry obtaining solutions for the complete transier.' flow fields and temperature 
distributions m two-dunensional regions. The details of the numerical methods employed in this model are 
also discussed in the survey report by Ward and Espey | 3 2 | . The thermal model developed by Sonnichsen 
and K«4esar |36. 37| only considers the finite difference formulation of the energy equation for specified 
two-dimensional flow and constant depth conditions. The general mathematical modeling of heated 
discharges, including the momentum effects of the near-fidd jets, was extensively studied by Wada [38. 
39| | see also ( I 0 | for discussions) based on finite difference formulations which also considered the case of 
two-layer conditions existing in severely stratified seas. 

These models can be employed, with proper modifications, for the assessment of the thermal impact of 
power plants in coastal and offshore regions. However, their classical finite difference formulations with 
constant grid size become computationally inefficient for obtaining accurate temperature solutions in only 
small, specified subregions of a large coastal region with open boundaries. 

A recent study by Loziuk. Anderson, and Bdytschko |40 | employs a finite-element method for the 
solution of transient temperature distributions, under specified, steady, circulating flow conditions, in a 
small lake used as a cooling pond for several power plants. Their results agree very well with the 
field-measured temperatures at various locations in the lake. Although the finite-element formulation of 
this study is very efficient for romputalions in small regions with closed boundary and steady flow 
conditions, it cannot be readily employed in large coastal regions with open boundaries and transient, 
periodic tidal flow conditions. 

The detailed solution of the flow field created by tidal, geostrophic. and wind currents in a coastal oi 
offshore region with compile*:.d shoreline and bottom geometry- is extremely difficult and usually 
prohibitive from computational cost considerations. Although there exists recent studies by Bryan | 4 I | 
and Bryan and Cox |4?' in numerical modeling of ocean currents, from thermal impact considerations, the 
solution of ihe hydrodynamic problem a not essential, since transient de^th and velocity data can be 
obtained in a coastal or offshore region before the construction of a power plant. Hence, in the far-field 
analysis of the thermal impact, the field-measured data for the oceanic currents can be directly 
incorporated in the mathematical model, since the momentum of the intakes and the discharges cannot 
influence the flow field except in the near-field zone, in the immediate vicinity of the outfall structures. 

This study presents the rigorous mathematical development of a computationally efficient numerical 
simulation model for predicting transient, two-dimensional, far-field temperature distributions which result 
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from the condenser cooling water discharges of power plants in large coastal and otisht^e regions wi;h 
completely arbitrary shoreline and open boundaries, and under specified tramienl depth and oceanic flow 
conditions. 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

2.1 General Dtscussio* of N«nericaJ Sinabt ioa MoM 

The formulation of tl.e present model is based •*> the omirol volume approach, which highlights the 
direct numerical simulation process without necessitating continuum limit differential equations for 
conservation principles. It is best exemplified by the famous computer codes developed at Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory by Hvans and Harlow |43 | for PIC (particle-in-cell). and by Gentry. Martin, and Daly 
|44| for FLIC (fluid-in-cell) formulations for transient fluid flow problems. The details of these Fulcrian 
methods and their numerous successful applications are available in reports by Harlow |-*.S). Harlow and 
Amsden (46.47). and in a recent excellent text in computational fluid mechanics by Koache |4X|. 

Both PIC and FLIC methods directly formulate the necessary computational system of equations by 
applyin;! The macroscopic conservation forms of mass momentum and energy principles for a cell of 
rectangular enclosure surfaces by assuming uniform values over the surface areas. The flow region is divided 
into a suffic>ni number of cells which span the flow region: and the computation procedure ts based on the 
approximate satisfaction of the conservation equations for each cell at every time step. 

For the preynt formulation ot the far-field thermal model, equal cell division will not he 
computationally practical. The model requires high resolution in the vicinity of the discharges, and possibly 
in shallow water regions near the shoreline, to predict accurate temperatures for the assessment of the 
ecological impact. The analysis must also consider sufficiently large areas in the coastal regions to include 
the growth and travel of the thermal plume under oceanic currents and periodic tidal (low conditions. 
Consequently, if high resolution, equal cell division is employed throughout the region, thsic will be an 
excessive number of computational cells which will require excessive storage and computer lime for the 
model to be of practical use. On the other hand, if the number of cells is decreased for computational 
efficiency, the results will not be sufficiently accurate in the vicinity of the discharges for the model to be a 
reliable assessment method for the thermal impact of power plants. 

The "segment" or "box" water-quality models suggested by Thomann |30| and O'Connor (3I| are 
indeed conceptually similar to the FLIC method: and they are extremely efficient from computational 
considerations for the solution of the constituent conservation equations in large flow regions in estuaries 
and coastal bays. 

In the present formulation, the fundamental concepts of the FLIC method and "segment" or "box" 
models are combined to develop a computationally efficient and i^lhematically rigorous numerical 
simulation model for the transient far-field analysis of thermal discharges in coastal and offshore regions. 
The formulation is based on the relaxation of the conditions of the FLIC metli KI in its application of the 
macroscopic, integral forms of the conservation principles to the equal-sized computational cells. The (wo 
necessary modifications are the following: 

I Divide the flow region into arbitrarily si«d discrete elements, preferably with rectangular enclosure 
surfaces except at the boundaries, such that the finite number of discrete elements completely spans the 
region. 

2. l-.mploy the integral forms of the physical conservation laws to each discrete clement, without 
assuming uniform values lor flow properties over the surface areas,and integrate the necessary volume and 
surface integrals in formulating the governing equations. 
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This new advanced version of the I L K ' method will be referred to as the FLIDE (fluid-in-discrete-
etemeni) method in the subsequent development of the far-fiek! thermal model. 

In vier- of the complete generality of the F U D t method u* selecting the size distribution of the 
discrete elements, any specified coastal am!/or offshore region of interest can be divided into subregions 
with different number and size of discrete elements. Hence, large numbers of small discrete elements can be 
specified in the vicinities of the discharges for high resolution in the solutions; and at tlw same time large 
areas of the flow region can be covered by a few large discrete elements to include the areas of the growth 
and travel of the far-IVM plumes in the analyses. As an example, the coastal and offshore region as shown 
in Fig. I can he divided into I"" subregions and approximately 500 discrete elements, with different 
numbers and different sue distributions in different subrcgions. as shown in Fig. 2. It Jtould b.- stated that 
the development of the mathematical model does not require the definitions of subregions. However, for 
geometrically complicated shorelines, for example, with numerous coves, islands, etc.. the computational 
bookkeeping can be extremely simplified by appropriate definitions oi various subregions in the analysis. 

!•• Fig. 2. the intake and discharge locations of the power plants are represented according to the 
particular discrete elements which contain them. Consequently, the far-Held thermal model cannot specify 
the locations of intakes and discharges with more accuracy than the dimensions of their associated discrete 
elements. 

0»«H DUCJj- IW 

REGION 6 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the division of a coaMal or offshore region into subregirm* »nd discrete dement* 
according to the FI.IDK method. 
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2.2 hMeml Forms of C« 

As discussed in the previous section, the mathematical development of the far-field thermal model will 
be based on the FUDE numerical simulation method, which employs the integral forms of the physical 
conservation principles. Since the model vill consider known depth and velocity field data, the momentum 
equation need not be considered in tm. analysis. Hence, consenration of mass and conservation of energy 
are the necessary and sufficient physical principles for the formulation of the mathematical system. 

of Mans (Auwhnry Caution): 

( I ) 

of Energy (Mnapul Eanaaon): 

hffL"*"fL"y'"°M.i<-" 
*fff fb-VdV+yj q(-n)dA+ff • VdA. (2) 

The density of the fluid can readily be assumed as constant, since the vertical variat ons due to 
stratification are only appreciable in the vertical component of the momentum equation, .hich is not 
included in the analysis. Hence, the consenration of mass equation 11) can be simplified as 

dV re 
- + / f A V . . d A = 0 . (3, 

Since the vertical component ol velocity resulting fru;;i the periodic tidal variations of depth is 
definitely negligible in :omparison to the horizontal velocity components caused by the oceanic flow 
conditions, the velocity vector can be assumed as two dimensional; that is. 

V - V(t. x.y. z) = u<l, x. y. / ) i • vjt. x. y. z)j. (4) 

Since the energy contribution of the flow work due to Coriolis and gravitational body forces is 
definitely negligible in comparison lo the thermal energy transport effects. 

/ / / f b V d V = 0 (5) 

The contribution of viscous stresses to flow, work is definitely negligible. Hence, the surface force o can 
be approximated by pressure force. Consequently, the surface work integral becomes 

ff o\d\=f[ P» n)VdA = Jf PVndA (f>) 

Substituting the simplifying assumptions. Fqs. (5) ar.d (6). in F.q. (2) and rearranging, the energy 
conservation equation becomes 
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s///,"'v,//A('^)v""^///.'-' ,vV//. ,''"dA "" 
The contribution of kinetic energy io the specific internal energy e of the fluid is definitely negligible 

in comparison with thermal energy: hence. 

e = eJ*J C,dT: h = e + - = h ; + f Cp dT. (8) 
To P To 

where ej and h* are internal energy and enthalpy of formation at arbitrarily assigned reference temperature 
T:. 

For the incompressible fluid, the specific heats at constant volume and pressure are equal: that is. 

C»=C p=C*. f = | f{ C ' T ^ H . h=(hj C»TJ) + C*T. (9) 

Since the reference temperature To » arbitrarily assigned, the first terms in the definitions of specific 
internal energy and enthalpy can be eliminated. Hei'ce. specific enthalpy and internal energy can be 
expressed as 

e = h = C»T . (10) 

Substituting Eq. (10) in tq. (7) and rearranging, ine temperature form of the energy equation becomes 

Uffv

ld^IL^ndA-^fff^dW^ff^{ -)dA ( , n 

where q, represents the rate of generation of energy per unit volume, and q is the genera! enclosure surface 
heat (lux vector consisting of molecular diffusion in the horizontal directions in the fluio and rates of heat 
transfer from the ocean surface and the bottom area of the control volume. 

It should be immediately noted that since the flow field is predominantly turbulent, the velocity vector 
V and temperature T are instantaneous quantities which include the contributions of random turbulent 
fluctuations. Furthermore, since the model is two-dimensional, the velocity components and temperature 
must be averaged over depth in the vertical direction, based on the appropriate integration of volume and 
surface integrals in Eqs. (3) and (II). Hence, there are two averaging processes associated with the 
formulation. The first one is the mean time averaging of the flow properties to separate the turbulent 
Huetuations: and the second one is the spatial depth av raging to reduce the mathematical system into two 
dimensions. 

At (Ms point, considering thai ultimately two averaging process?* must be employed, each flow 
property can be separated into three parts. 

uft. x y. / ) = UM. x. y) • u*(t. x. y. / ) + u'(t. x. y. / ) . 

W t. x. y. /.) = V( t. x. y) • v*(t. x. y. /.) + v'(t. x. y. / ) . I I2) 

Tf t. x. y. / ) - T(l. x. y) • T*(t. x. y. / ) • T'(t. x. y. / . ) . 
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where 

'Mt.x.yl 

Vlt .x.y) 

T(t.x.y» J 

u*<t.x.y.z> ^ 

v*U.x.y.z) 

T*|t .x.y. /> „ 

: mean time averaged and depth averaged principal variables of the formulation. 

_ differences between actual mean time averaged vertical distributions 
and depth averaged values of principal variables. 

u 'd .x .y . z ) " 

v 'O .x .y .z ) 

T* | t .x .y . /> „ 

• = contributions of random lurbulenl fluctuations. 

A schematic representation of the terms defined in t q . (12) is given in Fig. 3 for the x direction. 
The definition of the terms in Eq. 112) is slightly different from the commonly employed form in turbu

lent analyses. The first two terms, consisting of the mean time averaged and depth averaged principal variable 
and the difference between actual mean lime averaged vertical distribution and depth averaged value, rep
resent the classical form of the mean lime averaged quantity. Hence, the present formulation is equivalent 
to the classical lorn: used in turbulent analysis. 

nmnv WW- ' l « • * ' 

SURFACE 

ii (t.t.y./t 

. X. 
?60TT0M* 

TURBULENT VELOCITY PROFILE 

HorroV 
TURBUl f NT rf MPf RAfwRf P»p> gf 

FiH. *• Schematic reammlalwiti of Ihr parti of the Dm t x a t t n m the » dimliuw. 
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As consequences of their definitions in bq. (12). the turbulent fluctuations and the mean lime averaged 
differences obey the following relations for time and space averaging: 

u(t .x.y.z> = T J ( l . x . y ) * i i * | i . x . >'. />. u'O. x .y . <r) = 0 . 

v < i . x . y . / ) = V | i . x . y > * v * | i . x . y . / ) . v"|».x.y. *> = 0 . (13) 

Tit . x. y. / ) = Tit . x. >) • T * | i . x. y. / ) . T"|t. x. y. /»= 0 . 

X i» r t > r t> _ 

Q * t t . x . y . / ) « h - I » » ( i . x . y . / ) d / = J T * ( t . x . y . z ) d / = 0 . ( I -*) 

where depth D b independent of turbulent fluctuations in the flow field. 
The final integral forms of the conservation equations. (3) and ( I I ) . can also be employed in mean lime 

averaged forms, since they are macroscopic representations of lbs physical laws. Hence, applying the mean 
time averaging on the equations and noting ihe distributive properly of the operation, tqs. (3) and ( I I ) 
become 

£ • / / V-dA-O. .15) 

i SIhT d v */# T V - d A = £ SSS¥ « • J V * £ SSh *•"'dA 

It should be noted that lime derivatives were taken out of ihe mean lime averaging of the equations. Thb 
simpliftcalnw is based on Ihe fundamental assumption about the comparison of the lai v lime scales o( ihe 
mean time averaged phenomena and the small lime scales of random turbulent ftucluatn.-is. 

2.3 Fofmw^l ionofFMDt Equations 

At this point, the standard FLK" method | 4 4 . 4 6 . 4 7 | employs the iniegrat forms of the conservation 
equations on the control volume cells of equal sue throughout the flow region b, assuming uniform values 
for flow properties on all rectangular enclosure surfaces of the cells 

In the lorniutalion of the two-dimensional HJDf- method, the disciele dcmc'iis. wh ch replace the 
cells of the U K ' method, are gencrall) of unequal si/e in all suhrcgions i>f the lit* iepon. a\ sluiwn in 
t-ig. 4. Since ihe formulation is strictly huterian. Ihe size of each discrete elemeni r-mains constant j i all 
limes. However, ihe depth of the fluid in each element can vary with lime according t<> phvsicai 
conservation principles 

l-ach discrete elemeni has a constant cross-sectional area normal to ihe wilted diiection / with 
dimensions .ax"* and Jky'" along x " ' and > ' " leqvctrvelv Fhe suhwupit 1.1 teprewnt ibe di%crc If okiiKiil 
position in the \'". > ' " plane ol the vuhtegiontrl fhe ll«»w pn^vrrtiev lor example. H-inpcralurc | J " . 
juoiMtfd with Ihe diviele elemeni ate assumed l<> be evaluated at ihe centr<*d ••! the kim.-teciinnal area, 
which reptesenis Ihe mean values ol ihe properties over the ditctele clement* llic •.•wiiium boumlanc* 
between two adiacenl discrete element are represented bv hall poinl tuhwiiplv i<n a j m p l i . I i • ' •. i l t"i 
the boundarv between the elemrnn I i . | l atuili * I. |» and i!»- fluid properties jr.- aw<im«\i to be iiftil.xtn 
Jong the houndar) line* in any horizontal plane, rut definitely tailing m the » . - M K J | iliicli.»«i aic<>i>lin« 
!•• the turbulent distribution* , >.en b> l . | ( I '» and Fig ' 
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With the control \ ihi—r V ami me enclosure surface A wei dcTmed for . 
. of me mnniwnuk conservation equations. | IS) ami (16). can he < 

properties made aid OR the burntdarirj of the element (see Fit, 5). :o 
imwlilitm system ef equations for the FUDE method. 

Considering the auxanny mass conservation principle. Eq. (IS), for as arhtt-ary discteteelemeat ( i . j ) m 
i (r). aad evaluating the terms m the equation. 

(17) at ° V i a y - J at 

Noting that the unit timiaal vectors • are constants oa aD faces of the 

, o , r > 

ffA

 v - " - / / / - " = -^.rt.« f. "mi <U * 

(g^*-* - volumetric flux per unit area (velocity) of fluid inflow from the bottom. 

'*»*!? = n * i r n e l r i c " • * per unit area (velocity I of (had inflow oa the ocean surface |e.g.. ramfal). 

C n = volumetric flow rate of intake m. 
(19) 

G a = volumetric flow rale of discharge n. 
*(»> _ H: miatem melement(i.j)msiibregion(r). 

I 0: intake m not in element (i. j) in siitmv"* ('). 

*<r) _ j , : discharge n in etemeni ( i . j ) in subregron (r ) . 
*•*•• i 0: discharge n not in element ( i . j ) m saibrepon (r). 

Substituting the turbulent distributions along the vertical direction from Eq. (12) and employing the 
distributive property of mean lime averaging with constraint Eqs. (13) and ( 14). the ntegrab ia Eq. ( IS ) 
become 

„(»> =«r> 
r »* ' / lJ - | r ) d 7 s r i'tfti \XJf,i + u ^ r » # W | ^ 

J, "i!l/l.J J% | S-l/2.1 "irl/J.| M i - I / J . | | "* 

"iM/J.i^i? 1/2.1 ' l-™' 

plO ,,(r) 
f - i M / 2 ^ „ j I" M - l / l l y , , , -«0 + v t r » | d 

«/ 0 i.i'1/2 u * J9 I M l / 2 i.i-1/2 i.i-l/2 1 ' 

• D".1 V"> (21) 
i.i'i/2 i.r i/2 ' 
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Eqs. (20) and (21) in Eq. (18). and the icwitiag cqaatiun r id Eq. (17) in Eq. (IS) and 
the ntastconscrvation equation for the discrete dement becomes 

att'» 
_±£ = ' i |Ay , f » D w U<rt A y w D<rt D"> I 

A » { ? ^ 

(Ax- , r> D , r ) V< r t ^x , r > D ,r» V".» 11 
| " T j - l / 2 M - l / l M- l /J M*l /2 M»l /2 u r » l / 2 | ( 

• ! I C«6fr» • G . * ' 0 I • I*!*'-* • It?*** (22) 

Considering the principal energy conservation equation. (16). for the arbittary discrete dement ( i j ) in 
sHbfepov (r). and evamating the letms in the equation. 

(23) 
at J J J V at [ •-• •» J # ' j 

Sabslttufing the turbulent distributions along the vertical direction from Eq. (12) and employing the 
distributive property of mean time averaging with constraint Eqs. 113) and (14). the integral in Eq. (23) 
becomes 

/ "• •» v° d/ = fD,i \yu T^r> • rv> 1 dz = &'» T<" 
J # 1.1 J^ I i.l M 1.1 I l.| i.| 

Substitnting Eq. (241 in Eq. (23) and rearranging. 

(24) 

ZffL™-*G*ttj;\W\ 

=0£ 
*?;! aD{'> 

pi»i y.«. ̂ o !± *•» dt ••» at (25 

/ / . " - * • / / . 
T V n J A = I f TV-ndA 

_««'» 
v.io f • - i /M-rto „lO j , 
'• «/»-iJ» ' i - n u V i / l j " * 

f B , M . v «M I* • •l/SJ-rfrt ^irl 
" • V I . J I J , • • i i j . i V t u . i d / 

. «»i f ' V i i : " ^ T "^o j , 
• i i : J # '«.i i/i V i i/i w 

5«n _ 

K1...^ M , , , , C., ,C. : , * 

http://��iij.iVtu.id/
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*T*^** * iempei..ttire of the Owd inflow from the bottom. 

il*/° - temperature of the And inflow on the ocean surface ( e j . . ramfaRl. 

T B

 z temperatnw of the tlmd at the Make a (e_f.. (oca! temperature). 

T a * temperature of the dBcharnt n. 

The evamatMi of the mlepats m to,-' -* ' **«.ui*es special attention, since the mtegramb contain product 
forms of instantaneous quantities. Snbstitutiug the tiwbulen. distributions along the vertical direction from 
fcq. 1121. the first two miefiab in t o . 1261 become 

J # • -1/2-1 i ? l / 2 j 

ftt»» 

X i - i / j j lYto »T^»» • T t»» i . i r o • «•"» • „""» Id*. «28» 
j V l / 2 - l ' I - I / I J "ir 1/2.1 I | i-l/J.l " , - | / 2 . | • • l / 2 . | | " ' ' - ' 

where me bar representing the mean time averaging ts am the ctrniptrte integrand in the equal**!. 
Expand** the integrand in fcq. f 28) and employing the distributive proper.* .* mean inne averaging. 

»B , , » j . 0 ' 0 

' • -1/2.I V l / J - i J . V l / 2 . » i - 1 / 2 - 1 

# ' ir 1/2.1 ir 1/2.1 ^ # V 1/2.1 • • 1/2.1 

-j>«'> -p"> 
t f i - l / 2 . |^ * r ) ptr) J,«. | • ' I / » . * » • ( « - . r r l ^ 

^ # "ir 1/2.1 ••? 1/2.*™* i , V l / 2 . 1 i r l / 2 . 1 

J. n « ' » n«'> 

# " i - l / 2 . i U i f l / 2 . l J^ ' i - 1 / l . i i - l / ! . | 

f i-1/2.1 T ^ „ ft^r| j , ^ T *l/J-» T tO If I ^ , ^ , 
J # *•? 1/2.1 if 1/2.1 y # V l / 2 . | 1-1/2.1 '" ' 

Rearranging the integrals according to the defmiiiors of the pans of the instantaneous quantities. 

J.!>''» 
f >• 1/2.11*0 jn d/ = W ° F* r > V" 
9 V 1/2.1 i- 1/2.1 1 V l / a . | i-l/2.i '•• 1/2.1 

j,tr) - f t " 1 

'i'tltj Jm i-t/2.1 * 'i-1/2.1 J^ "rl'2.1 

n , n n , r > 

if 1/2.1 J, V l/2.i " * J1, 'i-1/2.1 i-1/J.i ' 
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• t o -it '** r*vi/ij*,<o to d/+o«'» / i'liij-i^ti ^ 
* J . V1/2.1 V I / J J S M / ! . J y , ••- i / i . f 

X
fctO RtO 

•'tn-> «*<'» TT» d i * f i ; ' ^ J T * « 0 «V» di 130) 

Employing 4 K constraint conations. Eqs. (13) and(14). six of the integrals vanish in Eq. (30);hence. 

J # itl/2-i itl/2-i wi?lflj i-ipj i!|/lj 

B«O n in 
f »'l/2.iw*«0 g^r) ^ + r . 1/2.1 ̂ O -to ^ J 3 | . 

T J># ' i t l / I . iV l / 1 . 1 ^ , i ? l / 2 . i V l / 2 J , , £ , J " 

Similarly, the bsf two integrals in Eq. (261 become 

w* «/»•!<«» _lrt a/ = W » V'» T"» 
' i i i i P i i M P i-itl/2 M ! l f l MMJ2 

li«») - 6 , r ) 

The integral* in Eqs. (31) and (32) aft extremely important, once they represent the overaB thermal 
energy transfer across the snrfaccs of the discrete element. The dummant tmbment transport phtnomtnun 
is inclnded in the dermitiunj of the integrals according to mean time averaged prodncts of randuiu tmbment 

The proper evahntion of these integrab rcqaires the knowledge of vertical distributions of twbment 
velocity and lemperatHic profiles. This important problem wil be considered m detail later m the 
development of die mathematical model. 

At this point, the integrals can be « pre stated as transport flux terms: that is. 

,»•* '» * _ f **•-•»Jf««r» « * o ^ I »«i /2 . i T to t o & 

IS * * ' * - ' f B U * l / > p « r i »*<0 ^ r D M . | / 2 - j J t o /lr» fc 

"'•."it 1/2 

Hence, snbstifwfmg Eq. (33) m Eqs. (31) and(32). and the remltm*equation m Eq. (26). 

03) 

f t TV-ndA- A v 4 0 9° TJ 1 0 T ° J J A ' * " • * a ¥ i - i / 2 . j w i - i / i - i i-i/a-i i - in - i 

• Av"» V n C ° T"> 

-Ax? r > T?n V*° T*° "^.i-1/a M- i/a M- »/2 ,*.i-1/2 

• Axf r > tfn V » T"» 

A / ° I ? 0 0 2 / ° • A v " ) ?¥'» ( q * / " 
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&*i0 B"r» azi'* • A x , , ) V? vat'* 

6 - » - ? - T - 6 if** T . (34) 

Evaluating the integrals on the right-hand side of Eq. (16}. 

///>**-Kj^iEM?. (35) 

•hut the rale of heat generation per unit volume q. B auuned to be uniform in depth. 
The heat fhn vector a consists of mr4r tutar mffusion. which depend* bnearry on tenperatnre gradients 

in die horizontal planes and dvr beat transfer effects from die ocean snrface and die bottom. Hence, the 
last integral m Eq. (16) becomes 

***M- I / I "1.1- I /I ^*« 'i j - 1 /I •.!• I /J IJ* I /2 , M » ' i j * I /2 

(36) 

nueie 
< J C!' > i /2 j " h C T l A u x d a e l o n K , * K u i a T aWiaaon along x'°. 

i/i = heat flux dne to moiecntar diffusion along y">. 

IqJrJ" = heat flux through bottom area. 

(<£yj° - beat (lux through ocean surface. 

(37) 

Substituting Eqs. (25). (34). (35). and (36) in Ee,.( 16). and leanangmg. 

*2 *3\*%\ . 
— • 
a. BJO i a, j A . j j A ^ B e 

| * * ' i - l / 2 . l " - l / 2 . j i - l / l . j ' i - 1 / 2 . 1 ' • • l / 2 j " » l / l . l • • I / I . j V I / J - i | 

+ I Ax'" P 0 V*r> V° Ax<'» B"» V*'> f"» I 

• Ay"> » '» 
(Q* r 1" 

/2J Ay*° tff» 
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Ax"1 Djio 
I J * I / 2 I . I M / J 

• Ax<'> B'» -~±?---I£*ra-* r> 

1 <M? 1 , 
m t.i.m m u i.|.« • I _fj» rjr> ' ' •' ' ' • 

> t.i 

pr-DJ-

Molecular and turbulent diffusion fluxes car) be combined as: 

5»r) . , "« .» i» J / f» 
^iil/lj pf* ,HT'i:l/2.j 

<a* «•'» 
(39> 

To eiiminale the time derivative of depth from the energy- conservation equation. (3ft). one can employ the 
mass conservation equation. (22). Hence, substituting Eq. (22) in Eq. (38). the final form of the energy 
conservation equation for a discrete element becomes 

dTl? 
_!± = ! ( U i o ryo pro f to ^r» 
d l A»<'»Av«'»ei'»,i i , / z i i " , / I ' ' " " 2 i { • " " 2 ' M ! 

M i . i **'i.i "i.i 

~AV<'> b" ) O"0 If* 0 T < r > 11 • ( A X < 0 D*° v*'1 If* 0 f , , M 

**yi»i/2 i»i/j.i .•i/2.i|Vi/2.i 'i.i I I |*M».j-i/2 w i . i I / I i.i-i/i f "i.f-t/a ..j | 

• Ax<r> D"> V"> i f * " - T 7 0 1 1 W _ _ _ ! _ _ ! I Av ( , ) D* 0 a ' ° 
***•.!• I / I 'T.J* 1/2 J»l/2 l ' i . iM/2 'i.i I [ i » tt)AJ(r>ij»f> t I J» U * i » l / I » H » - t / l . i 

i.i ' i . j i.i 
Av"> C r> a"} I • I Ax" ) W> a r r ) Ax' r ) 11"' a' r ) ! ' 
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Equation (40) represents the final simulation form of the energy conservation equation for the arbitrary 
discrete element according to the ELIDE method. The mathematical terms on the right-hand side of the 
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equation can be grouped mio lour parts representing the four fundamental types of physical phenomena 
which control ihe time rate of change of temperature in the discrete element. 

a. Convection effect of nv.-an lime averaged and depth averaged flow field. 

IK i">= !. ( I A\*'* &'* fi"> IT" 1 t , M I 
* "' v l«'»Av ,'»0'» * [ ' l I ' * , / 2 J " ' / I ' 1 ' / 2 ' ' ' 

i-i " i.i i.l 

V > iV,» i-*r> if*' ' T ° M I + I Ai«r> iy'» v"» i f 1 0 T 4 ' * ' 
• i y i M ; 2 . j ^ M ; : . i L i . i / i . i ! l i M , M ' i . i ] J | - " i . i - i / i K . i - I / I V I / J I ' M • / : ' o l 

It is interesting to note that the connective terms in bq. 141) are arranged in a special form based on 
temperature differences between the half-point values, which represent the ligation of the enclosure 
surfaces, and the temperatures in Ihe discrete element. This slightly unconventional form ha? a distinct 
computational properly which minimizes the effect of possible errors m the specified flow field. Since the 
mathematical model cannot guarantee the flow fieW to satisfy the mass conservation and momentum 
equations, the standard forms for convectrve terms based on the half-point values of temperature can cause 
artificial temperature variations due to Ihe flow field errors starling from equal lemperaiure conditions 
throughout the flow region. The particular forms of the convectrve terms in fcq. (41) avoid this 
computational problem, since equal temperatures automatically eliminate convective effects regardless of 
Ihe velocity values al the half-point surfaces. 

b. Overall diffusion effect of depth averaged molecular and turbulent tram port phenomena: 

(F )<" = _ _ _ ! _ _ _ JUy , r> D"> q«r> Av'" 0 1 0 q m I 
' l>'i.i A |r> » (r>fjlr> | I ' i - l / I J i - l /» . i M i - l / I - i **>*• l/J.l iM/I . iM* 1/2.11 

\ i 'i.i i.i 

J * * X i - j - • /* .-*- • /» *•»-»- • /2 M M / 2 L V i M / 2 q . . | M / I j J M " » 

The fnimulaiion of the diffusion flux terms will he discussed in detail later in the development, 

c. Thermal effect of power plant intakes and discharges: 

It is important to note that Ihe heat release by the power plants into the fiow region t not represented as 
heal source terms. It is more realistic to employ the present form. Fq. (43). which considers the heating 
effects based on Ihe flow rales a'd temperatures al the intakes and discharges. For discharge lempcratjre 
T n equal to the local temperature T J ' \ according lo present formulation Ihe healing effect of the discharge 
completely vanishes, which is rorrect from physical considerations. However, according to source 
formulations. Ihe heating effect would continue; and il would result in unrealistic increases in temperature 
unless Ihe conservation of mass principle u also identically satisfied according to the specified flow 
conditions. 
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Fulhermore. if the discharge temperature is lower than the local temperature, the present form, Eq. 
(43). correctly introduces the cooling effect: hence, the equation can be readily used for the st dy of 
cold-shock problems on biological organisms. 

Under normal operational conditions, particularly in shallow regions, it is realistic to assume that the 
intake temperature T m is equal to the local mean temperjture TV*. This assumption eliminates the healing 
or cooling effect of the intake, according to fcq (43). which is definitely correct from physical 
considerations. However, in certain thermal impact analyses, it is usually assumed that, due to severe 
stratified c««nditions. the intake temperature T m is equal to the ambient temperature, which may be 
considerably lower than the local nean temperature TV.' if conditions for the recirculation of heated waler 
between the discharges and the intakes exist. Considering the present form. Eq. (43). since the intake flow 
rate G m is negative, this assumption immediately produces a heating effect in the discrete element. This 
result is definitely correct from physical considerations, since the assumption forces the intake to eliminate 
the colder stratified water in the element. Consequently, the warmer portion of the water which remains in 
the element causes the unavoidable effect of increasing the mean temperature of the water in the discrete 
element. 

Hence, in the application of the present mathematical model to the assessment of the thermal impact of 
a power plant, it is more realistic to assume the intake temperature T m to be equal to the local mean 
temperature V \ If stratification effects are to be imposed on Ihe intake conditions, the minliiicalions on 
the values of the intake temperatures T m must be based on careful physical considerations. 

d. Overall ef'ect of surface and bottom conditions, and heai generation: 

(<L ) < r ) ( 
s " PC* RID ( pC* H b ' • ' , M*''-, | 

i.i 

The internal heal generation term (q,)''' is retained in the formulation for the sake of generality and for 
modeling special heating effects. The thermal effects of the intakes and discharges should not be included in 
the definition of this term. 

The terms representing the heal tlux (qjj)| r > and inflow (gjj)^ from Ihe bottom can be neglected in 
usual applications, which consider the total depth. However, for special modeling, particularly in very deep 
regions, where the thermal plume may remain stratified, these terms can be employed to approximately 
incorporate the vertical entrainment and heal transfer to the plume from (he lower stratified region. 

The surface heal tlux (q^){ , ) and inflow (g*)J r ) depend on the atmospheric conditions, for example, 
solar irradiation, back radiali.>n. wind, evaporation, rainfall, etc. The appropriate formulations of these terms 
will be discussed in detail later in the development of Ihe model. 

Substituting the mathematical forms of the above discussed physical effects, fcqj. (4I),(42).(43). and 
(44). in F.q. (40), the final simulation form of the energy conservation equation can be expressed as 

which represents a first-order, ordinary differential equation for ihc unknown mean temperature Tj'' in 
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discrete element i. j in region r. Hence, provided the terms in the right-hand function f\') of Eq. (45) 
can be formulated in terms of the principal unknown variables, mean temperatures Tj r£, the mathematical 
system of the FLIDE method consists of a system of coupled, first-order, ordinary differential equattons 
which can be integrated from a given set of initial conditions. 

2.4 Fnn—lition of Half-foil Vahm on Pacwte -Ekf t Sffrccs 

The firs! necessary step to render consistent the governing system of equations of the FLIDE method. 
Eq. (40). K to eliminate the half-point values for velocity components l$'.\.2 j . Vjr.> and temperature 
T?"., . T?') . , , in terms of their mean values in the discrete elements. 

From the solution point of view this is a very crucial problem, since the stability of the numerical 
methods, particularly the explicit ones, critically depends on the forms of the corrective terms. An 
excellent discussion of the stability of various forms associated with conservation equations is given by 
Roache|48|. 

The most successful form, from the computational point of view, for eliminating the half-point values 
in terms of the principal unknown values, is the "second upwind differencing" [481 or "donor ceiP 
method, which was first presented by Gentry. Martin, and Daly [44] within the formulation of the FLIC 
method. This particular form, which is based more on physical reasoning about fluid flow conditions than 
on rigorous mathematical derivations, possesses both conservative and transportive properties (see [481) for 
the explicit finite difference formulations of conservation equations. Hence, in numerous applications it has 
been proven to be extremely dependable from numerical stability consideration. 

The standard "second upwind differencing.' or "donor cell." forms of the FLIC method must be 
slightly modified to incorporate the unequal dimensions of the discrete elements of the present FLIDE 
method in evaluating the half-point values of depth. D*'* . Dj j * , ,2. and velocity components \?[\ , . 
V\'\ll2 Hence, the modified forms based on linear averaging between two discrete elements become 

t t l / 2 . j 

i.jr 1/1 

• •1 /2 .1 

V'') 
i.j' I / I 

A x ' W , •Ax<'\ .B! f» I.J i? i.j i . ' i . j I.J 

I Ax« r > + Ax'" , I I I.I i ' I . J | 

l ^ a C . I 
(46) 

' i . j i . j ' I ' i . j? I i.j 

Av(f}+ A v ( , ) I 
J>> ' i j f l ! 

The standard forms of the FLIC method for the transported property of ihc fluid, represented by the 
temperature T. are retained in the FLIDF method as: 
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fa^:,./,J<o. 
forU<r> , . > 0 . 

(47) 
f * V . /2< °-
f W V l / 2 > 0 . 

f O r V . / 2 < 0 > 
f"V.,2>° 

In Eq. (47). the special cases when the normal comprr^nts &» the velocity field identically vanish on the 
surfaces need not be considered, since under these conditions the convective transfer terms also vanish, 
regardless of the values of the temperature on the element surfaces. 

The physical significance of the particular forms. Eq. (47). from I mid flow considerations is clearly-
evident. The evaluation of a half-point value is based on the How directum: that is. as the Paid crosses a 
surface area normal to its flow direction, it always has the temperature of the discrete element upstream of 
the surface. The generalized mathematical expressions for this physically realistic argument are represented 
by Eq. (47) for the evaluation of the half-point values on all enclosure surfaces of a discrete element. 

It should be noted that the "second upwind differencing" or "donor cell" forms could cause undesirable 
inaccuracies in the FLIDt method due lo the unequal dimensions of the adjacent elements. Hence, in the 
division of a region into discrete elements, the sizes of the adjacent elements should not he excessively 
different from each other. 

The mathematical consequences of these forms will be more evident in later discussions of the stability 
of the FLIDt equations. 

2.5 Formulation of the Heal Flux Terms 

From the mathematical point of consistency of the system of equate s of the FLIDt method. Kq. 
(40). it is essential to eliminate the hail-point values of the diffusion tlux terms <jj'' . and qj'* in 
terms of the principal unknown values of the temperature T''! in the discrete elements. This is by no means 
an easy task, since it requires careful consideration of the turbulence phenomena which control the 
diffusion of thermal energy in coastal and offshore regions. A detailed theoretical development of an 
accurate horizontal turbulent diffusion model for the genera! FUDF. formulation is definitely beyond I he 
scope of this study. Hence, in the present mathematical model, (he formulation of the diffusion heat flux 
terms will be based on the existing slate-of-the-ari in classical and oceanic turbulence theories. However, 
special emphasis will he placed on the selection of the proper diffusion model, consistent with the eddy 
phenomenon, which is considered as turbulence in ihc mathematical formulation. 

The molecular diffusion fluxes (q* f.f\ „ ..(«i* ) :" , , , arc readily formulated according lo the Fourier 
•m i ' i / 2 . ) m f . | * i / 2 *̂  

conduction law. based on the coefficieni of thermal conductivity K ; that is. 

' i - 1 / 2 . 1 l = , c > 

1 ' i - i . j -

TV 

i.j * 

ff"r>. 
v> = J ,- , M 

' M / I IT"* 
V i.j ' 
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•nidi- " 

dT «r> 

ax i -1/I . i 

dT «r» 

»y . i- i n 

(48) 

where the right-hand sides in Eq. <4Ri represent the derivatives of the temperature evaluated at naif-point 
surfaces between the discrete elements. 

Considering the dimensions of the adjacent discrete dements, the derivatives in Eq. (48) can be 
approximated b> their finite forms as: 

H«>» 

(„• >"» = - I T"» T " I 

I I.J I ' I - I I 

(q«» = * I T ' 0 Vn i 
I i.j - i . j -1 I 

,q*> = -* ( f 0 T̂ 'M 
"•-. . . .• I /2 | J t > t , r > j | M M M I 

I -i.j -*.i*l I 

In general. molecular diffusion can be neglected in comparison with turhulenl diffusion under most 
oceanic flow conditions. However, since the present mathematical model considers fully transient tidal 
motions, molecular diffusion flux terms will he retained in the analysis to include their effects during local 
slack water conditions when turbulent diffusion effects are minimum. 

Formulation of the turbulent heat flux terms. Eq. 1*3). requires very careful consideration of the 
turbulence phenomenon which generates the eddy mechanism of turbulent transport. They cannot be 
directly approximated by a straightforward Boussinesq |49 | form in terms of a constant mixing coefficient. 

First, it should be realized that the physical and mathematical problems associated with continuous 
thermal discharge conditions do not belong to the class of dispersion problems. The virtual coefficients of 
horizontal diffusion, derived by Taylor 114| and Elder 1151 are based on strict mathematical assumptions 
for the integration of conservation of matter equation along the vertical direction. These assumptions are 
inherently dependent on the behavior of the initial, i.istantancous release type of concentration in a 
Lagrangian frame of reference moving with the mean velocity. For the present Eulerian system with 
continuous discharge conditions, which violale the conditions of the instantaneous release, the essential 
mathematical assumptions of the dispersion studies definitely do not apply. 

Second, since the present mathematical model considers fully transient tidal flow conditions in the 
convection terms, oceanic diffusion coefficients, which arc based on mcso-scale eddies created by tidal 
motions, for example. Wada f.Wf. Okubo and Ozmidov |25) . etc.. according io KolmogorofTs theory 
|24 | . cannot be employed in the formulation of the turbulent transport flux terms in small time scale 
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distribution laws, that rs. 

<5.*> 

where 

uj = v ? . P = friction velocity along v 

v* = y'r p = friclion velocity along y. 

rw - shear stress along x on the bottom. 154) 

7 - shear stress along y on the bottom. 

K„ - 0 41 = von Karman's constant. 
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The expressions lor ike first parts of the transport flux terms. Fq. (61). which reiu!» from Eq. (51), have 
the foBowing very important properties: 

a. Nonumfonn temperature and velocity distributions in the vertical directum contribute to horizontal 
transport times. However, if the flow conditions create sufficient vertical mixing such that thermal 
stratification is aeehpbfc. that is. 3 T J n approximately itto. then this effect cannoi contributt to the 
transport (luxes, regardVss of the nonuniform vertical distributions of the velocity profiles. 

b The transport flux contribution of the vertical? nonunifonn temperature profile cannot « 
considered as a truly dtffosion type of phenornenon. since in general it docs not conform with the forms 
which consider the flux proportional to the gradient of temperature as in Fourier and Boussinesq type 
formulations. 

These two properties clearly indicate that the additional horizontal transport flux d>-e to thermal 
stratification cannot be compensated for by mcreasmg the effective value of the turbulent eddy diffusion 
coefiicienb Furthermore, snwe thermal stratification conditions can be considerably different from dye or 
sahnrty stratifications, and the transport does not depend on rnkro-scale random eddies. Reynold's analogy 
detimfety d*«s not hold true. Hence, experimentally detennined values of diffusion coefficients from dye 
or salinity observations cannot be directly employed in a thermal analysis. 

t'nfortunatefy. the stratification effects can indeed result in large transport effects over long time 
iterated observations for many tidal cycles if the periodic tidal phenomena are considered as meso-scale 
turbulent eddies m a purely diffusion type of analysis. Consequently, turbulent eddy diffusion coefficients 
determined from these analyses have extremely high values, particularly for estuaries with I K M wise 
discontinuous sahniiy conditions at their ocean s?nds. F I H the present mathematical model, which considers 
tidal motions as short time convectrve phenomena, these coefficients are definitely not valid. Erroneous use 
of the coefficients can result in mathematical predictions severely on the unconservative side from 
environmental thermal impact considerations. 

It shmnd he noted thai the expressions. F.q. (511. for the transport lux terms ( q * x ) ( and(q* > ( .due 
itt vertical variations, are indeed the enteral forms which lead to the classical virtual horizontal diffusion 
flux expressions obtained by Taylor 114|. Flder 115). and Bowden 118| in their studies of the dispersion 
pTohfernv However, as staled earlier, the dispersion flax expressions can only be derived from the general 
express**!*. Fq. 151). under very rigid mathematical and physical assumptions which are only valid for the 
dispersion phenomenon but definitely not valid lor continuous discharge conditions in a transient flow 
field 

Hence, in the application of the present short time transient mathematical model, it is safer to neglect 
the stratification effect, particularly in shallow water regions. I f it can be established that stratification 
definitely exists in a flow region, then an appropriate distribution in the region for AT? must be specified, 
based on other parameters, for example, Froude number | 50 | . etc.. for the evaluation of 0 and the 
transport flux terms «q*j t ) , and (q ! j % h • 

The -second parts o( the transport flux terms ( q ^ f j and ( q ^ l j . f«j. (51). represent the true 
turbulent diffusion phenomenon due to micro-scale random turbulent eddies. Hence, they can be 
represented in Houssinesq forms as: 

(62) 
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where e T m and tlf represent thermal eddy drftusivilKS along x ana y directions respectively 
isotropic turbulence b valid, particularly lor sflaHow water 

Chat 

€ T » = C Ty " *T# ~ * I 1631 

where < r # represents the vertical thermal eddy dilTusivity. 
Smce the particular diffusion iranspurt b solely due to the turbuk.nl eddy phenomenon. Reynold's 

analogy definitely holds true: that is. 

v« = |V| = v îTT* u*V • (V • v*» 2 . 

1641 

Ib5| 

where 

r = local shear stress on a horizontal plane. 

f ¥ 1 = momentum eddy difiushity. 

V * - magnitude of horizontal velocity. 

Assuming linear variation for the shear stress from its bottom value rj; along the / direction, and 
substituting the universal turbulent distribution law in Kq. (64). 

f T =_E^L=T3V ?4-
T pV?f(f) f(J) 

166) 

where V * represents the friction velocity due to the bottom stress r* caused by Ihe horizontal velocity 
with magnitude V* . 

Hence, substituting f-q. (66) in Kq. (62). and the resulting equation and Eq. (56) in Kq. (51). the 
turbulent diffusion flux terms become 

•^•"'{Ix'^ix'SMs'**} 
(67) 

The first integral in Kq. (67) was evaluated by Klder | i 5 | for a logarithmic velocity profile: and defining 

the second integral as a constant. 

J* f(f» 6 Jo r«f) * 
(68) 

Substituting F.q. (6K) and eliminating the friction velocity V* in terms of bottom friction coefficient A. 
similar to Kq. (60). for the magnitude of velocity V * in Kq. (67). 

http://turbuk.nl
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Substituting Eq. (711 in Eq. (70). 

< * , = 

« ? , " 

k.\ft 
DiV; 

J 72) 

which represent the general form of the turbulent heat flux terms. 

Evaluating the right-hand sides of Eq. (72) to obtain the half-point values according to Eq. (39). 

"•r' iM/J. i 

" * r ' i . r i / j 

6 " S M / J . I ' V I / I . J 1 >- * l v » ' i . i / 2 
* * J»* i/a.i 
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(73) 
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where the equivalent diffusion coefficients are defined as 
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The afcjuama1 hall-poaH valves lot the velocHy cuaajii w i n V^\ ( . , . V ^ „ ( a e evahuiew accord 
H> aaeai aafauuaauoas as m fcq. |4(>l: dui is. 

f4.| 1 J M o - 1 - «j-» »J : 
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Ftoas aattaraurical coaMatuoons. fcqs. <75| (77| craapktt the rhaaawion at beat fan terms 
<".., 4.'! .., • « « «* "V pnadpal aafcaowu values of temperature T " ' T " ! f < > > . ai the dacieie 
etemeatv Heace. the system of firsi-araer drilereatial equations at the HJDfc method, fcq l-MH or t q 
(451, become* a owraeat system except for rhedtiaeteetearatsoR the fciaauarirs of me no* tepm 

However. front physical cnaiafcrMaau. the evahntioa at' the eqawakat eddy duTasniiies ^,'\.2 -
i j ' ' ( ; , and the t.aaspon flux terms due to stratification | 0 , , | < r > . |Q»,| J " , „ wqane conaafiaah 
msajht to the actaJ flow coaduinas w. the coastal and offshore refaonv la comparaou with pnws> 
far-ridd studies, the etawvaleni eddy difTasmues m E H l?6l represent the most mataeauticaHy consistent 
forms in accordance with the cJassrcai farfcwJeai flow consideration* For short lane iranjKat. Eiaenaa 
mathematical models whkh coasider continuous discharge conditions. Buo»nesq-i>pc relations tot 
transport flux terras natst aecessaray employ the horizontal eddy dillusmn coefficients based on vertical 
velocity distributions. ParticalarK HI shallow water reoons with btgn vertical mixing conditions, these edd> 
difrasmrs coefficients woald be the most appropriate ones to employ m the apphcatKia of the present 
model 

Additional transport effects vesultiag from possible stratified flow conditions mast be formulated 
accordmg to Ihe expressions for Q„ and Q „ . fcq f i t . to supplement the net transport flux terms 
"K"-\f r *%,'*• in * '"^ , 7 * ' A * clearly arastraied ai this section, stratification effects should not he 
included in the Bowssinesq forms by arbitraray mcreasatg the value of the eddy diffusmiy coefficients. 

Kohno|Enrofr |24| type lurhulent diffusion coefficients | : i . 22. 23. 25) c«uW only be used m very 
deep ocean regions whew the minimum dimension of the flow region within the solid boundaries, including 
the bottom, is samificamry larger than the characteristic eddy scale dimension m the four-thirds power law. 

1 * lamal aad ••aanwy HaW-fainf C 

Since the mathematical system n( the FUDt: method, fcq. 1401 or F.q. |45). r*presents a system of 
coupled, ordinary, first-order differential equations m lime, the mitial conditions are straightforward as 
specified values at any arbitrarily asaaied time U for all discrete elements at positions i. j in aR reports r. 
(hat B. 

T l V f u M l T . i ; ; ; . foralli.i.i |7*» 

These are neces»r> and sufficient initial conditions for the solution of the system. 
According i<» ihe formulation of the hLIDI method ihere are no boundary conditions, in Ihe sense o( 

bounda-y value problems, smce the malhemaiical system is based on the integration of conservation laws 
over ihe volumes and enclosure surfaces of the discrete elements The effects of the boundaries are imposed 
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*m the hall-piaal sariaccs of die dacietc tkmtmii located oa the physical 01 hypodKtical boundaries of die 
flow repoas m dK aotuoaial x " ' . > " ' plain. 

There are Itiw classes ol b»m Jiry baif-poiai coaafemas associated with die thermal problems m coastal 
aad ottsa««e Kgmav la die discawma ol these coadtiioas. dK discrete dements watch have common 
satiates aith the bonadanes a i l be nVatilkd by I . J. hi. L10 dtsiamath them from interior ekmeatv 

a. Speafiei aanaaary hatf-paiM caaaaaaas. The class represents the cases when velocity con»poaeats 
aad lemperaiafe air specified as lane-depeadeaf values oa dK eactosare sartacrs of boandary discrete 
eirmratv lor example, a laiae naer aid) kaowa flow aad letaperatare coaoKwas dnduipafE alio a coastal 
•epoa ^l^paeTalcutfciifjuns can be expressed as 

I -1 /2 .1 » ' '• I - W 2 - I * ' '" " I ' l / I . l » ' ' • 

P'» = r* M i t i v« n =V*' ,iii T , ' , = T ' , i n 
U j l ' 2 » ' '" i . J ' l / 2 » ' '• i J l l / 2 ' » ' ' " 

I"?"*! 

• k i t dK sabsenpts x aad y represent the axes which art pzraaVI to dK bnes dial leraaaate at dK discrete 
elemeai surface* cunespnndatg to dK boaadanes(see hK, 6). 

The velocity coadiiioas ia fcq. I? 1 * ! caa be onatied. s a w accordaw; to dK general assuraption dK 
ownptete flow I K U IS specified m the rcckm: however, ihey are retained m the fornanaftoas for dK sake of 
ovapkieness ••! ihe r**jndarY half-pomt values on the enclosure surfaces. 

This class of conditions can ab» be empiuyed to approximate horizontal intake aad dtscharat 
conations of power ptaais on the shorebars. In such applications, the oceaaw flow field may require 

o»M omc. •••* T » -

. . T , . - J : 

- t v * < y % * » T i i f v r \ > • 

* 

I T , I t ? 

Fa> 4. Scaaaatir warmntawna of aaff'pDinf vaiur* for sprrinnl law aaf MwramtufY ouMitiflas. 
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awdifi«Doa.saxetheaeafr6eidcoadit»ascaaap^ 

h. ftiiiaai I m i l ^ p w t r i B J M i M Owe of the faadaawwal adwataats of tte FUPE method 
is its complete Aexmmty m coasidenag discrete elements of jay arbitrary geometry. Consequently. 
aHaoaeh the eeaeral fnnaaiiiiiia employs a Canesaa iadex system, ( i . j). the method docs not iwpare the 
affiiu^irinaofthemorehae geometries by rectiacuhr ekaarnts. 

The flow Kpoa ia the immediate vidaity of aay morebae caa always he rcprcjtated by bouadaiy 
disaete ekmeats of napezoidal dupes, as mown at Fie. 7. Each boucdary cknaeat has an cadosurc surface 
exactly inrw Mnwomj to the sectioa of the aVwehae boaadrd by the arbitrarily spedfwd diaaasiua of the 

Siace the movehae is imaair J »o be imprnwr dih aad iasataied. there is no mass or eaeigy transfer 
acros Ibeeadosare sarface of the ekmeat which corresponds to the secttoa of the shorebmr. that is. 

(80) 
V? =a a*r> =0 - VT) = T*° 

OML o«cn-n« 

^ » A nt*B^^^^^*a^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^a^^B^^^K «nT a^^^^^a^Ba^w* ^^^*aanBn> ^aVwmnaa&aai annwl aaaaVvaaaaaaaf wmanwmni mna aaavawaaaaaalaV 
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It should be noted that detailed nondip or tangential-slip velocity conditions need not be considered in 
the formulations of the boundary half-point conditions, since the FUDfc method only requires the 
macroscopic transport fluxes accross the enclosure surfaces. 

The temperature conditions in Eq. (80) are consequences of the velocity and heat flux conditions: and 
they are not essential for the solution of the mathematical system of equations. Eq. (40) or Eq. <451. 

c. Matching counwinns f«r adjacent repanx Since the general formulation of the FUOE method can 
consider numerous flow reports with arbitrarily assigned size and number distributions for the discrete 
elements, it is necessary to consider special matching conditions for the boundary elements of two adjacent 
regions. As shown in Fig, Sa. the common dividing boundary between two adjacent regions r and p can 
correspond to the enclosure surfaces of -iifferent number* of discre'e elements in different regions with 
•mknown values on the boundary half-points of their encfasuK surfaces. To match the conditions, the 

ORNL-OWG 73-7SM 
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regions are extended with additional, imaginary discrete elements which have the approximate overall 
conditions of the real elements of the adjacent regions, as shown in Fig. So. Considering the two regions r 
and p in Fig. S. the sizes ol the discrete elements in the regions are related to each other :s 

n I 

Hence, the si/e and the conditions ol" the additional imaginary discrete element I + I. j in regiwi rcan be 
readily determined as the weighted averages ol' the si/e and conditions ot the real elements K. V + n in region 

P 

Foi element I *• I.) in region r: 

I N 

Ax"' - - T A v , p > A x , p > 

Av' r ' n 0 Av 
' I.I 

I N 
r'° = __ v \v , p > i r U " 

1*1.1 ( r l Lt " K . V ' n k . v « n ' 
A \ , ' n 0 

' I.I 
ix:> 

I N 

'* '•> . , , , i L ' K.v»n K.v *n • 
A \ , ' n II 

' I.I 

I N 
fl'l = ' r. \..<rl rll'l 

'* ••' Vrl Li ' K . l ' n K.V»n-
AV, ( n .I 

where \ represents the number ol discrete elements m region p which have common enclosure surfaces 
wi!h tlie single element in region i The conditions for the additional imaginary elements in region p are 
identically the conditions o\ the boundary element in region r: 

For elements K + I.V • n in region p . ( K n < \ 

^ K ' l . i - n ^ l . i K- H - n ' I.i • 

IX.l) 
»-ir» _ y |r» r l p l _ VC) 

K- I . v n I.i ' K- I.i n I.i 

li|iij!n>ns |H»r jnd 1*3) represent the necessary maichin;! conditions for the consistency of the 
riuttH-iii.ilic.il systems. I q 1-401. in rcgn us r .mil p for the common dividing boundary normal to the axes 
•4 , , , amlx , r » 

The necessary mauliing c<>ndition> lor • vo regions r .irul s with .i common dividing boundary normal to 
the axes >"' and \ ( , ) can be readily formulated MIHII.II to Fi|s. i*2) and IX.I> as 

I or element i. J + I in region r. 

'" = - - - V Ax'° A v < 0 

Ax( •" " 
Av 

• I . J * I 

http://ttH-iii.ilic.il
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I M 

l * r > = V I,.**) "f;<»> 
i .J ' l . , , im - " k ' m . L k*« _\V .' ™ •» 

" i.J 

, U t , . ( r | i J X k ' m . l . k -m . l . . i .V . m O i.J 

1 M 

i .J ' I "" ( r r L k *m. l ' k » m . l 
ax ' / m o 

I.J 

For elements k • in. L • I in region s. 0 < m < M: 

k • m.l • I i.J k* m l > l i.J 

l»4) 

<N5> 

where M represents the number ol' discrete elements in region s which have common enclosure surfaces with 
the single element in region r. 

It should be noted that the matching o» the velocitv cmditions considers the necessary direction 
changes from real to imaginary elements. 

The matching formulation for !wj adjacent regions. Fqs. (X2 851, determine the neces*ar> and 
sufficient conditions for the solution or the FLIDF. mathematical system in all (low regions. Although the 
conditions do not directly determine the half-point values on the boundary enclosure surfaces, the 
additional imaginary elements enable the application of the standard half-point, second upwind 
differencing forms for the interior dements. Li]s. (4<>) and 147). directly for the evaluation of the half-point 
values on the enclosure surfaces of the boundary elements. Hence, the matching procedure based on 
additional imaginary elements is indeed equivalent to specifying the hall-potnl values on all boundary 
element surfaces in all regions. 

d. Open region boundary half-point cono.tions. A mathematical far-field thermal model for 
coastal and offshore regions must be capable of considering hypothetical boundaries which separate the 
regions of interest from the rest of the oceans Although this is not essential from mathematical 
considerations, since all world oceans can he treated as a flow region with closed or matching boundaries, 
from practical computational considerations it is essential in the assessment of the thermal impact of power 
plants. Hence, in the general formulation of the FLIDF model it is necessary to develop the appropna'e 
boundary half-point conditions for open regions (see Fig. 2). 

In general, an imaginary boundary which divides a flow region into two parts does not posse-s any 
special physical property that can be formulated as a mathematical boundary condition. Hence, for .-rx-n 
regions, well-pi scd boundary value problems, in ihv sense of Dmclilcl. Neumann, or mixed conditions, 
cannot he formiitjied without additional plausible assumptions about the behavior of the solutions on the 
hypothetical boundaries. 

In the case of analytical methods, the open boundary conditions are usually specified by the behavior 
of the solutions at infinity Since the FLIDF method, or any other Unite difference type of method, cannot 
treat infinity conditions without artificial straining of the coordinates, it is necessary io consider other 
conditions which can be employed on the boundaries of finite open regions. 
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One of the seemingly natural assumptions is to specify the temperature on the hypothetical boundary 
as the local ambient ocean temperature. This condition is definitely unacceptable, since it may cause 
extremely high temperature gradients near the hypothetical boundaries in order to drop the temperature 
distributions to ambient conditions. Consequently, it could produce unrealistic results with excessive 
temperature variations in short distances. Furthermore, the solutions become extremely sensitive to the 
dimensions of the regions bounded by the imaginary boundaries. This consequence of the assumption is 
also unacceptable, since the location of the imaginary boundaries must be completely arbitrary fnin 
physical considerations. 

Another seemingly natural condition is to assume that there exists no thermal diffusion across an 
imaginary boundary. This condition produces exacdy the opposite behavior in the solutions with 
excessively high temperature values which tend to uniform distributions with increasing time. Furthermore, 
the solutions again become extremely sensitive to the dimensions of the regions bounded by the imaginary 
boundaries. Hence, from physical considerations of the thermal energy transport phenomenon, this 
condition is also unacceptable. 

It is evident that the imaginary boundary of an open region must be sufficiently far from the nnmediaie 
Mr.ge of influence of the intakes and discharges in the region. Hence, in the neighborhood of the boundary, 
the variations in temperature will be controlled by the convection and diffusion phenomena in the fluid and 
by the heat transfer conditions on the surface and possibly at the bottom. Since all ttese effects will have 
almost the same influence on the thermal energy transport phenomenon on both vJes »f die imaginary 
boundary, it is very plausible to assume dial the variations in temperature normal to the boundary are 
approximately the same on both sides of the boundary. 

This assumption is schematically represented in Fig. 9 in terms of a boundary element I, j in the flow 
region and an additional Tnapnary discrete element I • I. j outside the hypothetical boundary. 

From mathematical considerations, the assumption corresponds to a linear variation of temperature in 
the real element I. j and the additional imaginary element I * I. j across the half-point boundary I + %, j . 
Hence, the value of temperature in the imaginary dement Tj'* t . can be expressed in terms of the 
temperature values in die boundary element as 

T<0 T<'» T*'> 1*'* 
" , J " = A ' '•"*•' (86) 

AxJ7 * < » 

Rearranging Eq. (86). 

Tft , = 3TJ? X\\u. (87) 
The half-point temperature Tj'* . can be readily eliminated according to the linear averaging form. 

E'l- (46). for the internal discrete elements: that is. 

—(,. ; i.i i I.J I I.J I.JJ 

' " , J " !*««'>•*«*'» I ( 8 8 ) 

|***i.i l i.i) 

.Substituting Eq. (88) in Eq. (87) am* .varranging. 
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i*hi 

•***i.i 

A x < r ) • Ax < r ' 
ft, M-I. i (89) 

which represents the value of temperature in the external imaginary discrete element. 
The velocity conditions for the additional imaginary elements need net be formulated, since according 

to the general assumption of the mathematical model, the flow field is completely known in the region. 
Hence, by defining the thermal region sufficiently small, the imaginary elements can always be located 
exterior to the thermal region but within the bounds of the domain of definition of the flow field. 

The conditions for the hypothetical open boundaries normal to the y ( r ) direc'ion can be readily 
formulated similar to Eq. (89) as 

*u» i *i.J 
: Ay1 <r> 

Ay?? + Ay1? 
T.? ' i .J .1 (90) 

The conditions for open region boundaries. Eqs. (89) and (90). represent the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the solution of the FLIDE system of differential equations. Eq. (40). Since the general 
half-point, second upwind differencing forms for the internal dements, Eqs. (46) and (47). can be directly 
employed to the real and imaginary elements, the formulation of the temperature conditions. Eqs. (89) and 
(90). is equivalent to specifying the half-point values on all boundary dement surfaces corresponding to the 
hypothetical boundary of the open regior. 
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From mathematical considerations, the assumption o r the rates of change of temperature being 
approximately ei»ual or. both sides of an imaginary open region boutWUry wrrespondi to direct linear 
extrapolation of th- lempenture value on the boundary in terms of the temperature values in the last two 
interior discrete elements in the region. Hence, the assumption is only valid if the second derivative of 
temperature along a direction normal to the boundary is negligible. Considering; the differential form of the 
energy equation under flow conditions normal to the imaginary boundary, for approximately constant 
eddy diffushriiy conditions, the vanishing second derivative of temperature corresponds to the eturaiuiion 
of the diffusion transport effect. Hence, for negligible surface heat transfer, the assumption implies that the 
substantial derivative of temperature vanishes on the imaginary open region boundary. Hence, from 
physical considerations, the mathematical extrapolation boundary condition implies that the temperature 
remains approximately constant along the motion of the fluid as it crosses the imaginary boundary. It must 
be emphasized that this condition is an approximation which is only true in regions where the temperatui-
gradients are not significant; hence, it can only be applied as a realistic open region boundary condition at 
sufficiently large distances from the neighborhood of the intakes and discharges in the flovt region. 

From computational considerations, the conditions for the imaginary' boundary. Eqs. (8 U ) ami (90). are 
very acceptable. The temperature solutions are extremely insensitive to the location of the boundary 
beyond a criticrJ distance from the intakes and discharges. 

Hence, '.tie half-pouu values on the enclosure surfaces of the boundary' discrete elements can be 
completely determined, froir appropriate physical and matching conditions. >» eliminate the associated 
inconsistency problems in the yereral mathematical system of the HJDfc method. 

2.7 Surface ;.id Bonow Heu Tnwler CaadftiMs 

To render the general mathematical system of the FUDfc method. Eqs. (40) or (45;. consistent the 
terms associated with the bottom and surface heal transfer conditions must be determined either as 
specified quantities or in terms of the principal unknown values of temperature in the discrete elements. 

In the application of the model, if the total depth is considered as the thermally affected vertical range 
of the i henna I plume, then the bottom heat and mass transfer effects become negligible: thai is. 

i T * ) ^ arbitrary. <£)£» = 0 . I q j ) $ a 0 . C°l> 

where the temperature of the water inflow from the bottom lTJ) j ' ' need not be specified, since the flow 
r;te' £)"* » assumed to be zero everywhere in the region. 

i f the thermal plume is highly stratified, in such a manner that ;JOIV a portion of the depth near the 
surface is affected, then the terms associated with the bottom heat transfer conditions can be employed to 
represent the conditions on ihe bottom surface of the stratified layer. 

It should he emphasized thel a stratified thermal plume in the far-field region does not behave like a 
surface jet in ihe near-fiekJ region. Hence, the bottom heat transfer conditions should not be misinterpreted 
as entrainmeni. since no appreciable mass transfer velocity l(t*>(°- in the sense of dilution, can exist 
between the bottom and the stratified layer. Indeed, for shallow w.ier regions, the bottom flow rale cin be 
assumed as negligible for both vertically mixed and stratified thermal plumes. 

The analysis of the heat iransfer conditions at the bottom of a stratified thermal plume from a 
continuous discharge requires extensive study of the vertical turbulent diffusion phenomenon with density 
variations ard under .-came flow conditions, Furihermore. since the ocean bottom can afcays he assumed 
as impermeable and insulated, such a study will rc<y»re at least a two-layer thermal model to incorporate 
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the severe variations in vertical direction. Such an analysis b defiutcty outside the scope of the present 
development of the h LIDfc model. 

However, for shallow water regions and for sHtkientK deep stratified surface thermal phones, the 
bottom heat transfer effect (of (f" can be neglected as a conservative assumption. First, near die bottom of 
ihe ocean, particularly inside the laminar sublayer, the velocity and turbulent diffusion effects become 
extremer.- low. comoarabk to the molecular diffusion: hence, the vertical diffusion which controls the 
bottom heat transfer conditions on the plume becomes negligible. Second, if there exists heat transfer 
between the stratified plume and the bottom layer, this will result in the heatmg of the bottom layer until 
thermal quasi-steady state conditions are reached in the flow region after sufficiently many tidal cycles. 
This effect wiU ultimately decrease the vertical temperature gradients: hence the bottom heat transfer 
conditions of the stratified thermal plume, particularly in the neighborhood of the discharges in shallow 
water regions. 

From mathematical considerations of the FUDfc method, the only requirement is the sperrfication of 
bottom heat transfer effects in terms of the flow conditions, temperatures in 'he discrete elements, and 
possibly, a characteristic tempenture of the ocean. T ^ : that is. 

equation ( u 2) represents the general functional forms of bottom heat transfer and mass inflow velocity 
conditions from mathematical considerations. The determination of the specific forms requires careful 
study of the physical stratification and turbulent diffusion phenomena associated with actual discharge and 
oceanic flow conditions in a region. 

Hence, in the application of the FUDfc mathematical model to a specific problem for the assessment of 
ihe thermal impact of a power plant discharge in a coastal or offshore region, if sufficient information is 
not available for accurate determination of the bottom heat transfer effects on ihe stratified plume, the 
conservative as.jmption of negligible heat and mass transfer conditions. Eq. (911. is inherently more 
acceptable and reliable than arbitrarily assigning approximate values to these terms in the thermal analysis. 

In the formulation of surface heat transfer conditions. (^"'J'* represents the velocity of the general 
surface mass transfer effects, which consist of evaporation and rainfall. From thermal considerations, the 
evaporation effect can he incorporated in «iie surface heal flux term fq^r"'. hence the surface mass transfer 
velocity (ff)(,) only represents the known rainfall conditions in the region: that is. 

(«,*)JV =<«,*>!.?<«> <'»•'> 
as a specified function of time l. Consequently, the temperature (T*> (° associated with the surface mass 
transfer conditions represents the temperature of the rainfall: that is. 

(T»)jy - T* 11» l«M» 

as a specified function of time t. Ii should he note 1 .!iai ihe velocity, or irn* flow rate per unit area, of 
rainfall on ihe surface (g*/ r > is retained as a distribution on the horizontal plane to include the effects of 
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possible variations in rainfall over large regions. However, the rainfall temperature T* is specified as a 
function of time only, since daily and seasonal changes are approximately uniform over areas which are 
significantly larger than the flow regions considered in thermal impact analyses. 

The fonnulation of the surface heat flux term (q*|JV* is based on approximate modeling of four 
fundamental modes of heat transfer between the ocean surface and the atmosphere. Since the present 
mathematical system considers detailed, short-time transient temperature variations, surface heat transfer 
models based on the equilibrium temperature concept, see. for example. Edinger and Geyer |51 ] . will not 
be practical from computational considerations. He-ever, the present surface heat flux model will employ 
approximate formulations very similar to onr-* considered in previous studies, for example, Wada (39), 
Lozmk. Anderson, and Betytschko (40], Edinger and Geyer (Si) , etc., for the different fundamental 
modes which constitute the overall heat transfer conditions on the ocean surface. 

a. Daytime safer inaamtian (•JjuJiJ- The maximum solar irradiation Q£R on the ocean surface can be 
readily obtained from available measured data, for example. Table 7-35 [52], based on the latitude of the 
flow region under consideration. Assuming midnight as the zero hour and sunup and sundown at 
approximately six and eighteen hours, respectivetv, the maximum solar irradiation value Q* R at noon can 
be employed to obtain anexpressiou for short-time solar irradiation (q|RJJ'* on the ocean surface as 

< « • < ? -
r0: 0 < t < 6 h r . I 8 h r < t < 2 4 h r . 

(95) 
Q S R s i n f - ^ — ( t - 6 h r > | ; 6 h r < t < l 8 h r . 

The cloud cover conditions which reduce the hourly solar irradiation (q| R ){ j* can be approximately 
accounted for in the amplitude Q S R as time dependent variations; that is, 

%* = ^SR ( , ) * °SR ("""num) (96> 

The expression for hourly solar irradiation (q | R ) |? • &1- (95). is based on a simple, discontinuous sine 
function form which only approximately represents the actual rate of solar energy gained by the water per 
unit area of the surface. 

b. Daytime and nighttime Mack body back radiation (q*R><^ ). This mode of radiation heat transfer 
depends on the local surface temperature Ct%)\'K and it can be approximated by the Stefan-Boltzmann law 
for radiation to zero temperature space depending on surface area factors, that is. 

^ R > ! y = - f f r « r A [ < T , > s y + 4 6 o ° R r - <97> 
where 

o=-0.222X IO""Btuhr-' ft"2 ( 'R)" 4 

= Stefan-BoHzmann constant. 

T, = dimensionless factor bas< d on the emissivities (absorptivities) of the water surface and the sky 
cloud cover. 

r . = geometric shape factors relatec to the orientation of radiating surfaces of water and cloud cover. 

The maximum value for both factois T f and f*A is unity, which represents the case of a small black 
body directly radiating to semispherical form of infinite space at zero temperature. For the ocean surface 
and the sky. this condit'-m can never be realized; hence the values for the dimensionless factors are 
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appropriately iMwced to represent the water surface aad sky doad coadruoas. For coastal aad offshore 
C the valuri for the radiation factors l \ and I* A can be coajidrred as coastaus withta certaia 
t; that is. 

o.6<r{<0-9. o.i<rA<o.8. mt 

Accurate rirtenaiaarion of the radiation shape factors 1% at.d T A noaiiu extensive 
heat transfer, which is aot wiftua the scope of the present study-

c. Sartat* evnpwaaina heat I I M U I I I <a» v f f i . Aldwa^ dasparocidar raodeof swrfacehtat traastrris 
it ia cooing the water, unfortunately, for coastal aad offshore reanas the ajpliiabiity of the 

vanabte mathtaatkal models is aot established, the flaboratc forms of these awdets, for 
e. [Si]. contain aiaairfiji p w a r w u which were ihirraaarit from field data mtaiuud own lake 

surfaces. 
Crniridrriag the rate c- evaporation from a water surface to air as a simple icsatioa of the form 

ihjy = mass rate of evaporation per wait area. 

y E V - coefficient of evaporation to be deterraaed. 

R,, = relative humidity of air. 

V w = wind speed. 

( v

w ) f € f

 = reference value of wind speed associated with coefficient of evaporation. 

T, - water surface temperature. 

T, - air temperature. 

The values for the coefficient of evaporation yry and reference value of wind speed < v

w > r e f can be 
approximately determined from available experimental data in engineering, for example, extrapolating the 
data in Table 5-44 (52) to the range of environmental water surface and atmospheric air conditions. 

T F V a0.0028 ft) h r ' f t* 1 ( ' F T 1 . ( V „ ) f < f a 5 ft/sec . 1100) 

Assuming that all of the latent heat of evaporation hrf is supplied by the water, the rate of heal transfer 
from the surface due to evaporation becomes 

X q f v r " 0. for(T>"><? 'D . 

I<T.C V f > | - f o r , T X 7 > T . ' 0 

(ion 

where 

h « v » h y r v a 3 . 0 B t u h r - ' tf CfV • (102) 
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The untiluM* tuioff ccodiiioa in Eq. {!QS) is imposed to previa: the pavubfa hestiag resa!! !r-.̂ s the furss 
of the equation when the air temperature B higher t h » the water temperature. This particular heat transfer 
effect should not be considered in the evaporation mode uf surface heat transfer. 

d. Surface c—vecnaa heat trauafcr(q*N)''). The confection heal transfer flux is also approximated in 
a form amnar to evaporation heat flux; that i* 

«in12m-K, \* 
V. 

<v.v«, «W 1 > i | . (103) 

where the convection surface twn coefficient h £ M can be determined from experimental data, for example. 
Table 5-33 | 5 2 | . for turbulent flow of air at atmospherk pressure over a flat surface as 

h * N 2 I.OBiuhr ' f t - 2 |°F>' (104) 

The expressions for four different modes of surface heat transfer. Eqs. (95). ( ° ). < 101). and (103). 
were employed to compute daily heat transfer rates per unit area from lake surfaces under observed 
atmospheric and water conditions. The results after conversion to equilibrium lempe-ature forms were 
verified by the results of other surface heat transfer models and observations |48 J. 

The net rate of heat transfer per unit area across the water surface, (q'r*^. is the sum of the different 
modes: that is. 

««?-|*i'£u»<«.<?*«<<vft,*<«.<?= (105) 

henct. the unknown term* for the surface heat transfer conditions. (g*)f r\ ( T * / ° and (q*r?*\ are 
completely dumruied from the general mathematical system of FUDE equations in terms of known 
specified time variations and temperature conditions TJ** in the discrete dements. 

It should be noted that more elaborate surface heat transfer models can be readily incorporated m the 
general formulation of the FUDE method as they become more reliable in representing the actual heat 
transfer conditions on the ocean surface in coastal and offshore regions. 

2-8 Fi 

The volumetric flow rates for intakes Cm and discharges G». Eqs. (40) and (45). are determined 
according to the distribution of the discrete elements, the locations tf the intake and discharge structures, 
and the operational conditions of the power plants in the legion. They do not necessarily represent the net 
condenser flow rates of the power plants. 

If the structure of an intake or a discharge spans more than one discrete element, the net flow rate must 
be divided into different tans which represent different flow rates in different dements. Consequently, a 
power plant having only one intake and one discharge may be represented by numerous intake and 
discharge "ow rates Gm and G« in the formulation of the FUDE model. The flow rates are specified as 
time-dependei,; variations, i.e.. 

O m = c ; m ( t : . C „ - G w ( t ) . (106) 

based <m (he operational conditions of the power plants. 
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Hie intake temperature T„ represents the lemperatuie of the water vrtuch enters the intake in the 
discrete element Urn}. j|m> which contains the mtafce m. If severe thermaly stratified conditions exist in 
the element, then, the instantaneous value of the intake temperature T„ nay depend an the shape, 
orientattua. depth, and velocity of the intake Hence, the intake temperature can be expressed as 

f» * t ™ • I AT,, Qm • ( l 0 7 > 

where (AT—1| j ' , , , represents the difference between the intake temperature and the local mean 
temperature V) in the discrete dement of the mtake m. Accurate determination of this duTerence requires 
a detailed and stiphisiicaied near-field analysis of the behavior of the intake flow under lime-dependent 
oceanic currents and stratification conditions. Such an analysis it outside the scope of this study and very 
possibly beyond the limits of the existing near-field models employed in environmental impact studies. 

However, as discussed earner in the development of the {general FL1DE equations, it is more plausible 
and realistic to assume the intake temperature Tm as equal to the local temperature VV: that is. 

T . a T ? 0 . (AT. tV = 0 (lOftt 

for a consrrvativc assessment of the thermal impact of a power plant discharge. Hence, the near-field 
analysis of the intake conditioas can be neglected without miruducing appreciable -not in the solution of 
the far-field thermal problem. 

The discharge temperature T„ depends mi the conditions at the inlet and outlet to the condenser 
where the temperature rise is determined according to the design specifications. For a lOndertser with a 
rnutti-inlake structure which spans more than one discrete element, the inlet temperature to the condenser 
iT„>, N l > must be determined accordinfe to the flow rates G M and local intake temperatures T M m the 
discrete elements: that is. 

( V N I > " ' " ' 

Then, the discharge temperature T„ is determined accordinft to The designed condenser temperature 
increaseAT l N | , as 

T . - l f ,.!,-„„ »AT ( - N n II101 

provided there exists no in-line cooling system between the condenser and the dischare:. In a case when MI 
additional cooling system, tor examp!e. cooling tower, etc.. is employed before discharging the condenser 
cooling water into the ocean, the p'esent formulation can be readily modified, by appropriately changing 
the discharge flow rales (•„ and the condenser temperature rise A T ( - N D . in its application to the particular 
thermal prohirrn-

ll should be emphasized that the present formulation "' , r K intake and discharge conditions does not 
employ the artificial concept of specifying the percentages of recirculate discharge flows which can reach 
the intakes. Arbitrarily assigned values for recirculation cannot be justified under periodic, reversing flow 
conditions. The short-lime, fully transom formulation of the FLIDf- mathematical model correctly 
incorporates the complete recirculation effect according to the convection and diffusion phenomena 
controlled by the oceanic flow conditions in coastal and offshore regions. 
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T V general untheuatkal fnimuIniim of the FUDE 
anonvantonomoussystemof in—liant uni ordnwy differential 

T ^ , ( l . ) = | i . | ^ > . forair . i . j (112) 

natfiMint nines. Eqs. (46) and (47). dtfncnan neat flax terms. Eos. (75) and (76). 
Eqs. (79HSS) and ( M M * * , surface and bottom neat transfer condwlow. tuts. ( 9 I M 9 7 ) 

( I 01MI05 ) . and intake and discharge >nnnWnni, Eqs. ( I 0 6 M U 0 ) . and since me flow field 
6£>. l%>. V™ an> fiwrte for al time, the risjw hand side nmrtmns F£> and C£> satisfy me 

V^uVnV^u^nVf M ^ ^ f M M * fnWafl nc nvurfMnn^^JuW ^^Vall^uYa^nfnMC nwajfai 3 l^^^^u* ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ * * * *n f f ^ ^ a u ^ ufi^r'U'UBhfl^^^Mu'nn** nnl l̂ nn> 

neighborhood of the initial point, t , . | f # | | y ; hence, a unique set of continuous somoons 1*'J. asexten-
i of the initial conditions | f . | J " exists for the inibal^ahKptok4eni.Eqs.(lll)and(ll2). for t > t « -
Fnrthe more, since 3 v a at least periodk for a l time t due to < 

Eq. (111), is nnuntonomons for al time t: consequently. *ete cant no singular points in the 

unique and continuous suhHiom for temperature Tv'(t) can be obtained for thr i 
•wobfem. Eqs. (111| and M 12). of the FUDE (fhnd in dwwte-cJement) mathematical moid for afl 
by either analytical or 

Considering R nnmber of regions r with nmnmnm d r ) a i a . ( J , ) . * 
wnnhei of miegroi. j . which specify the pciitiom of the 
N F L I b F of fnst<>rder differential equations assocs^ 

Z <WWr>* .<N F t | D F <£ 
t ^ l r - l 
Z (WMIr** . < N F t l D F < £ ( U „ ( i , L „ (i i J> 

Since for complex shoreline boundarki a Cartesian system of coordinates cannot divide the flow i 
into equal numben of discrete denunts along each hue. the mmmmm and maximum nunmw for the 
integers ( I , ) . * . . H,K,m *** Or K M * - Mrfc»»«- Kspectivety. must be considered at uneqaal except for 

cgkms. Even for a rather coarse division of the flow reajou into one stgjon. R = I. with 
i number of integers at (!*)**• s , 0 "rtUrVni* = 10. the total number of eqaatinns n N F L I D K 

> 100: Hence, analytical solutions lo the system, although meoreticaly possible, are extremely 
curnbtmini both from formulation and timqwlilwmjl constderatioirv 

However, considering the general form of the mathematical system. Eqs. (111) and( 112). it is evident 
that the simultaneous differential equations mt very weakly coupled since regardfess of me total number of 
equations N v L I D E . each differential equation for 1£) depends only on five discrete-ek-meat temperatures. 
f * ° . . V.'\ . T * r \ t 1 r ) . . and T*° . Hence, the shnultaneous system of ordinary, first-order differential 

i - l . l ••1-1 »-l M - l M » l . 

equations. Eqs. ( i l l ) , is exifetnrfy suitable for numerical integration from the known set of initial 
conditions, feq. (112). by wefl-estaMahed marching cotrrutational schemes. Since any marching numerical 
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MMfcod can only ippiniiMUr: the actual exact johitiua w t * soaar traacafeoa aad/or m a M error at each 
ti—rstep. it » essential t o j H w f c t the rtaajjt/ of ihc dtfjcwtal rquatwi of the FL1DE wetaod. 

Before ftatuumt * detaied rtaMiiy analysts of are . w l w i r ; ^ system. » awld at apumanak *» 
consider the ictarioa between the snaidrscretHed. fsMe form «f iW FUDE (rVnd m a^wfc«ka«at) 
anad and Ike classical • f a i n liam partial dtttticaaal rqaatina foe dbe onutwatioa of earnjy pmnia». 
As dtsenssed earlier, i t * y.inaaiicqna<io« of i ^ 
caaaot be ni taint d dnectty front the partial drftnentsri team of tar energy equation Sianr * e uvtmi 
npwind daftrreubng or donor eel forms for oat unraumt terns we based on physical iwaaauitioaj 
rather nana rigorous annar•Mlkd f m — liriunj. cluneal foul* drffcrentt gnwoaiatitnia hard oa Taylor's 
serns expansion of dae energy partial differential i laiitina does awt rcsatt at the stuudracrete foam of die 
FUDE conations. However, the conunse is mtfm^ ttm:ikmi^tmt^mi»cmmimum.S^ ^OiAy^ 
— 0. of ire FUDE nttuananticai system. Eq. (40k indeed leads to dbt omstiwrm form of aar partial 
drfinential equation far the energy conamatioa principle: that rs. 

J?*L* _2_ { . _ i jo*'»l?'»1<,»! — !fiPrtV»'Ml*0 ! — IWW* ; 

fe gfr) I h ' : *** * * X ' ' • 

• ± | | W » | |fc#fcMfjd»» •!,;/•»; J. <||4, 

SiaHiarly. taking the nam. Axj^ - 0. .lyjV - 0. of ihc mass owcroimn equation, tq. •:*>. of the FUDE 
noon. 

^ r = { £ | P ' ^ , V i y - | B f , , * r t ! i * - * * . * ^ 0 * ' ^ 0 ! } «'i5> 
where g . and it, represent ihe miake and discharge flow rates per unit area. 

Substituting F.q. f I I5!m Eq. < 1141 and rearranging. 

—\if**Vn\ + — {&'W*V'*\ * — \&^v*t**\ 
it i l dx ' » dy • ' 

• \imim * fcJ. • i)i;/ , ,iT;»"» • (g*r",iT-r",| . i11*> 

which n ihe familiar conservative form of Ihe energy equation f<* variable depth f/ -> with ihc arbitrary 
heat flux components q'° and q'̂ '* lo he detemHned according lo ihe molecular and lurhuknt diffusion 
transpori phenomena in Ihe flow repon llem*. ihe snluiion of ihe r LIDf- maihemaiKal m<\W Fq. (40) in 
a sense rs equivaleni in the approximate solution of the partial differential form of ihe energy equation 
under specified initial and boundary conditions. 

file:///imim


From truly mathematical con tide rations, ancc the F L I D t (ftndnn^acrete-etemeni) model represents a 
vector system «>• ordmary diffete«:ial equation*, which is not the fimte-dirterencie approvimaiioa of 3 
portal differential equation, the stabitty of ibe $ t « n . in the « w of Lnpanov |5-»|. depends only un ihe 
properties of ih* Astern: and it B independent of ibe particular mathenuticai method employed m I U 
somtioa. However, from practice compilaiMnal considerations, ibe estabfohmeni f( ibe Lnpunot 
sUbdm. which » extremely difficult tor most systems, does not contribute npufkam information to the 
numerical solution procedure of Ibe mctial-rahie problem. Hence, the Lrapueov viabniiy concept trdl be 
discarded and a more fanjlnr stability analysis method aisocofed with fmite-differencf equations wiH be 
employed m the study of the slabmty of ibe FLIDF mathematical system. 

Tbe general mathematical system. Eq (40). and ibe definitions of beat flux terms, fcqs. |75 l and(7b 1. 
surface and bottom beat transfer conditions. Eqs. ("»H < 1051. and intake and discharge conditions. fcqs. 
I lOOt 110"»). can be smpbrWd by defimng appropriate coefficients and retammf only the necessary term* 
m the stability analysis Furthermore, smce m enteral the stability of the equations will be independent of 
ibe regions, the snperacnpt (r) .-an be omitted for Rotational sanpucify. Ilence. by defmiuc the foHowing. 

f i n . 
1/J.1 

M 

> 0 . 

*"•.!• I / I = 

M * l / ! 

•-1 

Ax'*' .-•••/I 

A*" 
> 0 . 

ryn 
• • 1 / 1 . 1 

.«'> 

Ay 

1 f i .1 

lr» 

«lr> 

."> Ax*" • Ax' 
• - 1 •• 1 . 1 

> 0 . 

• -1 -1 
\r\. 

'vfn 

Ax1 

. - I - I .-'J 

As' ."> • Av 1 0 
>0. 

, - , | 

i i j . i *"• 
M M 

i - i / : > 0 . 

' , .> i : pt » », ' . - r i 3 ) : M - w i i ! . . r w j ; ( 
(117) 

AV" AV«° iy° 
1.1 • 1.1 1.1 

K >•„ (i v * h . \ | i» " 
1 J 1 » „ itff 
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11 •'" T ' " X ) l m - I « " > o . 
» I.I i.i m i.i 

lu»"» =u. itfr" w. | W " MJ. is »"• = o. 
^ * i.i T< I.I !* • -! ' s • - ! 

where ail n>>n/cro terms are p«>sitive. the governing »v5tem •'! e<.iuiSH«% lot the HUM- method can be 
expressed in a simple form as 

" T . , l . . : , ' . - . :.. 
- - = l " . , . . - , , T : . .v . T . , » « ' . . , . : . , - • — « ' . . , : , T . , ' 

• (' . . - ' ' ' < T . , T > (" , , ' "iT , , T i 
I.I i : _ \ . v i.i i : i.i i . i * i ; i _ \ , v • . ! • i 2 i.i 

• i . i • i i 

~ " I.I • - • 

' , 1 i / ' i . r i -j 

r , (T T , l * f (T , T » 
• i.i i » v : I.I I.I i I . I - i »^: i.i-1 I.I 

- 1.1 • I . ! 

T t rf»l «T„ >_ . lor all i.| l l l ' H 

The iniiial-value problem. Kqs. (I IS) ami (I I'M. sin be numerical!, mtegiated bv numerous marching 
techniques. For the simplest form of httler-C auchy methinl. that is. approximating the lime derivatives hv 
Ihe forward lime differences, the resulting maihemalical system becomes very similar i<> the don«>i well type 
exphci' rneihiHls which are extensively employed in computational 'luid mechanics I see K->ache J4X|). (t is 
also possible io employ higher-order, explicit methods with multislep and multilevel lime formulations, for 
example, midpoint ienplrog |54. 551 and I hi l :oti frranke! | v s | . etc.. by propcrlv approximating the lime 
derivatives and evaluating tbe righl-hand-shie tunc lions ai various lime step's furthermore, bv considering 
the nghl-hand-side functions ai »he forward lime step I • .it. the imliai-vahie problem. I qs. 11 !X| and 
111')). can also be formed into an implicit mathematical system which can be solved by either relaxation or 
alternating direction, modified, lruliagon.il niathx reduction methods. The stability interia for different 
methods can be quite different, parliculariv for ihe implicit method: and the decision on llie cNtce of a 
particular method depends on Ihe actual computer lime requirements lot the overall solution during a 
specified time period. 

In ihe solution of ihc present H.ltM- maihemalical model for transient lemperaiiire distributions, the 
implicit forniulaiions will not be considered since ihe iwn-dimcnsio;ij| formulation of the model will 
require excessive conipul.iiion.il lime in Ihe relaxation-type solution of the icsultmg peniariugonal matrices 
or modified alternating direction Gaussian reduction of tridiagonal matrices. 

http://lruliagon.il
http://conipul.iiion.il
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The initia vilue problem. Eqs. (118) and (I 19). will oe directly integrated either by the simple 
Euler-Cauch* method or by the standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with Gill coefficients which 
were sucressfi.lly employed in numerous studies, for example. Lomax. Kutlar. and Fuller [57], Dawson 
and Marcu* 158), etc.. for the numerical solution of the semidiscretized finite-difference equations 
associated with external flow problems. Since both methods ar- explicit formulations, it is essential to 
consider the necessary stability criteria for the application of the methods to the solution of the 
mathematical system. The stability analysis of the Euler-Cauchy method is quite straightforward, although 
by no means trivial, since it can employ the stability methods which were developed for explicit 
finite-difference equations. On the other hand, since the Runge-Kutta method employs four time levels for 
one time step integration, its stability analysis would clearly require considerably more effort in the 
derivation of the stability criteria. However, considering the fact that the Runge-Kutta method is. in a sense, 
a higher-order-accuracy, modified form of the basic Eulei-Cauchy method with more stable properties For 
approximate integration, the stability criteria for the Euler-Cauchy method are definitely suti.^ .vm to 
guarantee the stabi'ity conditions for the Runge-Kutta method. Hence, the stability analysis of the HIDE 
mathematical model will be based on the application of the Euler-Cauchy method to the governing 
differential equations of the initial-value problem. Eqs. (118) and (119). 

The formulations of the necessary and sufficient stability criteria according to well-established, 
mathematically systematic methods, for example, von Neumann [59| , Hirt [60J. and others (see Roache 
[48]), become extremely difficult, cumbersome, and indeed questionable for finite-difference equations 
with variable coefficients and individually different cell sizes. Since the general mathematical system 
contains convective d i n s with velocity components as coefficients, which are variable in time and space, 
and the d;rr.?n<KVis of the discrete elements are completely arbitrary, the classical, rigorous stability 
analysis methods cannot be directly applied to the formulation of the stability criteria for the solution of 
the FLIDE differential equations. 

The method which will b* employed in the present study is called the "discrete perturbation s:ability 
analysis." It was first presented by Thorn a. d Apelt (61) and was further developed by Thoman and 
Szewczyk |62) and by Roache |48) for the stability analysis of finite-difference equations associated with 
the computational fluid mechanics problems. The method is conceptually simple in its basic formulation; 
and it is extremely direct in the derivation of the stability conditions. Although it is not as systematic and 
formalized as the von Neumann [59] or Hirt [60] analyses, in its numerous applications to simple 
finite-difference equations it has successfully predicted 'he same stability condit;ons as the more rigorous 
methods. 

Considering the initial-value problem. Eqs. (118) and (119). the system of differential equations can be 
represented in a general form as 

- ^ r < ' > = ^ < « ) = F 1 J i . . T I . I J | t ) . T M ( t ) . T I J . | ( t ) | 

= <F(.)U(0 + »Vi t j<0 • <F PVJ<0 + OVijH) • (120) 

where the right-hand-side function F ^ O is separated into four parts as the convective term (F f ) (t), 
diffusion ternHFj,). (I), plant discharge termfFj,) (t). and surface heat transfer term(F's) (t) as 

U. 
< » Y V / » - ( " . . / : , * x ' < T , ./>.» T M > 
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-C ^Jldn - T > + C V i i ' l / 2 t T - T ) 
' • • / 2J AT * V l / 2 . j ' U ' *-i.»-I/2 ^ H " i . J - 1 / 1 ' i j ' 

v 
• J * 1/2 . = ^ • / i - ^ T ^ ^ i / a - ^ ' n 2 , ) 

' • - l / l j - - * i+ l / 2 . j , 
(F D ) M (« )= - C ^ . j — j - ( T u - T I . I J ) + C I # I J — ^ ( T j + I J Tu) 

- C M - " ^ ^ ( i U - T M - i ) + C M * . ^ — 1 < T i j M - T ^ ) . (122) 

( F p , i j ( t ) = g . ( T 1 , - T M ) , (123) 

During the integration of the initial-value problem. Eqs. (118) and (119), the actual computed 
temperature T4 j(t) may not he equal to the exact solution T ; j(t) due to truncation and machine errors 
which may be introduced along the computation. In the formulation of the discrete peiturbation stability 
analysis method it is assumed that up to any arbitrary time t the actual computed temperatures Ts j(t) are 
equal to the exact solution T ; i t ) for all i. j ; that is. there exists no error in the solution. At the arbitrary 
time step t, a discrete perturbation error (>i t(t) is introduced only at one arbitrary discrete element i. j , 
such that the actual computed solution T, t{l) becomes different than the exact solution T 4 j ( t ) ; that is. 

T U ( t ) = Tij(«) + S i,j( ,>' T , t l ^ t ) » f . t | j ( l ) . T Y J M W ^ W " <»25) 

Consequently, the differential equation for T, j(t), Eq. (120). ceases to be exact; and it represents the 
form for the approximate solution T4 jft) with the error 6t j(t), that is. 

**» I T 

- ^ ( t ) = F u ( l ) = F M [ t , T j t l j ( t ) . f M ( t ) . T i j f l ( t ) | (126) 

Substituting Eq. (125) in Eq. (126). 

~ 0 ) * ~ (0 - F M ( t ) • iFj jO) . (127) 

where 

6F j j ( t )=F i i ( t ) F M ( t ) (128) 
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represents the error introduced in the right-hand-side function K\ ,HI due to the discrete perturbation error 
5. Ji). Hence, noting thai T i , (t) and f\ j(t) satisfy the differential equation lor the exact solution, Kq. 
(120). Fq.( 127) reduces to 

d&, 

dt 

which represents the ditterentiai equation lor the discrete per-.urbaiion emw at element i. j. To obtain the 
approximate error &- Al * Al) al the next lime slep t + Al. the tinK* derivative can be approximated by its 
difference form, that is. 

ft^il + Al) 6 ,Jt) 

A t •-• 

Hence, solving tor the ratio t-f the errors at two time levels t and I + At. 

«,:(!+ All f>F;A.O 
= I + Al —" 1131) 

6 M I D ft J D 

For the stability of the solution, the perturbation error f>i must not increase as ti ne increases, which 
implies thai at the first computational lime step 1 + At. alter the intn>duclion c( the error al time step I. 
the magnitude of error must decrease or remain the same: thai is. 

i S ( ,(1 + At) i ! &¥,Al) j 
l - i l = j i + A t • < I . f l-»2l 
; 6 ^ 0 s J . , ,<• ) S 

The standard stability condition. Kq. (132). is I he necessary and sufficient condition for the discrete 
element i. j only at ihe lirsl computational lime slep: and it can also be expressed as 

S H ! l + At) *•",,<«> 
I < — = I + Al —-'- < I 1133) 

The right-hand inequality is referred to as the "static stability" requirement, which guarantees ihal Ihe 
error A- does not grow along its own direction: and (he lefl-hand inequality is referred lo as ihc "dynamic 
stability" requiremeni. which guarantees Ihal Ihe error does n«t overshoot more than ils magnitude in Ihe 
opposile direction beiween ihe iwo lime steps I and I • Al. 

In it* rigorous application. Ihe discrete perturbation method requires a complete lime history of error 
propagation in -!l the discrete elements for successive laier time levels. Consequently, at lime level I + Al. il 
becomes necessary loevaluale Ihe errors ft,,, j (I *At).h. , . , (1 + At)in the discrete elements adjacent toi.j 
where (he error b, A\) was introduced in Ihe analysis. The error propagation process needs lo be followed 
until the imposed stability conditions, similar lo Kq. (133). do not continue in gelling more restrictive al suc
cessive time levels. This procedure becomes extremely cumbersome for two-dimensional systems, particularly 
af laler lime levels in the stability analysis. Thoman and S/cwc*yk | 62 | have formally proposed a more 
restrictive dynamic stability requirement which docs nol allow any overshoot of error between time steps I 
and I + At: thai is. 
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0 < — = l * - A . i — ^ - < l . (1341 

Ali'i.Hieh the left-hand inequality is not a "stability requirement." in the sense of a disturbance decreasing: 
in magnitude, it was formally shown in numerous applicatH ns(see Roache (481) that this condition indeed 
corresponds to the necessary and possibly sufficient stability requirement which can be obtained by other 
stability analysis methods, lor example, von Neumann (59|. 

Hence, considering the inequalities only, the combined stability requirement, Eq. (134). can be 
represented in two parts as: 

static staHity conditioc: 

i F j i K O : 1135) 

dynamic stability condition: 

A t < ! - ^ — | M36) 

The static stability condition. Eq. (135). is a necessary requirement which must be satisfied to 
guarantee the validity of the computed solution. If this condition is violated, the approximate solution 
T,,(!» diverges in an unbounded manner from the exact solution T, j(»i. regardless of the time step sue At: 
hence, it violates the stability criterion, in the sense of Liapunov. and becomes meaningless. 

The dynamic stability condition, Eq. (136). is also a necessary requirement which specifies the 
maximum allowable time step size At for stable solutions. From computational considerations, this 
condition is the desired practical criterion for the numerical solution of the initial value problem. Eqs. 
|118)andUl l>). 

It should he emphasized that both the static stability. Eq. (135). and the modified dynamic stability. 
Eq M3f>). requirements are necessary but not sufficient conditions: that is. their satisfaction does not 
totally guarantee the stability of the solutions. However, since this undesirable weakness is common to all 
stability analysis methods, for example, von Neumann |59). it is always considered only as a cautionary 
point in the application of the discrete perturbation stability analysis. 

The disturbance 6F\ j(t). F.q. (128). which results from the introduction of error 6. f(t\ in the element 
I.J. can he evaluated from the definitions of the parts of the right-hand-side function F jJ t ) . Eqs. 
(121) (124). of the general differential equation. F.q {120). 

Since the second upwind differencing or the donor cell method determines the hali-point values on the 
enclosure surfaces of the discrete elements according to the directions of the velocity components normal 
to the surfaces, it is necessary lo consider the flow conditions which will cause the maximum error in the 
contribution of convective terms to the right-hand-side function i T c ^ j d ) : that is. 

D i . . / 2 . r l ! * i / 2 . , < ° • T I M / 2 . , ( , > = T , M . , < " = T „ u ( t ) . 
1137) 

V , . j - i / 2 = V * , - . / 2 > ° - T,.j , , ,10 = ^ . , ,<0 = T, , , ( l>. 
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Substituting Eqs. (125) and (137) in Eq. (121) and rearranging, the error(*FcyjM> " * * * « introduced in 
$e corrective term (F C )L j ( t ) due to the discrete perturbation error BtJi\) becomes 

( o F c ^ O M F c ^ l t ) ( F ^ t ) 

*U«'> » - i ^ i ' ^7 *c i M / I j 

U *»WJ.i 

• C ».i- WJ V i . »» l / J « v - u -
A * j • * u 

(138) 

It can easily be shown that any other combination for the velocity components V i t i n j . V ^ . , f 2 results in 
error (6 F c )L J consisting of various terms which are already included in the traximurn error. Eq. (138). 

Substituting Eq. (I2S) in Eq. (122) and rearranging, the error l&Fp^ j(l) which is introduced in the 
diffusion term (FDV, j(t) due to the discrete perturbation error ft;j(t) becomes 

(oFoyD^JPoViH) (FDVj»n 

*!./'» • » - » . » Ax1 Axf 

+ C M" I Ay1 • C ' i . j* I 
i.j+l K, 

< 0 (139) 

Similarly, substituting Eq. (125) in Eqs. (123) and (124) and rearranging, the errors (6Fr\tAl) and 
(4F s)j j(t) which are introduced in the plant discharge and surface heat transfer terms {¥rY,j(t) and 
(F s)j jH) . respectively, become 

(«F r ) i j ( t ) = (Fp ) i j ( t ) - (F | ( ) t j ( t ) 

( *F s ) l j (0 = (F s ) l j ( t ) (F s ) M ( t ) 

(140) 

— 4 - h**4o*T,*i < 0 . (141) 

where in Eq. (141) it is assumed that the error 5,^(0 is smaller than the local temperature T^O). According 
to Eqs. (138) (141). it is immediately evident that the static stability condition. Eq. (I3S), is 
unconditionally satisfied: that is. 

«F> ,(t> = («F t ) , At)* *AF 0 > M l l ) • (SFp)M(l) + ( 6 F s ) M ( t ) < 0 (142) 

for the positive discrete perturbation error 8, f(t) 
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Substituting Eqs. (13*) (141) in Eq. (>42). the dynamic stabttty condition. Eq. (136). enabfafces the 
necessary computational criterion for the selection of trx time step At for the solution 1\j(t) in the 
discrete element i. i. as 

to<\( <\ i - l / l j 
^KJ 

V* 
• r JHH + c » - i / l . i ' i * l / 2 . i 

A* W 
i - l j , _ , + C i * I J ^ j A*1 

U •J 

• c. (143) 

To nuke sure that the selected time step to satisfies the dynamic stability criterion, Eq. (136). for all 
trte discrete elements i. j . it is necessary to consider the most critical conditions. Hence, defining the 
appropriate rrerumum and maximum values for the terms in Eq. (143) as 

< c , . I/I.I»i/2>»« = Maximum ( C j . l / 2 , . C M . t / J ) . 

l^ir i.j? iXnai = Maximum (C i r K j .Cj,»,) . 

< W ft l/2.jt l/2>«a» = M w ' , n u m < U * t l / 2 . J • V ^ i • l / 2 , 

<Asi.i»mi» = Minimum (A*i.j- Ay^). 

>«ii l /I . i* ip)m»* ' M « i « m " " ( < i f 1/2 j - «i.,t i / i > • 

(544) 

the necessary criterion for the rime step to which will guarantee the dynamic stability requirement. Eq. 
(136). for the solution f^(t) in ad discrete dements i. j becomes 

dt<-
*&Ki>min 

**>;• l/2.j? I ll^m»\ '"'it 1/Jjt 1/2 V«« 

I ^ i t l jJ lVna* ' ' i r l /J jU/j 'wa* 
X * | + - _ 

[ ^ i? l /2 . i t f /2^mi* ^ • • l / 2 . i t | / a ^ » » » ^ * i 4 * i n h i 

<*»*»»* 

* * * i t l/2.jt 1/2'mil C i t l / l j t l / 2 * <*»>.,„ 

(145) 
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The Hrst term on the right-hand side of hq (145) can be considered as the critical time step -It, |. 
based on a generalized form of "Courant number" (48); that is. 

- * i « - ( V : ^ — 1146) 
, v •• I / I . r I / : 'ma* ' "*•• I /2.j-1 /I 'max 

Furthermore, considering a generalised form of discrete element Reynolds number Re. similar to the 
conventional form of "cell Reynolds number" |451. and defining the overall combined effect k n l for the 
plant discharges and surface heat transfer conditions as 

(147) 

^ i * . U » • —=f—- i<hr)m„ ••Ha*)m„(f j J);„ | . 

the dynamic stability requirement. F.q. (l.»6). which establishes the necessary criterion for the selection of 
the computational time step .it. becomes 

- * < R I 
4 I m i . r R c l t A V n k , , ! . 

It should N? emphasized that this requirement was obtz.ned hv considering one-step, two-timt-level 
integration by approximating the time derivative for the error in its difference form. Hence, the dynamic 
stability criterion. F.q. (I4X). is for the integration of the FLIDF differential equations. Eq. (IIX). by the 
simple Fuler-Cauchy method, which in a sense is equivalent to the solution of the system by an explicit, 
forward-time-step finite-difference method. For the numerical integration of the FLIDfc initial-value 
problem. Eqs. (118) and (119). by more accurate methods, fourth-order Runge-Kutta. etc.. the criterion for 
the size of the lime step At. Fq. (14%). is extremely on the conservative side. Indeed, during actual 
computation, ten times larger step sizes were employed without any detectable error in the solutions. 
However, considering (hat the Runge-Kutta i.ielhod requires four times as much computation as the 
Fuler-f auchy method at each time step, (he actual computer times for these solutions were only two and a 
half times less than the ones required for the F.uler-Cauchy method with the time step specified by the 
dynamic stability requirement. Eq. (14V,. 

Hence, according to discrete perturbation stability analysis, it is clearly established that ihc governing 
mathematical system of the FLIDF model. F.q. (40) or Fq. (IIX). with the second upwind differencing 
(donor cell) forms for the c«nvectivc half-point values. Eq. {All. can he numerically integrated from 
specified initial conditions. F.q. (IIX). to obtain valid, stable approximate solutions for all time. 
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i . APPLICATION TO THERMAL IMPACT ANALYSIS OF A HYPOTHETICAL NUCLEAR 
GENERATING STATION IN A COASTAL REGION 

The general FLIDfc f fluid-m-discicte-clemeni I mathematical model was applied to the assessment of the 
thermal impact of a hypothetical nuclear generating M a t * * in a coastal region. 

It is assumed that the generating station consists of a presently operational 500-MW single unclear unit 
with a once-through condenser cooling system using submerged, single-port intake and discharge structures. 
It is proposed to increase the eieciric power ouiput of the station by ran additional I ISO-MW nuclear units 
with once-through condenser cooling systems designed as submerged, single-port intakes and 2000-ft 
muhiport. vertical discharge diffusers. The condensers of all three units are designed for 20*F temperature 
rise in the cooling water based on :hc condenser flow rates at the rated power outputs of the mdiwdual 
units. 

Considering the proposed layout for the locations of l i r intake and discharge structures (see Fig. 10). it 
is evider.: Jut under advene oceanic flow conditions, the recirculation and re-entrammeni of the heated 
water could result m the substantial thermal impact of the generating station on the coastal upon. To 
simulate a typical adverse case, from thermal «npact considerations, in the application of the F U D E 
far-field model, it is assumed that the flow conditions ere strictly tidal periodic, without any net drift in the 
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form of geostrophic or wind induced currents. Under die mauid periodic flow conditions, the thermal 
energy input to the coastal region by (he condemn cooling water of the nuclear nuts cannot be converted 
oat of the far-field zone. Hence, the ultimate cooling of the thermal efflaent can only occur dac to the 
atmospheric cooling from the ocean surface and by the meso-scate. tidal-averaged, turbulent transport from 
the open boundaries of the coastal regtoo. 

In the asscsaaeat of the eawjonmtmal impact of targe nuclear power plants, it is generally required to 
coaadrr the siae of the areas in the discharge region which contain heated water at various specified excess 
temperatures from the anamni coaditionT Furthermore, it is usually necessary to estimate the discharge 
temperatures and the distances certain specified isotherms extend from the location of the discharge 
structures. Hence, in the aianirital sunuiatioa of the short-time transient (within tidal cycle) temperature 
distraction* in the coastal region, special emphasis wm be placed an the discussions of these particular 
aspects of cawronmsntal nwyact asmnatat to identify the posribk adverse thermal effects of irarcalation 
and re-entrammeni of the healed water between the intakes and the discharges under rht assumed, strictly 
prriodit tidal flow conditions. 

3.1. CwnwiiawflheFUDEIauddformehitlim 
The coastal ntgion for the application of the FUDE model was taken s approximately 63 JOOO ft along 

and 32,000 ft normal to the shorehne with four subregxms. according to the location of the diffusers of the 
proposed additional units, and with approximately 490 discrete elements fsee Fig. II). Since the far-field 
model considers the tidal flows as directly contracting to the conwxtm traasfer of thennal energy, rather 
than as meso-scaie eddies contributing to the turbulent oceanic transport, the dimensions or the region were 
spedficafly tafcea as more than twice the distances of the assumed tidal excursions along and normal to the 

onm-owc n-eiot 
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muaaac to guarantee the jachwaon of the peiaodtc tidal nxircahtfioa in the analysis. Ahboaga a siagle 
•Cfioa would be suffkieat for the partkalar application, the coastal region « a dwided aato font sabtegioas 
to check the general fooaalatMa of the FUOE model and to reduce the coaa^cr p^out for coasatamg 
the thcnaal rnadawar oaiy ia certain specified smaM areas atar the disUaigts aad the shoaefaae. 

It is asaaaed that the submerged intake aad discharge structures are iastaled oa a rctatmly flat ocean 
bottom icgioa at appronaate!y 30 ft average depth at ncaa water lewH. as shows ia Faj. 12. which slopes 
rapidly dora to 1200 ft depth between 9000 ft aad 40,000 ft from the shoreline. The structures for the 
tingle port intake aad discharge ci'Untt I aad the smgfc-port intakes aad nadtiport diffusers of Units 2 and 
3 are assumed to be constructed <t*tn -.crtical opeaiags at approximately 10 ft from the bottom, at 
approorjaaately 20 ft average depth below the surface at mean water te*c)(see Fa). 12). 

The nananam diaaajiuBT of the discrete elements were dete iianH arrordiag to the Biometry of the 
daonaac aad the distaaces between the intake and discharge strecturesof the three units (see Figs, 10. II. 
aad 12); aad the nmaJmam damaMuas were arbitrarily specified based on the overall dimensions of the 
assumed coastal region, as: 

A*™ =458 ft. Ay .^SOOft 
(149) 

A x , , , =8000 ft. A y . , , = 16.000 ft 

Since the FLIDE anadation model is intended for far-field analysis m large cjastal regions, the 
temperature variations within the discrete elements cannot be accurately determined from the somtmns. 

ZZ*L O*G 3-*xn 
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l onseqoenthr. it is necessary tu assume that within the discrete elements witicit cuu'-aut die uncharges the 
near-field flow conditions result m rapid n a i f of the heated discharge water with the local ocean water to 
result in a mixture in thermai eqtnUbrium which can be represented by its mean temperature in the discrete 
element. Considering the vertical discharge conditions of al intakes in retai.vety shaflow water, this 
assumption b mdeed valid for the far-field *vah/sts. 

Hence, the actual iniafce and dischaife conditions. Fig. \0. are represented by specified flow conditions 
in the discrete elements which contain them. Fig.! I.basediw the operational condi'wns of the three units 
of the hyputhetical nuclear generatinf station. It is assumed that during the period of this study the intake 
and discharge conditions are maintamed at approxknaiety nutimum load comhtions of the generating 
station M shown in Table I. 

The assessment of the environmental impact of a nuclear generating station generally requires the 
consideration of vanou> neteoroiopcal conditians in the coastal region and the operational Scads of the 
power plant during various *easons in the year to deteimine the possibility of critical combttvlioas which 
could lead to adverse ecological anprct- In the present application of the FUDE model to the assessment 
of the thermal impact nf the hypothetical generating station, the meteorological and ocean temperature 
conditions wiB be assumed as approximately represuHativc of the coastal regions in the continental United 
States for the summer season when the atmospheric surface heating daring the day is substantial. 
partKubrty in shallow water regions near the shoreline. 

The formulation of the FUDE model requires the specification of transient depth and velocity 
components as input data in a l discrete elements m the coastal region. Since for short-time (within tidal 
cyde) smwlations of the thermal conditions the dominant convective transfer is based on the velocity 
components, the accuracy of the temperature solutions strongly depends on the accuracy and detailed 
representation of the oceanic flow conditions. It is evident that the transient variations of local depth and 
velocity components must necessarily satisfy the conservation of mass principle at every point in the coastal 
region. However, for two-dimensional representations, the satisfaction of the rwo^jrnensionai form of the 
principle by no means guarantees the realistic description of the actual flow field. Since the velocity 
meast-renvnt at different depths can be substantially different, particularly for two-layer flow situations 
caused by the combination of tidal and wind-induced currents, it is ex>remery important to carefully 
analyze ttV: velocity data, by noting the depth of the measurements. Hetore considering the satisfaction of 
the mass conservation principle to check the validity of the observed flow conditions. From mathematical 

T«Wrl. tottkei im fee or Min i . 2. i 
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considerations of the development of FLU* numerical smutation. far-fidd thermal model, further 
elaboration ua the methods of analysis of the necessary input data tor the flow conditions B definitely 
outside the scope of lhis s*udy. 

Hence, for the present application of the model to the assessment of the thermal impact of the 
hypothetical generating station under hypothetical adverse flow conditions, it wUi be assumed that the 
available field data for depth and the velocity components can be schematically represented by the periodic 
variations as shown in Fif. I _v 

To obtain an approximate representation lot the depth variations, it is assumed (hat the tidal height b 
approximately th< >am and the time l « is negligible for all the discrete elements Furthermore, it is 
assumed that the depth variation parallel to the shoreline is not appreciable: that ». the bottom topography 
varies only normal to the shore as in Fig. 12. Hence, under these assumptions, the transient depth variations 
in the discrete dements can be approxinuted as simple sine functions. 
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b , r , tn = (D* , / " • D J s i n 
i. | MWL i T 

> 

'T I 
(150) 

where 

iD* w , >"' = mean water level in discrete element i. j m region r according to Fig. 12. 

I)* = halt tidal height = 4.0 ft. 

r = tidal period = 12 hr 24 nun. 

(15!) 

The velocity components are also assumed the same in all discrete Clemen's according to the data of 
Fig. 13: hence, the transient velocity variations in the discrete elements can also be approximated as simple 
sine functions. 

(152) 
i T 

V">(t) = V; M A X sin — (t t f ) 

where 

^M * x = r n a * » m u m tangential velocity = 0.68 ft sec. 

V J = maximum normal velocity = 0.34 ft/sec. 

t* = time lag for velocity component parallel to the shoreline = 0.0 hr. 

t* = time lag for velocity component normal to the shoreline = 6.2 hr. 

(153) 

It is again emphasized that the extremely simplistic, periodic forms for the transient variations of depth 
and velocity components. Eqs. (150) and (152). are necessitated by the assumed adverse tidal conditions 
and not by the limitations of the general formulation of th<* FLIDfc model. 

The necessa:, constants for the definitions of equivalent diffusion coefficients, tq. (76). were specified 

(154) 

K = 0 .35Btuhr ' ft- 2 (°F)"' . 

p = 62.4 lb ft* 

( * = l OBtulb"' ('F)~' 

X* 0.002 (Bowden [I8|>. 

The necessary meteorological data was assumed as representative conditions which can exist in a coastal 
region during the summer: and it was incorporated in the formulation of '.he various terms of the different 
modes of the surface heat flux. Eqs. (°5) (103). as: 

° S R 5 240Btuhr"' ft' J (Table 7-35 |4«)|). 

I', 5 0<>. r A s 0.4 . 

T J | t )=75 .0 , F + 5.0 oFsin 
12 hr 

(t 6hr) (155) 
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R H = R H l t ) = 0 . 4 * 0 2 s i n j 1 ^ | t 6hr>] . 

V w » V w | i ) « 5 J > f t / » e c | l * | a n - ^ j j l t 6h r ) j 

The expressions for the assumed atmospheric conditions. Eq- (155). consider day and night variations 
for air temperature T a . relative humidity R« and wind speed V w in the coastal itgion. consistent with the 
short-time transient (within tidal cycle) application of the FL1DE model. 

Considering the possfctity of stratification of the thermal effluent, two limiting cases were considered in 
the assessPiCnt of the thermal impact of the generating station. 

Case I: It is assumed that stratification definitely exists throughout the coastal region, with the 
stratified heated water layer restricted to approximately constant 20 ft thickness below the surface. 

Considering that at mean water level the average distance between the surface and the openings of the 
single-port discharge of Unit I and the diffusers of Units 2 and 3 s approximately 20 ft (see Fig. 12). the 
assumr-i on of 20 ft thickness for the stratified iayer of heated water is definitely Kahstic in the vicinity of 
the intake and discharge structures: but it is obviously not acceptable in shallow water regions near the 
shoreline where approximately 8 ft of tidal height results in the reduction of the actual depth beiow 20 ft 
during the tidal cycle. However, although this discrepancy can cause an unconservative effect in die the 
temperature solutions near the shoreline, it cannot significantly influence the thermal conditions in the rest 
of the coastal region under the stratified assumptions of the limiting case. 

Since it is assumed that 20 ft deep stratification exists everywhere in the region, the effective depth of 
the thermal plume b also limited by 20 ft; hence, regardless of the actual depth, the effective depth of 20 ft 
is employed in the formulation of the differential equations of the FUDE model for the temperature 
solutions in the discrete elements. However, since the turbulent diffusion transport depends on the 
hydrodynamic conditions which determine the turbulent velocity am. shear stress distributions, 
independent of thermal stratification, the actual depth is necessarily employed in the evaluation of the 
equivalent diffusion coefficients e j ^ . ani el'.', ( Eq. (76). in the solution. 

Case 2: It is assumed that due to strong tidal flow conditions full vertical mixing occurs during most cf 
the tidal cycle; hence, no appreciable stratification exits anywhere in the coastal region. 

Although this assumption is realistic for shallow regions near the shoreline, its validity becomes 
questionable in deep water, particularly for discrete elements far fro-n the shore at approximately 1200 ft 
depth. Indeed, it can be considered as an unconservative assumption for shod t in* thermal analyses, since 
large, thermally effective depth of the plume tends to delay the increase of temperature in the coastal 
region. However, since it is a plausible limiting condition, it is included as a case in the application of the 
FLIDE mathematical model for the assessment of the thermal impact of the hypothetical nuclear 
generating station. 

Considering the shallow depth at the locations of the intakes of all three units, approximately 30 ft at 
mean water level conditions, the elevation of the intake openings from the bottom. 10 ft (see Fig. 12). and 
the maximum tidal height. 8 ft. it is evident that the cooling water to the condensers will enter the intakes 
at tlw existing local temperatures of their discrete elements; hence, special modification due to 
stratification is not necessary in the general formulation of the intake conditions for either of the two 
limiting cases. 

The appropriate time step size At for the numerical integration of the governing system of equations of 
(he FLIDE model. Eq. (40). was determined according to the already established stability criterion. F.q. 
(148), and numerical experimentation. The necessary terms for the stability criterion were approximately 
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determined from the minimum si/e of the discrete elements in the coastal region, oceanic flow conditions, 
maximum discharge flow rate, and surface heat transfer conditions according to Lqs. (117). (1461. MH1 
(147) as 

**i^ t /2 - i - l / ; 'ma \ S ' • 

(156) 
Re - 85.0. 

<&.>„,:„ ^ 0.0001/sec. 

^ X , , - 8 0 ^ 1 " " ft"2 <°F) ' . 

^"m^HTji*™,. 2 0.4Btuhr-' ft"* (°F) M . 
nta< '-J max 

k n s s 0.0001/sec. 

Tne time step MCH based on the Courant number becomes 

500 ft 
•*'( K s -; . .-• = 1000sec. (157) 

( K I X 0.5 tt'sec 
Hence, substituting F.qs. 1156) and 1157) in Fq. I1481. the critical computational lime step At for stable 
numerical integration becomes 

1000 sec I 
Al*S : — ; : S 250 sec. (158) 

4 | l +(1/85.01+ 1000 sec (O.OOOI/sec)] 

which represents the maximum stability limit for the Fuler-C'auchy method. 
The governing system of equations, F.q. (40). tor the particular application was numerically integrated 

according to the initial-value problem, Fqs. ( 118) and (I I'M. by the fourth-order Runge-Kufta-Gill method 
with a time step si/e At as 0 155 hr (558 sec), which corresponds to % 0th of the tidal period of 12.4 hr. 
Since this lime step is larger than the critical one. hq. (158). dictated by the stability criterion. F.q. (148). 
for numerical integration by the Fuler-Cauchy method, at the beginning of each computational run for 
different cases, the compu'aiional solutions were obtained for both lime step si/es. 250 sec and 558 sec, 
according to Runge-Kutt i-Oill integration for sufficiently many time steps. The results were compared to 
guarantee the stability of ihe larger time step si/e of 558 sec for further integration of the solutions by the 
Rut ?e-Kutta-(till method. In all test cases it was found (hat Ihe differences in solutions with the two 
different time siep si/es. 250 sec and 558 sec. were less lhan the truncated error in singie-precision accuracy 
of the computer results. 

The numerical solutions for all cases were arbitrarily started at midnight (00.00 hr) on August 18 
according to the assumed tidal flow data as shown in Fig. 13. It was assumed tnat at the Htial conditions 
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the natural ocean temperature was 70°F throughout the coastal region without the generating station. 
Immediately after midnight, it was assumed that the generating station starts operating according to the 
conditions given in Table I . either as the existing hypothetical Unit I or as all three proposed Units 1 .2 .3; 
and it continuously operates at full load throughout Uie period of computations for the assess-nent of its 
thermal impact on the cowstal region. 

The temperature distributions for the two cases and the existing and proposed operational conditions 
weve obtained from the associated computer code FAROUT of the general, transient two-dimensional 
FLIDF. mathematical far-field thermal model for coastal and offshore regions. The general computer code 
was programmed for the IBM 3( 0-91 computer. The numerical results for temperature in approximately 
480 discrete elements of the region during a complete tidal period. 12 hr 24 min. required approximately I 
min computational time, which was very reasonable considering the complexity of the problem. 

Although the temperature solutions were obtained for all the discrete elements in the large coastal 
region, approximately 63.000 ft by 32.000 ft. the results are presented only in the small region, 
approximately 15.000 ft by 11,000 ft. as shown in Fig. i ! . which contains tne intake and discharge systems 
of the generating station. 

The numerical results for the transient temperature development are presented in Figs. 14- 77 both as 
isotherms and also as perspective plots of temperature distributions as observed from a point on the left 
bottom comer of the coastal region as shown in Fig. 11. 

Each figure presents the results for a full tidal cycle. 12 hr 24 min. consisting of eight time frames at 
intervals of I hr 33 min corresponding to one-eighth of the tidal period, starting at the top left corner and 
completing the cycle at the top right corner in the counterclockwise directum. In all figures, frames 4 and 8 
correspond to low slack water and high i.ack water conditions, respectively, when the oceanic flow condi
tions arc negligible in the coastal region. 

In figures for the isotherms, (he minimum temperature at each time step is indicated at the top 
right-hand comer of the frame: and it corresponds to the outermost isotherm in the region within the 
frame. The difference between two isotherms represents 0.5°F. with the higher temperature always 
corresponding to the inner isotherm. 

The perspective plots tor temperature distributions are presented to complement the results represented 
as isotherms. Although these figures do not represent quantitatively accurate temperature results, from 
qualitative considerations, they clearly illustrate the periodic motions and the spreading of the healed water 
during the tidal cycles in the coastal region. 

The subsequent discussions of the results for the assessment of the thermal rr.ipact of the hypothetical 
generating station will he based on both isotherm and perspective representations of the temperature 
distributions in the coastal region. 

3.2 Discussion of Results for Existing Unit I Operation 

The FLIDF mathematical model was first employed to determine the transient temperature 
development in the coastal region after the start of the existing Unit I of the hypothetical generating 
station. 

The numerical solutions for case I. which assumes 20 ft thermally effective depth for the stratified 
heated water layer, are presented as isotherms in Figs 14. 16, IK. 20. 22. and 24 and as perspective plots of 
temperature in Figs. 15. 17. | 9 . 21 . 23. and 25 for tidal cycles I. 2. 5. 6. I I . and 12 during an 
approximately iix-day period after the start of the operation of Unit I at midnight. August IX. 

It is clearly evident, from Figs. 14 25. that the convection is the dominant phenomenon which 
controls the short-time variations of thermal conditions in the coastal region. The overall si/e. shape and 
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direction of the thermal plume from the Unit I discharge are almost completely determined by the oceanic 
flow conditions (Fig. 13) within the period of the tidal cycle. The turbulent diffusion transport and surface 
heat transfer effects are important omy in the immediate vicinity of the discharge where there exists 
sufficiently high local temperatures and temperature gradients. Consequently, as expected, the maximum 
temperature in the coastal region always occurs at the point of discharge, during slack water conditions 
(frames 4 and 8 in all Figs. 14-25). when the flow conditions are minimized. Although the mean 
temperature in the discrete element of the discharge reaches 80°F. IO°F above the assumed ambient 
temperature 70°F, during the conditions, it rapidly drops to less than 74°F within 1000 ft from the 
location of the dc uge. 

The overall, kng-time spreading of the heated water, in the part of the coastal region which is 
considered in the discussions (see Fig. 11). requires approximately six days after the suit of the operation 
of Unit 1 to reach pseudo quasi-steady-state conditions (Figs. 22-25). when the minimum temperature in 
the region ceases to increase between cycles and starts to fluctuate between 72°F and 72.5°F. During this 
long time period, consisting of 12 tidal cycles, the turbulent diffusion transport and surface heat transfer 
phenomena become as important as the convective transport in adjusting the temperature distributions. 
Indeed, since, according to the specified oceanic flow conditions (Fig. 13). the heated water periodically 
returns to its initial location, the overall, long-time, tidal-averaged effect of the convection cannot 
be considered as the dominant phenomenon. For the long-time behavior of the thermal plume, the periodic 
flow conditions, in a sense, create the meso-scale oceanic eddies which, combined with the micro-scale 
turbulent diffusion phenomenon, result id the oceanic meso-scale turbulent transport without any net, 
long-time averaged convective ir?nsfer. This can be clearly observed in Figs. 14. 16. 18,20,22. and 24 by 
noting the increase in 'he number of isotherms and in Figs. 15. 17. 19. 21.23. and 25 by considering the 
gradual increase of the mean temperature surface of the perspective plots, in the region with increasing 
number of tidal cycles. 
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Fig. IS- Fewpectrw plot* of temperature dMtribvtMm {datum 69'F) during cycle I for cue I with only mil I 
opentioMl. frames af % cycle f I hr 33 min). counterclockwise, starting at tnp left comer, from day 0. 01:33 hr to day 0, 
12:24 hr. 
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Fig. 17. Perspective plots of temperature distribution (datum 69° F) during cycle 2 for csw I with only unit I 
operational. Frames at '/„ cycle 11 hr 33 min). counterclockwise, starting at top left corner, from day 0. 13:57 hr to day I, 
00:48 hr. 
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Fig. 19. r«T4pectr»t >M» of temperature dblritiutinn (datum *9* F» during cyrk 5 for cast I with only knit I 
operational. I rame< at \ cycle lI hr 33 mm), counterclockwise. Marline at top lefi corner, from day I. 03:09 hr I " d.iy 2. 
14 tHihr. 
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The computed results tor the thermal impact of Unit I operation also indicate the strong influen -e of 
the surface heat transfer conditions on the shori-iiitK variations in temperature. Considering the 
corresponding first time frames in Figs 22 and 24. there exists I.O'F temperature difference between the 
minimum temperatures as 71 5 F and 72.5CF. respectively, in the region. Since the initial temperature 
development is already completed by cycle 11 and both frames correspond to the same time level in two 
successive tidal cycles, it is clearly evident that this difference cannot be attributed to convection or 
turbulent diffusion transport phenomena. If one considers the actual lime of day for each frame, the 
importance of the surface heat transfer effect immediately becomes evident. Noting thai the solution 
assumes midnight as the start of operation of Unit I. in Fig. 22. frame I corresponds to 05:33 hr in the 
morning: and in Fig. 24. frame I corresponds to 17:57 hr in the evening. Consequently, frame I in Fig. 22 
represents the thermal conditions after approximate!- 12 hr of night cooling as combined blackbody back 
radiation, evaporation, and convection: whereas frame I in Fig. 24 represents the thermal conditions after 
approximately 12 hr oi partial heating due lo solar irradiation and severry reduced evaporative and 
convective surface cooling due to higher daytime atmospheric temperature and humidity conditions. 
Considering that the present results for case I are based on the assumption that the thermally effective 
depth of the stratified plume is only 20 ft. regardless of the actual depth in the region, it is indeed reaiisiic 
to expect l.0°F variation between the morning and evening temperatures due to significantly different 
night and day surface heat transfer conditions during August in the coastal region which is influenced by 
the discharge of Unit I. 

The appreciable influence. 1.0 F. of the surface heat transfer phenomenon on th.* temperature 
variations iias a very important consequence in relation to the possibility of existence of quasi-steady-state 
thermal conditions in the coastal region. Siiice the surface conditions are approximately 24 hr periodic, 
whereas the tidal flow conditions are 12 hr 24 min periodic, a truly quasi-steady-state condition with 
variations of short-time periodicity cannot exist for thermal equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, since the 
tidal cycles have other variations and the atmospheric conditions have definitely weathei and seasonal 
variations which are out of phase with the tidal flow, there can be no imi\ quasi-steady-si ate thermal 
equilibrium conditions in the coastal region. Consequently, ihe assessment of the thermal impact of the 
Unit I operation based on simple tidal-averaged inesivscale turbulent-diffusion type models cannot he more 
accurate than 1.0°F error range in their predictions. 

It is also interesting to note that there exists approximately 6 hr lag between the conditions of 
maximum solar i radiation at noon and the maximum thermal conditions of the water in the coastal region 
in the evening. This type of time lag was also observed and computed by Lo/iuk. Anderson, and Belytschko 
140) for srnah cooling lakes with steady flow conditions resulting from power plant operations. This result 
is to he expec'.ed since the solar radiative power results in lime rate of change of temperature as inversely 
proportion** to the overall hea» capacity of the water in the coastal region. However, the lag time of 6 hr 
should not he generalized as true for all coastal regions since it depends very strongly on the thermally 
effective depth that is considered in the analysis. 

In the assessment of the environmental impact of any power plant, in general, it is usually required to 
consider certain specific characteristics of the thermal conditions associated with the behavior of the 
(hernial effluent as it cools down to ambient conditions in the discharge region. These specific thermal 
conditions usually consist of a limit on the discharge temperature, the si*e of the mixing zone, and a limit 
on ihe excess temperature above ambient conditions for the portion of the thermal plume outside of the 
mixing zone. From environmental impact considerations, these criteria are considered as the tolerable limits 
for Ihe operation of the power plant: and thermal conditions created by condenser cooling water discharges 
in oxcei. of these specified limits are considered as potentially detrimental to the ecology of the region. 
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Hence, in the assessment of the environmental impact of an actual power plant, it is usually desired to have 
simulated temperature distributions such that the predicted conditions can be compared to the specified 
environmental limits on the thermal impact. 

Similar to assessments for actual power plants, the advantages of the FLIDfc far-field numerical 
simulation model can best be exemplified by considering the results of its application to the hypothetical 
generating station based on discussions as comparisons to some specified thermal impact criteria for the 
coastal region. Hence, for the present application, a set of limiting criteria, realistically representative of 
actual environmental thermal impact limits, was arbitrarily selected as: (a) 95°F limit. 25°F above assumed 
ambient 70°F. for discharges: (b) distance limit of IGOO ft from the discharges for the mixing zone: and (c) 
74°F limit. 4°F above assumed ambient 70°F. for the temperatures outside of the mixing zone, for 
durations not more than half of the ridal period. 

The subsequent, detailed discissions of the numerically simi'laied temperature distributions, resulting 
from various operational conditions of the hypothetical generating station, will be presented as comparisons 
with the above-stated, arbitrarily specified thermal criteria for the coastal region. 

The results for only Unit I operation indicate that 74°F temperature. 4°F above the assumed ambient 
70° F. does exist beyond 1000 ft from the discharge at various times during the tidal cycles depending on 
the transient oceanic How and atmospheric conditions in the region. The times when the reach of the 74°F 
isotherm extends beyond the assumed 1000-ft limit are listed according to their order as they appear in the 
tidal cycles beginning with the assumed starting time of Unit I operation at midnight. August 18. 

1. Third day at 15:33 hr (frame I. Figs. 20. 21). maximum reach 1X00 ft along the direction of the 
tidal flow toward the shore. 

This is the first time after the start of the operation of Unit I when the 74° F isotherm extends beyond 
die 1000-11 limit from the discharge. It occurs I hr M min after slack water conditions(frame 8. Figs. 18. 
I'M when the maximum temperature was attained at the location of the discharge during the previous tidal 
cycle (frame 8. Figs. IK. l4»). 

During subsequent tidal cycles the frequency of occurrence of the 74°F isotherm reaching beyond the 
1000-ft limit increases until the l l th and 12ih cycles, after which the frequency remains approximately 
uniform depending on the periodic behav>'ir of the tidal flow and night and day surface heat transfer 
conditions. 

2. Sixth day .•! 0 5 3 3 hr (frame i . Figs. 22. 23). maximum reach 1600 ft along the direction of the 
tidal tlow toward the shore. 

3. Sixth day -I 11:45 hr (frame 5. Figs. 22. 23). maximum reach 1400 ft along the direction of the 
tidal flow toward the tnrean. 

4 Sixth day di 13: IX hr (frame 6. Figs 22. 2J). maximum.reach 4000 ft along the direction of (he 
tii* :l flow toward the ocean. 

5. Sixth day at 14:51 hr (frame 7. Figs. 22. 23). maximum reach 5000 ft along the direction of the 
tidal flow toward the ocean. 

h Sixth day at lf>:24 hr I frame X. Figs. 22. 23). maximum reach 7000 ft along the direction of the 
tidal flow toward tiie ocean 

In cycle II . the results indicaU that more than half of the duration of the tidal period, the 74 F 
isotherm roaches distances beyond the IflOO-ft iimil from the discharge. 

7 Sixth day at 17:57 hr I frame I. Figs. 24. 25). maximum reach 4000 ft opposing the direction of the 
tidal flow toward the ocean. 3000 It along the direction of the tidal flow tr>. jrd the shore. 2X00 f» parallel 
to the shoreline, and 400 II orr the shore. 

This frame represents i>ne of the most critical times from thermal impact considerations. The 74'F 
isotherm covers approximately 20.000 s«) II area around the I'rit I discharge. 
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K. Sixth day at 19:30 hr (frame 2. Figs. 24. 251, maximum reach 2500 ft parallel to the shoreline and 
6000 it on the shore. 

Th*s frame represents the imm critical case of excessive temperatures on the ihote foe the operation 
<>f the existing Unit I. 

*». iixth day at 21:03 hr (frame 3. Figs. 24. 251, maximum reach 2800 ft along the direction of the 
tidal t1o»- toward the shore. 

10. Sixth day at 22:36 hr 4 frame 4. Figs. 24. 25). maximum reach I SOU ft Jong the direction of the 
tidal tlow toward the ocean. 

Again, in cycle 12. ihe results indicate that more than half ot ihe duration of the tidal period, the 74'F 
isotherm reaches distances beyond the l'J0O-fi limn from the discharge. 

From realistic considerations, the numerically simulated temperature distributions from the FLIDfc 
model do not necessarily indicate that the assumed operational conditions of the existing Unit I of the 
hypothetical generating station result in thermal conditions which exceed the assumed limits of tolerable 
thermal impact in the coastal region. 

First, the solutions are based on case ' assumption that the thermally effective depth of ihe discharge 
plume is 20 ft everywhere in the coastal region regardless of the actual depth conditions. Since this 
condition represents only an assumed limiting case, the thermal impact of the Unit I operation may be less 
than the predictions of case I if strong vertical mixing exists in the region. Hence, it is also necessary to 
consider the results based on the case 2 limiting assumption before deciding or the compliance of the 
operation with the assumed limits of the environmental impact. 

Second, the 74°F isotherm cannot he truly defined as the 4'F excess temperature isotherm above the 
assumed ambient condition. 70° F. Since ihe results clearly indicate that the variations in night and day 
surface heat transfer conditions can cause approximately l.0°F difference in the minimum temperature in 
the region under consideration, the actual short-lime transient ambient temperature can vary between 
6°.5°F and 70.5°F. Indeed, this effect is clearly illustrated in Fig. 14. frames I 5. during a period 
approximately 10 hr following the start of I'nit I operation when the minimum temperature drops down to 
h*J.5°F. from the initially assumed alue of 70°F. due to severe nighttime cooling which occurs before the 
spreading of the thermal plume in .he coastal region. Consequently it may be more realistic to consider the 
74.5°F isotherm in checking the compliance of the Unit I operation with the assumed standards. This 
isotherm extends beyond the 1000-fi limit only in two instances during tidal cycle 12 as: 

1. 5>ixth day at 17:57 hr (frame I. Figs. 24. 25). maximum reach 2200 ft along the direction of the 
tidal flow toward the shore. 

2. Sixth day al I'JJO hrdrame 2. Figs. 24. 25). X00 It on the shoreline. 
Hence, the 74.5'F isotherm remains within the 1000-ft liini: distance from Ihe discharge more than half 

the duration of the tidal cycle. Consequently, it can he concluded that the temperature solutions for case I 
indicate that the Unit I operation of the hypothetical nuclear generating station complies with the 
assumed thermal impact limits for the coastal region. 

The numerical results lor case 2. which assumes the actual transient local depth as the thermally 
effective depth of the healed wjier layer under strong vertical mixing conditions, are presented as isotherms 
in Figs. lb. 28. 30. 32. 34. M\ 3H. 40. 42. and 44 and as perspective plots of temperature in Fifts. 27. 2". 
31. 33. 35. 37. 3«. 41.43. and 45 for tidal cycles I. 2 .5 .6 ." . 10. 15. 16. I", and 20 during approximately 
ten days period after the start of the operation of Unit I at midnight. August IK. 

The overall behavior of the transient tempeiature distributions for case 2 is considerably more complex 
than for case I since ihe thermally effective depth of the healed water layer as the actual depth 
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significantly varies in the coastal ret: >n The mean water level depth changes from approximately 10 It near 
the shoreline to 100 ft at the boundary of the region where the results are presented and to 1200 ft at the 
boundary of the region employed in the computations (see Fig. 12). Furthermore, in contrast to the 
constant depth of 20 ft for case I. the thermally effective depth of the discharge plume for case 2 varies 
periodically with the tidal elevations (see Fig. 13). particularly near Ihe shoreline where the water level 
varies more than 100 T. approximately from 6 ft to 14 ft. during a tidal cycle 

The pseudo qjasi-sieady-state condition for case 2. when the minimum temperature in the region 
periodically varies within steady bounds »H" 70.5" F and 71.OF. is reached approximately 20 cydes. in 
comparison to 12 cycles for case I. after the start of the Unit I operation. This result is to be expected 
from physical considerations since the overall heat capacity ol the coastal region for case 2 is significantly 
larger than for case I due to the actual local depth being employed in the mathematical model. Since the 
time rate of thermal energy discharge mto the region is the same for both cases, the overall time rate of 
increase of temperature in the coastal region is considerably slower for case 2 than for case I due lo the 
inverse proportionality effect of the overall heal capacity 

The transient variation of the depth of the heated water layer is physically equivalent to the transient 
variation of the thermally effective fluid height in the discrete elements ol the mathematical model. 
Consequently, for case 2. there exists an additional periodic effect of lime rate of accumulation or 
reduction of fluid in each discrete element. Since the water temperature depends <m the direction of the 
oceanic flow field, the accumulated water in an element may either he the heated water from the discharge 
or the cooler wat«.r from the Jeep ocean regions. This phenomenon in a sense produces an additional effect 
of periodic variations of the heat capacities of the elements which significantly alters the transient 
conditions of the temperature distributions corresponding to the constant depth of 20 ft assumption for 
case I. Hence, the periodicity of the transient temperature solutions tor case 2 become considerably out of 
phase with ihe periodic conditions of the tidal cycle. This behavior is clearly illustrated in all Figs. 2b 45 
both as isotherms and as perspective plots of the temperature solutions. The same time frames in successive 
cycles are both qualitatively and quantitatively diffeient from each other particularly lor cycles 
immediately after the start of the I nit I operation before the spreading of the thermal plume in the coastal 
region and to, non-slack-water conditions when the convective effects are dominant. 

The assumption of local and transient variations of the depth of the healed water layer for case 
2 also introduces significant differences from the results of case I for the evaluation of the convective 
terms in the analysis. Since the local depth in the coastal region varies considerably, approximately from 
6 ft to 1200 ft. depending on the ocean bottom topography and the transient tidal elevations, in 
contrast to case I. the convection phenomenon for case 2 very strongly depends on Ihe actual depth 
conditions. Consequently, near ihe shoreline where the transient variations in depth are most important, 
approximately 220"' change between 6 ft and 14 ft. the temperature changes during the tidal period are 
considerably more pronounced for case 2 than for case I. particularly during the cycles immediately after 
the start of Ihe l.'nil i operation and before the long-time spreading of the thermal plume in the coastjl 
region. 
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Fif. 27. Fcnpcclive ptof* of temperature distribution (datum 67 F> during cycle I for cane 2 with only unit f 
operational. r-ramc% al % cycle (I hr 33 mini, coumerclockwiw. Marling at loplefi corner, from day 0.01:33 hr loday 0. 
12:24 hr. 
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Fif. 30- Ijrfhfnw (&S"F gradation) daring cycle 5 for caw 2 with only Mi l I oferatioML Frame* at % cycle ( I hr 
33 min), counicrclockwne. Martin; at top left corner, from day 2.03:09 hr to day 2.14.00 hr. 
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Fig. J.V Pcriptci.ve plot* n( Icmptmurr diurihulinn (datum 69 F) during cycle 9 for ca« 2 with only unit I 
operational. I r,irfc* ;ii % cycle 11 Mr 1.1 inin). cotmtcrcloikwi*. tuning ;ii l»p lefr corner, from day 4. 04.45 hr to -)ay 4. 
IS tf.hr. 
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The computed mans for case 2 also indicate that, near the short Inn. ihe effect of the surface heat 
iransler phenomenon on the temperature dotnbutiom is mote important than for case I. In Fig. 2 * . in the 
tune frames 7 and * correspond*** to 23:15 hr and 00:48 hr. respectively, during cycle 1 after the start of 
iteration *t* L'ni* I . the uuna*NMi temperature isotherm V*°F rs unnvchisrry adjacent to the Juirehne of 
the coastal region. This value for case 2 is lower than the ntia*m*m Ktwpeutuu 69.5 t tF camputid for 
case I . This inlewiling result can he reaawy explained if one considers the combined convection and 
mrlace heat transfer phenomena during the tidal cycle prior to the nutans when the nmnmnm temperature 
occurs. Smce dunug cycle 2. the ocean water in deep and snf ficiently far regions from the discharge is not 
yet heated by tbt spreading of the thermal plume, vmen the tidal flow starts moving the water away from 
the shone, along Ihe direvrn* deteruuncd by I I K con ponents olthe velocity field (Fig- 13). frames 5 a n d * 
in Figs. 2» and 2**. corresponding to 20 W hr and 21:42 hr. respectively, the region near the shorebne 
starts Keening some of tins cotd ocean water a< temperatures 70.5 CF and 6 W .5°F. respectively, for frames 5 
and t». Tonsidermg the tidal conditions during the remiindfr of the tidal cycle I see Fig. 13). the depth of 
die region near the shoreline ranains in the neighborhood of the nmnnmm water level conditi mi of 
approximately to ft. Noting that *t b abnosi midnight, there exist severe surface coohre conditions in the 
region as Mackbody back radiation. Since the thermally effect;** depth of the water is assmned as Ihe meal 
depth for cast 2. which is approximately 6 ft during this period, the ovcraN heat capacity of the water in 
the shaRow region R considerably less than for cast I which jimmei coastant 20 ft depth for the thermaiy 
effective layer, ('onseqwently. for case 2. ihe water near the morehne coob down more rapidly to the 
minimimi temperatnre valne of ©» a F. which is lower than «9.S°F for case I. 

During later cycles 5 12. after the spreading of the thermal plume in the coastal region, the transient 
variations of depth for case 2 also cause higher temperature conditions near ihe sh* refine m the afternoons 
and in the evenings. During the afternoon of the third day after the start of Unit I operation i Figs. 30. 31 . 
frame M. and Figs. 32. 33. frame (.corresponding to 14:00hr and 15:33 hr. respectively), the temperature 
leaches approximately 74 C F in a region parallel to the shorehne and more than 8000 ft in both directions 
from the discharge. Similar hajh water temperature conditions near the shore line and on the more also 
occur m late afternoons and evenings during later tidal cycles due to the solar radiative heating of the 
thermal phune in the coastal regioii. 

A very interesting consequence of the actual transient meal depth asranption for the ihermarty 
effcciive thickness of the healed water layer is mown in Figs. 30 and 3 1 . frame I . A distinct wanner 
temperature spot of substantial dimensions, approximately 1000 ft by 4000 ft. appears in the coastal region 
with its center located approxhnatefy 6000 ft from tne discharge of Unit I. Although the temperature 
difference between the area of the spot 170°F) and the surrounding water (6».5"F> is quite small, it is very 
important to realize that the mathematical model is indeed capable of predictmg the possible existence of 
such wanner areas in a coastal region resulting from the thermal impact of only a single port discharge 
structure. The existence of warmer anas of this type in the middfe of cooler regiora away from the location 
of a single port discharge (frame I . Figs. 30. 31 . and frame 8. Figs. 32. 33) cat only be explained by 
considering a l transient oceanic flow and atmospheric conditions; and it cannot be predicted by any 
ampler Eukrian mathematical model than the present FUDE model. 

The numerical results for case 2 indicate that the thermal impact conditions of Unit I operation cause 
higher temperatures in larger areas but for shorter durations than the results for case I in the coastal region. 
The limes when the temperature exceeds the 74°F limit beyond 1000 ft from ihe discharge are listed 
according to their order as they appear in tidal cycles beginning with ihe start of Unit I operation at 
midnight. August 18. 

I . Third Jay at 14:00 hr (frame 8. Figs. 30. 31). 74"F isotherm is 2800 ft away and parallel to the 
shoreline extending mote than 8000 ft in both directions from the discharge. 
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This is the first time for can? 2. after the start of operation of Unit I . when the 74*F isotherm extends 
beyond the lOCO-ft limit from the discharge. It occurs a: slack water conditions at the end of cycle 5 when 
the maximum temperature in the region is at the point of discharge. 

2. Third day at 15:33 hr (frame I . Figs. 32. 33). 74*F isotherm starts on the shore at 6500 ft down 
coast from the line of the Unit I discharge and extends more than 8000 ft up coast at 2200 ft from the 
shoreline. The 75*F isotherm starts on the shore at 3000 ft down coast and extends to 6000 ft up coast on 
the shore from the line of the Unit I discharge. 

This rather severe high-temperature condition on the shore occurs doe to the motion of the 
high-temperature water, which was over the Unit I discharge at the previous time frame at 14:00 hr( frame 
8. Figs. 30. 31». along the tidal flow toward the shore during a period of I hr 33 mm. Since the depth of 
water near the shoreline is very shallow, approximately 8 ft. and the solar radiative healing on the surface is 
almost maximum in the early afternoon, the already heated layer of water, which was over the discharge, is 
further heated as it spreads and accumulates in the region near the shoreline. However, this 
Mgh-ttrnperature condition does not last long since the corner water from the deeper parts of the region 
follows the thermal plume to the shore with the tidal flow to reduce the temperature of the already existing 
heated water. 

3. Fifth day at 14:03 hr (frame 7. Figs. 34. 35). 74*F along the shore more than 8000 ft in both 
directions. 75° F isotherm at 1200 ft away and parallel to the shoreline extending beyond 8000 ft in both 
directions from the line of Unit I discharge. 

4. Fifth day at 15 36 hr (frame 8. Figs. 34. 35). 75"F along the shore more than 8000 ft in both 
directions. 75.5°F isotherm at 1000 ft away and parallel to the shoreline extending beyond 8000 ft in both 
directions from the line of Unit I discharge. 

5. Fifth day at 17.09 hr (frame I . Figs. 36. 37). 76 s F on the shore from bOOO ft down coast to 8000 
ft up coast. 76.5°F isotherm reaching the shore at a point 1000 fl up coast of the line of Unit I discharge. 
The 75°F isotherm start; on the shore at 7000 ft down coast from the line of Unit I discharge and extends 
more than 8000 ft up coast at 2000 ft from the shoreline. The 74"F isotherm extends more than 8000 ft in 
both directions from the line of Unit I discharge. 

6. Fifth day at 18:42 hr (frame 2. Figs. 36. 37). 74°F on the shore from 500 ft down coast to 1000 
ll up coast from the line of Unit I discharge. 

The results clearly indicate that during an approximately 5-hr period, between 14:00brand 19:00hr. 
the thermal impact of Unit I operation severly exceeds the limitations based on the 74*F isotherm in the 
coastal icgion. Howevci, alter 19:00 hr, the temperature rapidly drops due to the tidal flow conditions and 
atmospheric nighttime cooling in the region: and it remains lower than the 74°F temperature limit 
throughout the remainder of the tidal cycle (Figs. 36.37). 

7. Eighth day at 14:54 hr( frame 6. Figs. 38.39), 74° F isotherm on the shore from 6500 ft down coast to 
9000 ft up coast from the line of Unit I discharge. 74.5°F isotherm at 2500 f l away and parallel to the 
shoreline extending beyond 8000 ft in both directions from the line of Unit 1 discharge. 

8. Eighth day at 16:27 hr (frame 7. F ip . 38,53). 75°F isotherm on the shore from 5000 ft down coast 
to 2000 ft up coast from the line of Unit I discharge, 75.5°F isotherm at 2500 ft away and parallel to the 
shoreline extending beyond 8000 ft in both directions from the line of Unit 1 discharge. 

9. Eighth day at 18:00 hr (frame 8, Figs. 38. 39), 75.5°F isotherm in ,i region from 'he shoreline, 
including the shore, to 3000 ft. extending more than 8000 ft in both directions from the line of Unit 1 
discharge; 75°F and 74°F isotherms 4000 ft and 5500 ft, respectively, away and parallel to the shoreline 
and extending beyond 8000 ft in both directions from the line of Unit I discharge. 
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10. Eighth day at 19:33 hr(frame I . F i r 40 .4 I> . 76 3 F isotherm reaching the shore at a point 3000ft 
from the line of Unit I discharge. 75.5*F isothi'm on the shore from 3500 ft down coast to 10.000 ft up 
coast. 7S*F •sotherm on the shore from 7000 ft to 3500 ft down coast from the line of Unit I discharge. 
74* F isotherm 3800 ft away and parallel to the shoreline extending beyond 8000 ft in both directions from 
the line of Unit I discharge. 

11. Eighth day at 21:06 hr (frame 2. Figs. 40 .41 ) . 74.5*F isother.n on the shore ncm 3500 ft down 
coast to 10.000 ft up coast of the line of Unit I discharge. 74" F isotherm starting on the s>iore at 6500 ft 
down coast and -x lending beyond 8000 ft up coast from the line of Unit I discharge. 4000 ft away and 
parallel to the shoreline. 

Again, during tidal cycles 15 and 16 after the start of Unit I operation, in the afternoon and thj 
evening, for approximately 6 hr. from 15:00 hr to 21:00 hr. there exist severe excess temperature 
condition* in the coastal region. During most of this period, the temperature on the shore exceeds 75* F and 
the 74*F isotherm extends well beyond the 1000-ft limit from the discharge reaching more than 10.000 ft 
in both down-coast and up-coast directions parallel to the sh- e'ine. 

12. Tenth day at 18:03 hr (frame 7. Figs. 42 .43 ) . 74.5*F isotherm on the shore from 1000 ft down 
coast to 7000 ft up coast from the line of Unit I discharge: 75°F isothe-m. maximum reach 3200 ft from 
the discharge along the tidal motion toward the ocean: 74*F isotherm 4000 ft away and parallel to the 
shoreline, extending beyond 8000 ft in both directions from ;he line of Unit I discharge. 

13. Tenth day at 19:36 hr (frame 8. Figs. 42 .43 ) . 74°F isotherm hi a region from the shoreline to 
5000 ft. extending more than 8000 ft in both directions from the line of Unit I discharge: 74.5°F isofhein, 
maximum reach 6000 ft. and 75° F isotherm, maximum reach 3000 ft from the discharge, parallel to the 
shoreline along the down-coast direction from the Unit I discharge. 

14. Tenth day at 21:09 hr (frame I . Figs. 44 .45) . 74.5'F isotherm reaching the shore at a point 1000 
ft from the line c: Unit I discharge and covering a region approximately 8000 ft by 2500 ft around the 
discharge: 75°F isotherm, maximum reach 3500 ft from the discharge, parallel to the shoreline along the 
up-coasl direction from Unit I discharge: 74°F isotherm 3800 ft away and parallel to the shoreline, 
extending 7500 ft down coast and beyond 8000 ft up coast from the line of Unit I discharge. 

Again, during tidal cycles 19 and 20. after the start of Unit I operation, in the evening for 
approximately 3 hr. from 18:00 hr to 21:00 hr, there exist severe ex.ss temperature conditions in the 
coastal region. During most of this period the temperature on the shore exceeds 74°F and the isotherm 
reaches 5000 ft from the shoreline and more than 8000 ft in both down-coast and up-coasl directions from 
the Unit I discharge. 

Although the results for case 2. with the assumption thai the thermally effective layer is the ac'ual 
transient local depth under strong vertical mixing conditions, indicate that the tenperaturf s in the coastal 
region reach values higher than 74"F, 4°F above the assumed ambient 70°F, ai distances well beyond the 
!000-f'. limit from the discharge, during the afternoons and the evenings, the operational conditions of Unit 
I do not cause thermal conditions that exceed the assumed thermal impact criteria for the coastal region, 
since these critical conditions do not last more 'han half of the tidal period. 

The simulated temperature distributions. Figs. 14 45. from the solution of the FLIDE model, for (he 
assessment of the thermal impact of Unit I operation were discussed in extensive detail because of two 
fundamental reasons. 

First, it was necessary to identify the importance of various natural phenomena which control the 
thermal conditions in the coastal region as they appeared in the numerical results of the mathematical 
model. The short-time transient (within tidal cycle) temperature distributions indicated that the tidal flew 
conditions, both the velocity field and the depth variations, result in the dominant convective phenomenon 
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which determines the behavior of the thermal plume. It was evident that heated water can travel significant 
distances from the discharge along the tidal flow direction, without appreciable cooling by the surface heat 
transfer and turbulent diffusion transport, in the coastal region. Hence, according to the assumed, strictly 
periodic tidal flow conditions, the heated water definitely returned to the vicinity of the intake and 
discharge strictures during the tidal cycle, resulting hi substantial recirculation and re-entrainment. T i e 
results abo indicated that the surface heat transfer, particularly the daytime solar irradiation, could interact 
with the tidal motion of the thermal effluent in shallow water regions to cause unusually high temperature 
conditions near th- shoreline during certain afternoons and evenings depending on the daily tidal conditions 
in the coastal region. 

Second, since it was assumed that the hypothetical nuclear generating station already has an operational 
unit, theoretically, the results of the mathematical model can be verified by appropriate measurements of 
the temperature conditions in the coastal region. The results clearly indicated that since the temperature 
variations are extremely transient and complex, depending on the tidal flow and surface heat transfer 
conditions, such a monitoring program must be carefully planned to incorporate the simultaneous 
measurements of all the pertinent thermal snd hydrodynamic flow conditions in the lastal region during 
sufficie^dy long periods of observation. That is. the verification of the rathemalicai model can only be 
accomplished by obtaining aU the necessary field data according to the requirements of the model. 

3 J Piicujaiun of Itesute foe houajed Units 1 .2 .3 Operation 

The FLIDE mathematical model was also employed to estimate the thermal impact of the hypothetical 
generating station after the construction of the proposed two additional 1150-MW nuclear units with 
discharge locations as shown in Figs. 10 and 12. To directly compare the results, the numerical 
solutions for the temperature distributions in the coastal region, with ail three Units I . 2.3 operating, were 
obtained under the same tidal flow, surface Sf.-al transfer, and initial conditions which were employed in the 
solution for Unit ! operation. 

Th? numerical results for case <. which assumes 20 ft thermally effective depth for the stratified heated 
water layer, ire presented as isotr erms in Figs. 46. 48. 50. 52. 54. and 56 and as perspective plots of 
temperature in Fi?*. 4 7 . 4 ° . 51,53 55. and 57 for tidal cycles 1. 2, 5.6. I I . and 12. during approximately 
6 days after the start of the operation of all three Units 1.2.3 simultaneously at midnight. August 18. 

The results clearly indicate that the dominant convective phenomenon causes severe thermal interaction 
between the single port discharge of Unit I and the diffusers of Units 2 and 3 during all tidal cycles (Figs. 
46 57). due to the assumed periodic flow conditions in the coastal region. The localized high temperature 
distributions wound the discharges exist only during high and low slack water conditions (frames 4 and 8, 
respectively, in Figs. 46 -57 ) . when the tidal flow velocities are minimum. 

The heated water from the discharges never develops into three well-defined, distinct thermal plume* as 
may be expected. During most of the tidal cycle, with the exception of slack water conditions, the overall 
velocity field forces the heated water into a single irregular plume which moves according to the tidal flow 
conditions. Since the rale of rejected heai for the proposed three-unit operation is approximately Ave times 
more than for the existing single-unit operation, the combined thermal plume of the discharges of Units I. 
2. 3 covers significantly large .-was in the coastal region. 1 nis effect becomes evident immediately after the 
start of the operation of Units I. 2. 3. during cycle I (Figs 46. 47, particularly frames 2. 6. 7 ) . without 
requiring the long-time spreading of the heated water in the coastal region. 

The 74°F isotherm, corresponding to 4 8 F excess over assumed imbienl 70*F. reaches bey.-Hid the 
1000-0 limit from the discharge for the first time during cycle 2 after the start of the < peration of Units I, 
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2, 3. at 13:57 hr (Fig. 48 . frame I ) . at 1600 ft up coast of Unit 2 discharge and 1200 ft from Unit I 
discharge along the tidal flow toward the shore. At various other times during the cycle. 15:30 hr. 20:09 hr. 
21:42 hr (frames 2. 6. 7. respectively. Fig. 48). hot spot areas at 74*F appear in the region resulting from 
the thermal interaction of the discharges according to the tidal flow conditions. 

The thermal impact conditions of the hypothetical nuclear generating station, with the proposed three 
units, start exceeding the assumed thermal impact criteria for the coastal region during cycle S, after the 
start of the Units I . 2, 3 operation. During the complete 12.4-hr cycle from 03:09 hr through 14.00 hr 
(Figs. 50, 5 1 . frames I - 8 ) , the 74°F isotherm extends beyond the 1000-ft limit from the discharges under 
a l tidal flow conditions. Indeed, for more than 50% duration of the tidal cycle there exist hot spot areas 
equal to or higher than 75°F in the region (Fig. 50. frames 2, 3 , 6 , 7 , 8 ) . with temperatures in excess of 
74°F at different parts of the shore. Since most of this cycle occurs during the night and the morning, 
under high atmospheric cooling and low solar irradiation conditions, the existence of high-temperature 
areas is strictly caused by the thermal discharge conditions of the generatiag station. During cycle 6, which 
corresponds mostly to the afternoon and evening conditions, between 15:33 hr and 02:24 hr (Figs. 52.53. 
frames 1-8) , there exist areas in the coastal region in excess of 76* F, more than 1000 ft away from the 
discharges; and throughout the tidal cycle, the temperature remains in excess of 75*F at different parts of 
the shoreline. 

After pseudo quasi-steady-state thermal conditions are reached, during tidal cycles I I and 12 (Figs. 
54 -57) , the minimum temperature in the coastal region varies between 72.5*F and 73.5*F which is only 
l °F above the conditions of Unit I operation. However, in contrast to the temperature distributions for 
Unit I . throughout the complete tidal cycle, the 74*F isotherm extends well beyond the 1000-ft limit from 
the discharges for the operation of all three units. Indeed, during the complete cyde (Fits. 54-57V the 
76°F isotherm reaches distances in excess of 8000 ft up coast of the discharge structures, with hot-spot 
areas at 79.5°F appearing in the coastal region (Figs. 56 .57 . frame 2). due to the thermal interaction of the 
intakes and discharges under the influence of the oceanic flow conditions. 

The maximum temperature on the shore never drops below 77*F during the tidal cycle: and at various 
instances, it reaches 78*F depending on the tidal and surface heal transfer conditions in the coastal region. 

Hence, the simulated temperature distributions for case I , which assumes 20 ft for the thermally 
effective depth of the stratified heated water layer, under the assumed, strictly periodic, tidal flow 
conditions, indicate that the thermal conditions resulting from simultaneous operation of all three units of 
the hypothetical generating station will exceed the assumed thermal impact criteria for the coastal region. 
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The mmwricd results for case 2. which assumes the actual transient local depth as the thrrmany 
effective depth of the healed water layer under strong vertical mixing conditions, are presented as isotherms 
hi Figs. 5 8 . 6 0 . 6 2 . 6 4 . 6 6 . 6 8 . 70. 72. 74. and 76 and as perspective plots of trmpcratute in Figs. 5 9 . 6 1 . 
6 3 . 6 5 . 6 7 . 6 9 . 7 1 . 7 3 . 7 5 . and 77 during approxsasaiciy ten days period after die start of the operation of 
a l threa Units 1 .2 .3 simultaneously at midnight. August 18. 

Similii to case l T the results for case 2 indicate that the dominant convective phenomenon causes severe 
thermal interaction between the discharges of the three units during aH tidal cycles (Figs. 58 -77) . due to 
the assumed, periodic tidal flow conditions m the coastal region. Again, the localized high temperatme 
distributions around the immediate vicinity of the discharges occur only during mgh and low stack water 
conditions (frames 4 and 8. respectively. Figs. 5 8 - 7 7 ) . when the tidal flow velocities are minimum. 
However, since for case 2 it b assumed that the thennaNy effective depth of the healed water byer is the 
actual fransieni local depth in the region, during early cycles (Figs. 58 -61 ) after the start of Units 1 .2 .3 
operation, the temperatures increase slower than for case I due to the higher overall heat capacity of water 
under the assumption of case 2. 

The heated water from the single port discharge of Unit I and the dilTusers of Units 2 and 3 again 
combines into a single irregular-shaped thermal plume which moves according to the tidal (low conditions 
in the coastal region. Since, according to the assumption of case 2. the ihermaHy effective depth of the 
bested water varies thnewise during the tidal cycles and locally in the region, the temperature distributions 
exhsbil more complex behavior than for case I . particularly m shallow water regions near the shoreline 
where the surface heat transfer effect is appreciable during the afternoons and the evenings al low stack 
wafer conditions. The thermal plume spreads considerably slower for case 2 than for case I since the overall 
heal capacity of the water in the coastal region is assumed to be larger for case 2 than for case I . 

The 74° F isotherm, corresponding to 4°F excess over assumed ambient 70°F. reaches beyond the 
1000-ft limit from the discharge for the first lime during cycle 5. in comparison to cycle 2 for case I . after 
the start or operation of Units 1. 2. 3. at 12:27 hr (Fig. 62 . frame 7). at more than 8000 ft up coast from 
the Unit I discharge parallel to the shoreline. At various other instances during cycle 5 (Fig. 62. frame 8) 
and the subsequent cycle 6 (Fig. 64. frames I 4) . during the afternoon and the evening, between 14:00 h. 
and 20:12 hr. the 74 S F isotherm extends beyond 8000 ft up coast parallel tc the shoreline when 
temperatures in excess of 75°F occur on the shore. The most critical conditions from thermal impact 
considerations occur at 15:33 hr during tidal cycle 6 when the temperature on the shore reaches 77°F along 
an 300-ft section, approximately 1000 ft up coast from the line of Unit I discharge. At this lime the 
temperature on the shore exceeds 75°F for approximately 8000 ft in both directions from the location of 
the generating station: and the 76°F isotherm extends more than 8000 ft up coast parallel lo the shoreline. 

The thermal impact conditions of the hypothetical nuclear generating station, with the proposed three 
units, itart exceeding the assumed thermal impact criteria for the coastal region on the fifth day, during 
cycle 9. after the start of Units 1 ,2 ,3 operation. During this cycle (F ip . 66,67) and the subsequent cycle 
6 (Figs. 68, 69), throughout the tidal period (frames I 8), the 74°F isotherm reaches distances beyond the 
1000-ft limit from the discharges. At 17:09 hr during cycle 10 (Figs. 6 8 . 6 9 , frame 1). the temperatures 
beyond the 1000-ft limit reach 78.5°F from the Unit I discharge, along the tidal flow, toward the shore; 
and the 78*F isotherm extends approximately 8000 ft up coast on (he shoreline. 

During the subsequent cycles 10 16 (Figs. 68 -73 ) . the thermal conditions continuously exceed the 
assumed criteria by creating temperatures in excess of 74*F at distances beyond the 1000-ft limit from the 
discharges for periods more than half of the duration of the tidal period. 

After pseudo quasi-sfeady-stafe thermal conditions are readied, during cycles 19 and 20 (Figs. 74 77) 
on the tenth day after the start of the Units I. 2. 3 operation, the minimum temperature in the coastal 
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atajM vanes between 705*F and 71 J*F which is identical to the resrit <*taincd for case 2 with only Unit 
I operating. Since the me of tejected l o t for tar proposed three nnii operation is •prnainitrly fine 
tines note than for the curing single Unit I operation, this tesnlt nay seen pecan* fron thrtnal 
•whuff inaiidcrsrinui. However, noting that based on the iisuuujtiria of case 2. ne mirntdry effective 
depth of the healed water • die actaal depth in ne coastal region, the fnmnlitinn cf the prnbhn 
coash»mihedepnoftl*ThernJ 
(Fig. 11) attaining to the topography of the ocean hotton (Fig. I2>- Conseonently. the trahminn of ne 
dominant corrective thcinal energy transfer terns in deep icnjons neccsmny enploys the total depth in 
the general fornnbtion. Hence, the couvective energy transport ant of the conpntntsonal region becomes 
anreabstkaty large, njnttmg in excessive coonw, in the deep ocean parts of the coastal legjou. 
Furthermore, since the depth near the boundary of the region where the resntts are presented (Fig. I I I is 
approximately 90 ft. miwdhM to the assumption of case 2. the rate of tuning of dm I n ran dry effective 
bycTof90ft jscnaiidndily dower than for case I, which inaiiir 11 constant 20 ft depth far the thrrmnl 
plume. That is. the deepwater regions, near the boundary where the nuwanua temperatnres occur, do not 
respond as rapidly to the heated water fron the discharges, under the anunption of ml ver«Ml nuxng 
conditions of care 2. as for the imnnptinn of stratified damn! plume condition for erne I. Hence, the 
flgnrfkant increase in the rale of thernwl energy input m the ihalnw water regions for the proposed Units 
I, 2.3 operation does not appreciably change the muunmm temperature condrtroas from the shrgtc Unit I 
operation in deepwater regions under the assumption of case 2 for the actual local depth as being furry 
dtermaty effective in the analysis. 

However, although the mmmwn temperature bounds remain approximately unchanged for the 
proposed Units I, 2. 3 operation, for case 2. under pseudo quast-steady-state thernal conditions, the 
maximurn temperatures continuously remain in excess of 74*F at distances more than 1000 ft from the 
discharges, in contrast to the conditions of the existing Unit I operation. During cycles 19 and 20.10 days 
after the start of the Units I, 2,3 operation, the 75°F isotherm extends beyond 8000 ft up coast from the 
location of the discharges, more than half of the duration of the tidal period (Figs. 74-77). Furthermore. 
Ihe temperatures on the shoreline remain in excess of 75°F longer than half of the duration of the tidal 
cycle: and they reach maximum values of of approximately 76°F in Ihe afternoons and the evenings 
depending on the tidal flow conditions (Figs. 74,75. frames 6-8: Figs. 76.77. frames I -3) . 

Hence, the shnulatrd temperature distributions for case 2, which assumes the thermally effective depth 
of the heated water layer as the local transient depth, for strong vertical mixing conditions, under the 
assumed, strictly periodic, tidal flow conditions, indicate that Ihe thermal conditions resulting from 
simultaneous operation of all three units of the hypothetical generating station will exceed the assumed 
thermal impact criteria for the coastal region. 
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r-ij. 79. Comparison of temperature distributions fat critical thermal conditions at 21:09 hr for the existing unit I 
operation ard the proposed units 1.2,3 operation for case 2-

shoreline. Hence, the aduitional two Units create approximately 4°F higher temperature conditions on the 
shore during the thermally critical conditions in the evening. 

Furthermore, although the 74°F isotherm extends to approximately 6000 ft from the discharge, along 
the direction of the tidal motion toward the shore, for the existing Unit 1 operation, the 75°F isotherm 
extends beyond 8000 ft in both directions at approximately 6000 ft away and parallel to the shoreline for 
•he proposed Units 1. 2, 3 operation. 

The comparison of the temperature distributions for the existing Unit I operation and the proposed 
Units !. 2. 3 operation for the most critical thermal conditions in the coastal region, at 21:0V hr during the 
tenth day and the 20th cycle after the start of the operation of the generating station at miunight August 
IN, is presented both as isotherms and as perspective plots in Fig. 79 for case 2. which considers the actual 
transient local depiii as the thermally effective depth of the heated water layer under fully mixed 
conditions in the vertical direction The results again indicate that the additional Units 2 and 3 wiil 
appreciably increase the thermal impact of the generating station in the coastal region during the thermally 
critical hours in the evening. 

According to the results for case 2, for the existing Unit I operation, the maximum temperature on the 
shore reaches to 74.5°F only at a point approximately 1000 ft up coast of the generating station, and the 
upcoast sectici if the shore attains 74°F. extending beyond 8000 ft. For the proposed Units I. 2. 3 
operation the maximum temperature on the shore reaches 76°F at the same point as only Unit 1 
operation. The up-coast section of the shore, extending beyond 8000 ft, reaches 75.5°F, and the 
down-coast section exceeds 74.5°F to approximately 6000 ft from tht location of the generating station. 
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For the existing Unit I operation, the 74 C F isotherm extends to approximately 6000 ft down coast and 
beyond 8000 ft up coast at approximately 2500 ft away and parallel to the shoreline. However, for the 
proposed Units 1. 2. 3 operation, the 75°F isotherm extends to approximately 6000 ft down coast and 
beyond X000 ft up coast, reaching to distances approximately 7000 ft fiom the shoreline. 

It is evident tha* the solutions from the mathematical model. und*r the assumption of case 2. indicate 
considerably less differences in temperature, compared to the resuls of case I. during the thermally critical 
hours in the evening, rrtween the existing Unit I operation and the proposed Units 1. 2. 3 operation. Since 
case 2 assumes that the thermally effective depth t.' the heater water layer is the actual transient local 
depth in the coastal region, the additional thermal energy discharged from The diffusers of the proposed 
Units 2 and 3 is assumed to immediately mix with the ocean water at approximately 40 ft depth (Fig. 12) 
fn the vicinity o( the diffusers. Furthermore, since the convective transport terms for case 2 are also based 
on the actual depth, rather than the 20 ft depth as for case I. tue mathematical model assumes that the 
heated water is being convected out of the computational region with an effective depth of 1200 ft t Fig. 
12). Hence, the predicted temperature increases according to case 2. resulting from the additional thermal 
discharges of the proposed Units 2 and 3. are considerably on the unconservative side from physical 
considerations since the thermal plume definitely tends to stratify in the deep ocean regions. Nevenheless. 
the results for the temperature distributions, according to the case 2 assumption, still indicate that the 
additional thermal impact of the proposed Units 2 and 3 creates appreciable temperature differences from 
the conditions of the existing Unit I operation in the coastal region during the thermally critical hours in 
the evening. 

Hence, under the assumed, strictly periodic tidal flow conditions, the numerical simulation results for 
temperature distributions, from the FLIDE far-field thermal model, indicate that the proposed three unit 
operation, with two additional 1150-MW nuciear units, could substantially incre«se the thermal impact of 
the existing, single. 500-MW nuclear unit opertion of the hypothetical generating station in the coastal 
region. This result could be attributed to various adverse combinations associated with the assumed layout 
of the submerged intake and discharge structures of the hypothetical generating station and the assumed 
periodic tidal flows in the coastal region. 

First, since all three intakes are assumed to be locate! between the single port discharge of Unit 1 and 
2000-ft-long diffusers of Units 2 and 3. and along the assumed direction of the periodic tidal flow, the 
heated water from the discharges continuously flows over the intake structures throughout the tidal :ycle. 
Furthermore, since the intakes are assumed to be loc?ted not more than 500 ft away from any one of the 
discharges (see Fig. I I ) . the heated water does not have sufficient distance to cool, according to the 
turbulent diffusion and surface heat transfei effects, before reaching the location of the intakes. 

Second, the intakes for the additional Units 2 and 3 are assumed to be located between the two 
diffusers and the shore, in shallow water of approximately 30 ft depth at mean water level conditions (Fig. 
12). According to the assumed forms of the structures, the water layer between the intake ports and the 
surface varies between 16 ft and 24 ft during the tidal cycle. Since the diffusers are assumed to be located 
in deeper regions than the intakes, at least a part of the stratified heated water could enter the intakes as it 
moves toward the shoreline under the assumed tidal flow conditions. 

The above discussion indicates that for the assumed, typically adverse, strictly periodic tidal flow 
conditions, the assumed layout and the depths at the locations of the intake and discharge structures of the 
three units of the hypothetical generating station could cause substantial recirculation and re-entrainment 
problems during the dissipation of the thermal effluent in the coastal region. Hence, it illustrates the 
definite necessity to consider the typical oceanic flow conditions in planning the condenser cooling systems 
of multi-unit power plants in coastal and offshore regions. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A short-time transient (within tidal cycle), two-dimensional, far-field model is presented for the 
assessment of the thermal impact of power plants in large coastal and offshore regions. The Eulerian 
formulation of the FLIDE (fluid in discrete-element) model is based on the combination of the 
fundamental concepts of the FLIC (fluid-ir.-oell) numerical simulation method, for th: solution of 
hydrodynamic problems, and the "segment" or "box" type models previously employed in the analysis of 
water quality conditions in bays and estuaries. 

The present FLIDE far field mathematical model applies the integral forms of mass and energy 
conservation principles to arbitrarily shaped and sized discrete elements: hence, from computational 
considerations, it is substantially more efficient than the FLIC method, which employs uniform-size cells, 
for the transient, two-dimensional numerical simulation of temperature distributions in large coastal and 
offshore regions. 

In the development of the mathematical system of the FLIDE model, the conservation principles are 
rigorously integrated over the enclosure surfaces of the discrete elements by considering the vertical 
variations in velocity components and temperature. Since its formulation clearly identified and incorporates 
the specific forms for depth averaged turbulent transport fluxes and additional nonconvective transport 
effects due to thermal stratification, the present method is physically more realistic than the "segment" ci 
"box" models which only consider simple and questionable dispersion-type formulations for the turbulent 
transport. 

The general far-field model is capable of incorporating completely arbitrary'- transient conditions for depth 
variations, tidal, geostrophk and wind-induced oceanic currents as locally specified, known inputs in its 
application to particular problems. Although the arbitrary specification of the flow conditions may not 
satisfy the conservation of mass principle and may hence introduce errors in the realistic representation of 
the temperature distributions, the special numerical simulation form of the energy equation, which includes 
the mass conservation equation, limits these errors to phyvc«ily acceptable bounds: and it avoids the possi
bility of certain physically impossible heat trans ft' conditions that exist in various far-field models which 
employ heat source type formulations for the discharge conditions. 

The model considers surface heat transfer conditions according to short-time (hourly) variations based 
on solar irradiation, black body back radiation, evaporation and convection modes for realistic representa
tion of daytime and nighttime surface heating and cooling effects which are particularly important in 
shallow water coastal regions. 

The mathematical properties of the governing system of the FLIDE model were extensively discussed in 
the study. It was shown that the general mathematical model consists of a system of weakly coupled 
ordinary differential equations in time which can be readily integrated from any specified initial conditions. 
Based on a well-known theorem, it is rigorously established that the solutions to the initial-value problem 
exist and are unique extensions of the initial conditions: hence, it was concluded thai solutions to the 
mathematical system can he obtained by marching type numerical integration methods. 

The stability analysis of ;!,j numerical solutions was based on a discrete perturbation stability analysis 
method which was developed for the finite-difference formulations of classical partial differential 
equations. The general mathematical s>Mem of the FLIDE model was transformed into the appropriate 
finite-difference form by employing the tuler-Cauchy integration formulae for the approximation of time 
derivatives. It was shown that according to the second upwind differencing (donor cell) form of the 
conveclive terms, (he static stability requirement was unconditionally satisfied by the governing system. 
Based on the dynamic stability requirement of the discrete perturbation method, the essential criterion for 
the selection of the time step size for the numerical integration was rigorously established for the most 
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general conditions including the effects of the variations in discrete-element dunenskMs. surface heat 
transfer, and power plant discharge conditions. Hence, it was concluded mat stabk numerical solutions can 
always be obtained, by any standard marching-type integration method, as valid approximations of tk* 
solution of the governing system of equations of lire model. 

The general F U D E mathematical model was applied to a partiauv far-fieki problem for the assessavnt 
of the thermal impact conditions of a hypothetical generating station in a bug* coastal region during the 
summer. It was assumed that the generating station has an existing 5 0 M I W uperatioeai nuclear unit with 
submerged single-port intake and discharge structures for the once-through condenser cooling system. It 
w » further assumed that, to increase die output capacity of the genr^'ing station, it was proposed to 
install two additional 11SO-HW nuclear units with two submeiged angle port intakes and 2000-ft multiport 
dWusers to be constructed in the vicinity of the existing cooling system. 

To consider a typical adverse case for the dissipation o f the thermsl effluent, it was assumed that the 
oceanic flow conditions consist of strictly periodic tidal currents, without any geostrophk or wind-induced 
net drift current in the coastal region. 

The results clearly indicated that the convective energy transfer is the dominant phenomenon which 
controls the thermal conditions in the coastal region, during the tidal cycle, for both limiting cases of 
stratified and vertically mixed behavior of die thermal plume. For the proposed three unit operation, 
strictly periodic tidal flow conditions caused severe recirculation and recntrainraent between die intakes 
and the discharges, resulting in excessively high temperature conditions in the vicinity of the discharges of 
the power plant. 

The comparison of temperature distributions during successive tidal cycles indicated that the thermal 
response of the coastal region to reach quasi-steady-state conditions required considerable time after the 
start of the operation of the generating station. Starting with the assumed initial condition as the ambient 
ocean temperature, the quasi-steady-state conditions were reached after approximately six days for 
stratified and ten days for vertically mixed thermal plume conditions. Hence, it is evident that a realistic 
study of the thermal impact of a power plant must necessarily consider long time perioos. extending 
through numerous tidal cycles, to be able to predict the actui' critical thermal condition in a coastal 
region. 

The short-time temperature distributions during the tidai cycles also indicated that the daily critical 
thermal conditions always occurred in the evenings, particularly near the shoreline, indicating the strong 
influence of the solar heating of the water in the shallow regions. The exact time and temperature of these 
critical conditions depended on the relative time lag between the 24-hr periodic solar heating and 12.4-hr 
periodic tidal flow conditions. Hence, the results clearly illustrated the possibility of occurrence 
of uncommonly severe, thermal conditions, for short durations, in the evenings, near the shoreline, 
depending on the adverse combinations of solar heating, tidal flow jnd thermal discharge conditions. 

It should be stated that the reliability of the solutions of the FLIDE mathematical model in 
representing the actual temperature conditions in a specified coastal or offshore region depends very 
strongly on the input information which is required for the construction of the particular problem from the 
general formulation of the model. Although the general simulation is complete from physical 
considerations, since it exactly satisfies the conservation of energy principle in each and every element in 
the region, and it is mathematically valid, since unique solutions exist and can be approximately obtained 
according to stable numerical integration methods, nevertheless, the FLIDE mathematical model, in its 
applications, still possesses certain fundamental limitations associated with the general class of transient 
two-dimensional thermal energy transport models. 
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First, the mathematical model requires the transient kcal flow conditions for the depth and the two 
velocity components in the horizontal plane at the locations of all the discrete elements in the specified 
computational retion. Although it a indeed possMe to solve for the hydrodynamic flow field, by extending 
die FLIDE model to include the necessary integral forms of the momentum principle, this approach may be 
considerably difficult 10 formulate for the open boundary conditions of the coastal and offshore regions 
and computationally costly for the numerical solution of three additional sets of diffcrcntial equations for 
die surface deration and the two velocity components. 

Since Uie tidal and geostropbJc flow conditions in the ocean are definitely independent €>f the 
hydrodynamic conditions of the discharges, except in the immediate vicinity of the structures, the 
necessary transient local flow conditions for the formulation of the FLIDE model can always be obtained 
in the coastal region before the actual installation of the condenser cooling systems of the proposed power 
plant. This does not necessarily amply that transient depth and velocity data must be accurately measured 
at every point in the actual coastal region corresponding to !*u. locations of the discrete elements of the 
computational region of the F U D E model Although such high-resolution field data are most desirable for 
the construction of the mathematical model, they arc admittedly impractical from the cost considerations 
of the necessary instrumentation equipment. In actual practice, since standard interpolation techniques are 
readily available, it is only necessary to accurately measure the oceanic flow conditions at sufficiently many 
and appropriately selected locations in the coastal region, such that reliable high-resolution values for the 
discrete elements of the FLIDE formulation can be approximately interpolated from the field-measured 
data. 

The signifkantiy important point that must be realized in the design of the field experiments is that, 
according to the requirements of the mathematical model, the transient local data for depth and the two 
components of velocity must be simultaneously measured, at all the specified points in the coastal region, 
at the same time, during sufficiently long periods of observation and at sufficiently many intervals during 
the tidal cycles. It » abo advisable to obtain the necessary atmospheric conditions, particularly the wind 
speed and the direction, from the available meteorological information, to enable the necessary data 
reduction for the separation of the tidal and geostrophk flow conditions from the wind-induced effects in 
the coastal region. 

Hence, it is strongly recommended that in the assessment of the environmental thermal impact 
conditions of power plants in coastal and offshore regions, the development of the particular mathematical 
models and the fanning of the field experiments be undertaken concurrently to guarantee the acquisition 
of the necessary mrf reliable oceanic flow data which can be employed in the applications of reliable 
far-field models for the simulation of the thermal conditions. 

Second, the mathematical model is based on the fundamental assumption that the spatial variations are 
strictly two dimensional. Hence, the variations in depth are incorporated as averaged quantities in the 
general formulation of the model. Consequently, although the mathematical formulation dearly identifies 
and establishes the necessary forms for the special thermal energy transport terms resulting from the 
additional effect of the stratification of the heated water layer, the actual evaluation of these terms requires 
the specification of the vertical variations of the temperature and the velocity components according to the 
measured field data in the coastal region. Since these data cannot be obtained without the actual 
operational conditions of a specific power plant under consideration in a coastal or offshore region, this 
particular limitation, which is common to all existing two-dimensional models, seems more drastic tnan the 
requirements for the accurate representation of the flow conditions. However, the problem can be 
approximately resolved by either considering the limiting cases for severe stratification and full vertical 
mixing conditions, similar to the two cases which were considered in the present study, or by incorporating 
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the avauable theoretical and empirirJ information abort dw vertical variations of temperature and the 
velocity components —der stratified turbulent flow conditions. 

The ftneral probkni of stratifications is inherently aerated to oat turbulent shear flow phenamenoc 
whkh was considered in detail i i various dasskal studies associated w i n the dispersion of an awuaBy 
localized concentration of matter under rbe influence of specified turbulent flow umdjtiwni The additional 
problem about the evaluation of die depth-averaged turbulent diffusion flux terms is also related to the 
vertical distribution of the turbulent aVear stress under die rather rpjcHJonahlr, sunptirying iriumptinn of 
isotropic turbulence. Furthermore, the problem associated w i n the realistic modeling of die intake 
conditions, which in a sense dele mints dve ovcral recirculation effect between the d juh j inu and the 
intakes, also depends on the stratification of the healed fluid layer. However, unfortunately, the presently 
available knowledge about die stratified turbulent flow conditions, particularly in shaBow water regions, is 
extremely hraited. 

Hence, considering the importance of the aununmitivt thermal transport terms, consisting of 
turbulent diffusion and stratification effects, in die formulation of any tar-field energy transport model, it 
is strongly iniu—inikri l out further datoretkal and experimental research effort be extended for the 
development of reliable models, based on accurate stratified turbulent velocity drstnbutions. which can be 
incorporated in die general formulation of the F U D E mathematical model. 

In general, if sufficiently accurate field data for u u ana, flow conditions are available and rf die vertical 
stratification of die heated water layer can be approximately estimated, die FfJDE mathematical model 
can be readdy employed for the assessment of the thermal impact conditions of die pow»r plant discharges 
in coastal and offshore regions. Indeed, considering the results of die hypothetical problem of oat present 
study, it becomes evident dut die mathematical model can be applied for long periods of time to 
investigate the thermal conditions in a coastal region under slowly varying seasonal changes m atmospheric 
conditions without excessive cost m computer time. According to the presently available exploratory 
computer code FAROUT of die F U D E mathematical model, which is not yet computaf ionafly optimized 
as a production program, ma coastal region of approximately 12 miles by 6 mdes. with approximately 500 
discrete elements, which produces a considerably high resolution, transient temperature distributions at 
approximately I 5-hr intervals can be obtained for a complete year with realisticaSly varying oceanic flour 
and atmospheric conditions, depending on the weather and monthly and seasonal changes, within 
approximately 12 hr of computation time by an IBM 360-91 computer. Since the computer code has 
flexible restart capabilities, the required computational time is extremely realistic and acceptable from both 
machine usage and cost considerations. 

Hence, in concfuskm. it can be stated mat the FLIDE (fluid-in-discrete-element) numerical simulation 
model of die present study is superior to the existing transient two4imensional far-field models, both from 
rigorous mathematical formulation and computational efficiency considerations; and it can be immediately 
employed as a practical method for the assessment of the environmental thermal impact conditions of 
power plant discharges in coastal and offshore regions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A enclosure surface area of the discrete element 

C dknettsionktt coefficient in the formulation for stability analysis |Eq. (117>| 

C* constant specific heat of ocean water 

C , specific heat at constant pressure 

C . specific heat at comtant volume 

DU.X.V) mean time-averaged depth 

D £ W L mean water level depth 

D j amplitude of the tidal wave 

dA area element on the enclosure surface 

dV volume element in the discrete element 

e specific internal energy 

e j specific internal energy of formation at reference temperature T J 

F right-hand-side functions of the general system of diiferential equations |Eq. (45) | 

F c convection effect of mean time-averaged and depth-averaged flow field (Eq. (41)) 

F „ overall diffusion effect of depth-averaged molecular and turbulent transport phenomena 

|Eq.<42») 

F p thermal effect of power plant intakes and discharges (Eq. (43) | 

F s overall effect of surface and bottom conditions and heat generation [Eq. (44) | 

FLIDE abbreviation for Fluid-in-Discrete-Element 

F(t) actual computed value of the right-hand-side function including the effect of discrete 
perturbation error [Eq. ( I 2 5 ) | 

Hi) dimensionless functio" <*\: turbulent velocity distribution along vertical direction [Eq. 
(53) | 

f depth mean average of the dimensionless function for turbulent velocity distribution (Eq. 

s55)| 

f ( J , derivative of the dimensionless function for turbulent velocity distribution 

f k body force per unit volume 

GO) time-dependent part of the right-hari-sirie function of the general nonautonomous system 
of differential equations (Eq. (111 >| 

G C N D condenser flow rate (Eq. ( I 0 9 ) | 

Gm volumetric flow rate at the intake m 

G„ volumetric flow rate of the discharge n 

gl?) dimensionless function for the vertical distribution of temperature difference from its 
depth-averaged value [Eq. (56)] 

g£ volumetric flow rate p ; unit area (velocity) at the ocean bottom 

g,,, volumetric intake flow rate per unit volume (inverse time) [Eq. (116)| 

g„ volu.netric discharge flow rate per unit volume (inverse time) |Eq. (116)) 

f£ volumetric flow rate per unit area (velocity) on the ocean surface 

h specific enthalpy of ocean water 

h £ N convection surface heal transfer coefficient 
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Vf v evaporation surface heal transfer coefficient 
•J tgntjlini surface heal transfer coefficient |Eq. ( I l»t| 

hj spedfk enthalpy of formation at the reference temperature T£ 
M rlt»iB a n w M mnuher of distrete i h RM uts along x direction in region r 

"r'«»»i nnximum number of discrete eknn^KsaloinjxdiwUion • region r 
i nnii vector along x direction 

U f W n nnuunwrn nuuner of discrete elements along y direction in region r 

j unit vector along y direction 
k^ parameter representing the characteristic one Minuted with ptant diirlmfri and snrfacc 

heat transfer conditioui in the iUhihty analysis (Eg. {I47)| 

k, von Kinnaa's constant 

•% v mass rate of evaporation from the ocean surface [Eq. (99)| 
N F L I D K total nnmlirr of discrete efcmenu in the 

• anil normal vector on*watd positive to the enclosure snrface of ihe discrete elimeni 

P pressure 

QJn mixmunn sohw irradiation on the ocean surface at noon 

Q M turbulent Irealtlux along x direction dne tostralificjiioii |Eq. (711| 

Qty turbuknl heal flux along y direction doe to straufk*lion [Eq. (71 )| 

q combined molecular and turbu'eni diffusion fha along x or y direction [Eq. f 39}| 

q general heat flux vector 

q* heal transfer flux at the bottom 

q* R bbekbody back radiation flux on the ocean surface 

q£ N convection surface heal transfer flux 

qj v evaporation surface heal transfer flux |Eq. (1011) 

qj, heat flux due to molecular diffusion transport along x or y direction 

q* heal transfer flux on Ihe ocean surface 

q* R daytime solar irradiation flux on the ocean surface 

qf general nonconveclive turbulent transport flux along x or y direction |Eq. (33 )| 

q, heal generation rate per unit volume 
R total number of regions in the forrruJaf ion 

Rr discrete element Reynolds number (Eq. (I47)| 

R„ relative humidity 
T(t. x, y, z) instantaneous local temperature 

T(t. x. y) mean time-averaged and depth-averaged temperature 

T(t) actual discrete-element temperature at time t including Ihe discrete perturbation error [Eq. 
(125)1 

T'(;. x. y, z) random turbulent fluctuation of ivî iierature 
T*(t.x. y . / ) difference between the actual mean time-averaged vertical distribution and its depth-

averaged value for temperature (Eq. ( I2 ) | 
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T , 
TJ irmpeniMe of rhc fined inflow at the ocean bottom 

<f „ V - M O coohng water Umptianm from the intake: entering the condenser |Eq. < IO»)| 

T m tempe ramie of rhe 1kmi at intake m 
T . temperature of the fluid at dmhaim n 
l t temperature of me water surface 

r of the inflow on the ocean s 

t time 
I* tinv lag for velocity couusoueutu^ 

t£ tnwf lag for velocity tuny uiiiainornny to dKilwiilnw (Eq.(l33)| 

U(Xx.y) meat time awrayd and depth averaged velocity enmp nutnt ahmg x i 
0 * nrngnnwie of dx velocity component along x direction on d« haif^oini surface 
G * A X nmmmmp.vahKof rhevetoaty camponent paraM todn;shoreline (£4.(1 S3i| 

u'(t.x,y.z) random luibufcut fluOuitioat of die velocity component along x direction 
u*|t,x.y,z) difference between dee acte* mean timr wrngrd vertical dtstribntion and its depth-

averaged value for die velocity c-mmonent along x direction (Eq.( 12>| 
< friclwn velocity along xdirectiOM (£4. (54)| 
V(t. x.y) mem thm imaged and depth-averaged velocity component ahmg y direction 
V velocity vector 

V* magaitnde of rhe horizontal velocity 

V* uuguitude of die velocity component along y direction on the half-point snrfaces 
V j , A X iiMximnm vame of the velocity component normal to the shoreline (Eq. (IS3)| 
V w vrindspeed 

(V , , )^ , refer.-'uee value of wind speed associated with die evaporation surface heat transfer 

coefficient 

V* imprtsde of the friction velocity baaed on the bottom shear stress (Eq. (66)| 

V volume of die discrete element 
vft. x. y. z) instantaneous local velocity component along y direction 

v'(t. x.y.z) random turbulent fluctuations of die velocity component along y direction 

v*1'.x.y. z) difference between the actual mean time-averaged vertical distribution and its depth-
averaged value for die velocity component along y direction (Eq. (12) J 

v? friction velocity along y direction (Eq. (54)) 

W* maximum value of either of the two mean time-averaged and depth-averaged velocity 
components (Eq.( I44)| 

x Cartesian coordinate of the formulation 
y Cartesian coordinate of the formulation 
0 dimenskmlest constant (Eq. (58)) 
y E v coefficient associated nidi surface evaporation rate (Eq. (100)) 
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As maxMiumdiroeiiaonui'thediscreie<kiiKiits|r:<|.(l44|| 

-^Tt >o temperature increase in the condenser |Eq. (! I0 | | 
AT,, difference between the local and uHake temperatures (E<|. ( 107|| 
AT* maximum difference due to stratification between the actual mean time-averaged vertical 

distribution and its depth-avenged value for temperature |Eq. (56) | 
At time step sue employed in the numerical solution 
At,-,, time step size based on generalized form of the Courant's number for stability ]Eq. 1146)) 
Ax dimension of the discreie element along x direction 
Ay dimension of the discrete eieoent along y direction 

4 Kronecker delta associated with the location of intakes and discharges in the discrete 
elements |Eq. (l<M| 

Ml) discrete perturbation error at trne t 
6F<t) error introduced in the right-tand-side function due to the discrete perturbation error (Eq. 

(I28) | 
i equivalent thermal diffusion coefficient [Eq. (76)] 
€ T l turbulent thermal eddy diffusmty along x direction (Eq. (62)) 
e T J turbulent thermal eddy diffusely along y direction [Eq. (62)] 
e T z turbulent thermal eddy diffusrvity along z direction [Eq. (63)] 
€Vt turbuient momentum eJdy diffusmty along z direction (Eq. (65)] 
J dimensionless verttca'. coordinate [Eq. (S3)| 
fj dimensionless thickness of the laminar sublayer on the cean bottom 
K coefficient of molecular thermal conductivity 
> x bottom friction coefficient along x direction |Eq. i60l) 
\ y bottom friction coefficient along y direction [Eq. (60)] 
p density of the ocean water 
T A geometric shape factor for Mackbody back radiation [Eq. (98)] 
P e dimensioniess factor based on emissivities(absorptivities) for Mackbody back radiation [Eq. 

(98)] 
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
a surface force vector on the enclosure surface 
a* equivalent coefficient for blackbody back radiation [Eq. (117)] 
r local shear stress component in a horizontal plane 

r T tidal period 
r£ bottom shear stress due to turbulent flow conditions [Eq. (66)] 
rmx bottom shear stress along x direction 
T w y bottom shear stress along y direction 

Superscripts 

(r) integer identifying the region in the formulation 
(s) integer identifying the region for matching conditions 
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integer identifying the discrete element OR X Hsuadary 

nteger identifying the location of the discn te eiement along x dtrection 

integer idenbfying the (ocabcn of the half-point enclosure surfaces of the discrete elerneiit 
normal to x direction 

integer wentirymg the discrete element on y bnnadary 

integer identifying the location of the dtscre-.e element aforg y direction 

•liefer identifying the location of the half-pant enclosure snrfaces of the discrete element 
normal to y direction 

integer identifying the discrete element for x boundary matching conditions for adjacent 
regions 
integer identifying the discrete element for y boundary matching conditions for adjacent 
regions 

integer identifying the discrete element for y boundary matdtmg conditions for adjacent 
regiotts 

integer identifying the discrete element for x boundary matching conditions for adjacent 
regions 

integer identifying the extra discrete elements for y boundary matching conditions for 
adjacent regions 

integer identifying the extra discrete dements for x boundary matching conditions for 
adjacent regions 

specified value on the x boundary 

specified value on the y boundary 

initial conditions 
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